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.TALL ON
CABINETS

TELEVISION COMPONENTS

SMOOTHING CHOKE.. Five Henry 250 mA. 50 ohms, 6 ¡6,
P. anal P. 1 -.
.1,.%. COILS, cro
I in Aluminium Can, .size 2e x ;, 1.1lh cornier
lurid iron dust. ,lore. 1,-.
FRAME; UsI'ILLA'l'OIC TRANSFORMER, 48. P. & P., 9d.
I176 '.I% III() .DElt with screening ran. 1 6
HEATER. 'I'R:I NSFOR$1 ER. -Pri. 230 -250 v. Sec. 2 v. 2;
amp 5 -. Pri. 230 -250 v. Sec.6 v. I!. amp.. 6 -. P. & P., l' -. Primary
2+0 -250 V. Sec. 2, 4 or 6 v. 2 amp., 7 6. P. & F. lr-.
SItINI'l'HHIN(. CHOKE.-150 mA. 2 Henry. 3 6. P. & P., 1 -.
P.M. FOÇl -S !'NIT. -Any 9in. or 12ín. Tute, except Mezcla 12.
State Tube, 126. with Mont adjustment. 15 -. For 12in. Mazda,
15' -. Similar to above, with front adjustment, 176. P. & P., 1'6
each.
MAINS l' It A NSFOI{ II EIlS
1'rinrar> 260 -250 v. P. ¿, P. on each, 16 extra.
280,41 -2811, 80 rnA., 6 v. a amp, F v. tamp, remi- shrouded, drop-through,
17 -.
250 -0- 250. 60 mA., 6 v. 3 amp, upright mounting. 126.
250 -I1 -250. till mA., 6 v. 4 amp. upright mounting, 14 -.
300-0-300. 1(N! mA 6 v.:3 anm.. 5 v. 2 AMP., 25 -.
350 -0-350. 70 mA., h v. 2.5 amp_ 5 v 2 amp., 14. G.
Semi -sh
led, drop-through, 280 -0 -280 80 mA., 4 v. fi amn., 4 v.
2 uonn.. 12'6.
350-0-350, 120 mA.. 4 -v. 6 amp.. 4 v. 3 amp.. drop-through. 21' -.
350-0-350.100 inA., 4 v. 2 amp., 4 v. 4 amp. Upright or drop- through
mounting. 16 -.
l'rimary 230 v. Secondary 200 -0-200 v. 35 rnA. 6 v. 1 amp.. 8 8.
Transformer. Priniar9 28.0 -250 v. Secondary 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. 9, 10, 12,
15, 18. 20. 24 and :30 v. at 2 amps.
280 -0- 280, 250ln A.. 0 v. 6 amp. 5 v. 3 amp, semi- shrouded, drop- through
with lune. P. & P.. 3.' -. 29.6.
Tube supporting Bracket in 18 gauge cadmium -plated steel. size
Bain. x 4110 with 3lin. diameter cut-out complete with 12in. Tube
supporting clamps, 2 -.
Frame cart.pnt transformer. 10 Henry matching 10-1. 9 6.
Auto -wound, Could he used in the Viewmaster. H.'1'. 280 v. 360
MA. 4 v. 3 amp.. 4 v. 3 amp., 2 v: 3 amp., 2v. 3 amp.. 10. -, Plus 1 6
post and parking.
Pin. White rubber mask with armour -plate glass, 10'- 12in. Cream
rubber mask with armour -plate glass, 15- 15in. Rubber mask. 15.12ín. Armour -plate glass. 4 Pin. Armour -plate glass. 3 -.
,,
(7t As, is._
lr gauge steel cadmium plated,
cone
Lo., with ironed cored
P., 1 6.
61ín. I;VLKr. Is1.11 111.1 X 1x11A sr'I:.IKI ?R by Plessey. Field
,.r'
rr Oh Humboc-kic,,
resistas( c et'.
I.
Will pass up to 300 mA.
Retlnire minim
21d mA. to enmr,l'hese are cheaper than a
TV h, ke.
2 for 18' -.
TI 15 111.1 11 r r,', 11101, 26.
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for the
VIEW MASTER

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
&
PRACTICAL
TELEVISION
SETS
MINI -FOUR
ARGUS P.W.
3 -SPEED AUTOGRAM
CRYSTAL
DIODE
P.M. TAPE RECORDER
"TELE- KING" WITH DOORS
in pack -flat kits or assembled cabinets.
Ràdiogram, Radio and Television or
combination cabinets made to suit

customer's requirements, in quantities
or singly.
Tape Recorder Cabinets.
Prices and literature on application
Mini -;eue Cabinet,

Blue Leathercloth, complete will.
...
14/- Incl. postage

grille and plastic handle

JAMES TALLON & SONS LTD.
(Dept. P.T.I)

MANOR WORKS
RUGBY

:

:

.

MANOR ROAD

Telephone

-

-

:

RUGBY 2070

>:

.

-

6).
for Signal Generator. Coverage 108 Kcs. -320 Kcs..
Ers. -9(0 lias.. 900 Kes. -2.75 Mes., 2.75 Mcs. -8.5 Mes.. 8.5
Mc6. -20 Mc
Metal ease 10 x 6; x 41ín., size of scale 61 s 31in.
2 valves and 1 rectifier valve. A.C. mains 230250. Ìnternal
modulation 400 cps. to a depth 30 per rent. Frequency caliSration accuracy plus or minus 1 per cent. Modulated or unmodulated R.F. output continuously variable 100 milivolts.
Fries £310.0. P. & P. 4. -. This fncdudes Lhe return to us for
checking and calibration. Point to point and theoretical
diagram, 3.6.

F il

r

i

t

:5:8

W.+l'l'EItlOCSE 5in. EXTENSION SPEAKER. complete with
volume control, in gold and green. 22 6. P. & P.. 1' -.
WALNUT BAKELITE ('ARIN7ÏI'. size 17.1 x 12 x 81n., complete
with 3 -wave band scale, size 8, x 3)ín...5 valve superhet chassis
with I.F. valve holder and transformer cut -outs, pointer. drum,
drive spindle. 4 knobs, 2 scale clips, 3 pulley wheels. two brackets.

scale pan and back. Despatched to England. Only 31'-, post
paid.
CY)NSTRUC'rOR'S POLISHED CABINET. size 10 x 63 x 5in.
apProx., supplied in hatted form, grooved and ready to glue together. Complete with plastic front. 3 -valve chassis. size 81 x 4 x
11in. tuning scale, hack -plate and back. Two knobs not supplied,
10. -. P. & P., 16.
TWIN -G.ANG and pair of 'r.R.F. COILS to suit above, 8.6.
11: GII. ('RISI'AJ. DIODE. wire 010. 23 post paid.
CONNECTING WIRE, 1,6 post paid.
D. PUSH-BACKP.M.
12
SPEAKERS

Closed held

21ín.

...

5in.
61 in.

...

:311n.

tOto.

...
...
...

...

...

...

...
.

...

...

...

_.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
_

...

...
...

...
...

...
...

with trans. less trans.

...

...

1616

16/6
1 8 13

Po,.t and packing on each of the above, 1r-.

15,6
13:6
12/6
12)6
15f25/.

BUSI.VE.ISS:
TERMS OF
CASH WITH ORDER.
DISPATCH OF GOODS WITHIN 3 DAYS FROM RECEIPT OF
ORDER.
2.' -. Under £1 add 1)6 post and packing.
All enquiries and lists, stamped, uddressrd envelope.

Orders under E2 add

23, naGn
St., ACTON, W.3
(Uxbridge Rd.) Acorn
5901.

VALVES. EY51. SU61. ECL80, GT1C, 807, 11 9 : 5U4, 6V6'
109 1A3, 1R5, 1T4, 155, 3A4, 394. 3D6, 6E15'
1001, EF39, EF50, EFBI. EL91, 6F12. ECH42. 8.9 :KW, KT32'
SP41, 6 9 6J5. UF41, UY41, TTII, 5.9 ARO, 401, 6C5, C2C'
VP1'+3, 3:9: EA50, 1 9.
S(ILDI?R. Ersin, multi-core. 12 6 per lb. reel, or 441. var.!.
5Y3, PM3. %66,

:

:

:

SAJA AGE. RADIO-GRAM ('11.-ISSIS.
Price £917 6.
5 Valve bidet. 1552 Models. Made to sell at three
t his
Price. Latest pin -type Midget Valves (BOA series).times
be
built into your own cabinet in combination with oneCan
our
salvage auto -change units to make a first -class radio of
-gram
and save pounds. All units guaranteed and tested before
despatch. Auto -change units, single speed, £5,196. P. &
P. 36.

SALVAGE MAINS TRANS.'
FORMERS. Price 12'6 each,
260 -0 -260, 613 V.. 3 A. All tested
and guaranteed for 3 months.
Postage 2' -.
O.P. Transformers for TRF and
Personal sets. Will match all
normal O.P. valves to 2 -5 ohm
speech coil.
Price 319 each.
Postage l' -.
EXTENSION SPEAKERS.
Price 19/9. Tax Paid.' Latest
tattle type with fmhIsprayed metal fret.
5in. Y.M. Speaker.
Postage
15.
CONDENSERS. Bargain offer of new two -gang .0005 mfd.
toning condensers, 2'9. Three-gang. .0305 and .00035
XWD., 2/9 each. Single -gang, .0003 mfd., 2'9. Postage, 9d.
each.
STAMP FOR 1952 LIST.
C.W.O.

AIU[f/l

C.O.D.

Y/Vl`lC

or

V\

621,

Rontfbrvl Road,

London, 14.12.
(Grangctcood (SD?)

Money

Back

Guarantee
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"WEI°

CAN SUPPLY ALL

TERM

RECOMMENDED

rtlf

COMPONENTS

FOR THE

"ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS

" VIEWMASTER
LONDON

-

HOLME MOSS
SUTTON COLDFIELD
KIRK o' SHOTTS
WENVOE
Specified Components by
:

T.C.C., W.B., Morganite, Bulgin, Westinghouse,
Belling, Wearite, Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Ferranti. Talton and W.B. Table or Console
Cabinets are also available.
Send 7/6 for the " Viewmaster Envelope," which
gives a complete description of this Televisor, including Assembly Layouts and Component Price List.

Our NEW STOCK LIST

(price 9d.)
is now available
Brief details are given of the various KITS OF PARTS
we are able to offer for the construction of many types
of Radio Receivers, Battery Chargers, " Alldry " Battery
Eliminators, and " hundreds " of Wireless Components.

LIMITED

RADIO

STERN

109/115 FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Telephone

:

CENtral 5814 and 2280

_,gDCOLP

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE VALVE STOCKS

(ReBd T.oda Mad-)

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
FOR

CON-

AND

ALL

SOUND EQUIPMENT
O

S

L D

E

R

J

O

I

N T

I

N G

AS

MODEL "
25/6
ILLUSTRATED

Any

volt

"

.

.

SUCCESSFUL HOME

STRUCTION

TEST METERS IN STOCK
AVO VALVE CHARACTERISTIC METER IN STOC't.
" AVO," " TAYLOR " TEST METERS AND
MEGGERS
SIGNAL GENERATORS.
AVO. No. 8 IN STOCK
... '_28 7 0
Leak Point One Amplifiers
...
9
9 0
...
...
..
Leak Pre -amplifiers
Leak Vari -slope Pre -amp. for Leak Point One 12 12 0
38 5 0
Leak Tuning Unit
17
6 8 '
Chapman Tuning Units
...
...
... 22 18 S
Connoisseur Two -Speed Motor

STANDARD

range supplied,
6/7 to 230/250

Replacement Heads and Pick -ups
& Weaire Tape Deck
Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscope t1i094395 ...
Decca

Wright

Partridge Output Transformers
for Williamson Amplifier

0

0

IO

0

19323

0

0

7

S

3

35

LATEST VALVE MANUALS
MULLARD. OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 4, Si. each.
MAZDA 2!- each. Postage 6d. each extra.
TELEVISION SETS, WIRE AND TAPE RECORDERS

ALWAYS IN STOCK

TERMS

with order and subject to pricy
alterations and being unsold.

C.O.D. OR CASH

3/16" dia. bit Standard Model
Equally suited to daily or intermit-

tent

use

Est.

Made in England

1919

Registered Design

British, U.S.A., Foreign Patents)

Il-

10 /6

illuarai °1

c''lt s.

Export. Enquiries Invited

WRITE DIRECT TO

AD(OLA PRODUCTS

LTU.

Sales. Offices & Works : CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM
111.1Cuuln 5272
HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.4.

PROPS'.'

ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray louse,
150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765
TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY, LONDON
CABLES

-" -"
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y

The choice of T.C.C. Condensers by
so many knowledgeable manufacturers
is testimony to their worth.

"1411101-

'LECTROPACK' ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS
Cap. ..F.

Peak Wkg.

Length

8 -32

275
350
450
450
350

2ilin.

60 -1008 -16
32 -32
100 -100

Dia.

Type No.

in.
IÁin.
I
in.
I¡,in.

CE34HE
CE37LEA
CE34PEA

IAin.

CE36LEA

I

4Ain.
.

in.

2

4!.in.

4in.

CE37PE

PICOPACKS' MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS
(Plain Foil

Capacity
p.F
.

8
20
30
10
5
2
1

Dimensions
Dia.

Wkg.

Peak

Volts
6
12
15

25
50
150

350

Body Lgth.
in.
in.

,,;
!,

lin.
tin.

!;in.
!.in.

lin.

.25in.
.34in.
.43in.
.34in.
.34in.
.34in.
.34in.

Type

No.
CE72A
CE3OB

CE71B
CE30C
CE30D
CE3OG
CE3ON

(Regd.)

THE

TELEGRAPH

Radio Division:

CONDENSER CO. LTD.

North Acton, London, W.3.

Tel: Acorn 0061

EVERY AMATEUR CONSTRUCTOR
NEEDS TR 1
For
first

War

the
time Mullard have compiled a Valve and C.R.T.
reference specially for the amateur constructor. The
Amateur's Guide to Valve Selection" contains essential
information on valves for AC, AC/DC and battery operated
radio receivers, for television receivers, and for audio
amplifiers :
I. Instructions for the correct use of the
Mullard "Preferred" Range of Valves
and of Mullard "Long Life" Television
Picture Tubes.
2. Full operational data for each application.
3. Simple valve selection table for quick
reference.
4. Mullard Valve and C.R.T. nomenclatures.
5. Typical circuit diagrams for the various
applications.

1'G
Percopy(peck-

ing & postage
3d. extro).

Mullard

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER, OR
DIRECT FROM MULLARD LTD., BY FORWARDING YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, TOGETHER
WITH A i/g P.O., TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.

MULLARD LTD., VALVE SALES DEPT., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.s.
MVM 222

P

21111121N
tiltAL
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Editor : F. J. CAMM
Editorial and Advertisement Ofnees: " Practical Television." George Newnan.
Ltd.. Tower House, Soulhampl on Street, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 4808.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the C.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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TELEVIEWS

Transistor Developments
THE announcement by the Radio Corporation
of America that they have constructed a battery operated television receiver which is valveless
except for the picture tube is of the highest importance, for it marks a new development not only in
television technique but in electronic applications
generally. Transistors are made from tiny pieces of
germanium crystal ana the transistors themselves, in
most cases, are not larger than a pea. In the demonstration they were shown operating radio sets, loud
speaker systems, miniature transmitters, parts of
electronic computors and many other pieces of electrical apparatus. It is true that the receiver demonstrated was experimental, but it was a portable single
channel receiver with a 5in. screen, housed in a case
no larger than that of a portable typewriter case
12in. x 13in. x 7in. Complete with batteries it weighs
271b. and it produced a satisfactory picture when
operated off its self-contained loop aerial five miles
from a transmitter on the Empire State Building, and
from a small external aerial it received pictures
fifteen miles from a transmitter. This experimental
receiver has 37 transistors and its total power consumption is 14 watts, or rather less than one tenth
that of a standard table model set.
They were also incorporated in a demonstration
of a personal radio receiver. The circuit made use
of only one converter valve but transistors in all
other circuits and it maintained the performance of a
standard all -tube receiver. Their use has enabled a
one third reduction in the size, weight and cost of
the batteries needed, without reduction of the
standard 100 -hour operating life.
Also shown was a portable F.M. receiver covering
88/108 Megacycles. It uses eleven transistors. An
automobile radio exhibited had push- button tuning
and made use of eleven transistors. No valves whatever are employed and an important feature of it is the
elimination of the high voltage power supply common

-

to a standard A.M. receiver. The overall volume
of the receiver was only 2 cu. in. The power supply
is about the size of a coat button and consists of a
1.35 volt battery with an operating life of 3,000 hours.
Another application was a transformerless power
amplifier consisting of four transistors mounted on a
small valve socket. It would appear that such a
device can perform many of the functions that now
require two or more valves, a phase inverter, an output
transformer and other components to amplify the

audio signals.
We foresee that within a few years transistors wilt
transform the design of radio and television sets, not
only reducing their cost but also the amount of servicing required, and their size.

Car Suppression Compulsory
As from July 1st, 1953, all new motor cars, motor
cycles (including motorised bicycles) and motor
boats must be fitted with suppressors. This is
stated in new regulations laid before Parliament by
the Postmaster -General.
It is well known that
cars are the chief source of interference with television
reception and it may be that lesser causes such as
vacuum cleaners, electric motors, hair dryers and
electrical apparatus will be compelled by law to be
suppressed by the makers before sale.
The new regulations do not, unfortunately, apply
to old cars and, considering the hundreds of thousands of old cars which are still in use because of the
price of new cars and the difficulty in obtaining them,
we think that the regulations should have been all embracing, especially as the cost of suppression is
only about half-a -crown or so. The manufacturers
are carrying out experiments to see what they can do
to prevent such interference being picked up but the
problem is difficult because the interfering signal
radiated from the ignition leads to the sparking plug
is fundamentally similar to the television signal and,
to present car radio receivers. This power supply, therefore, difficult to sift out in the receiving
consisting of a vibrator, transformer and rectifier, is apparatus.
not necessary in a transistor receiver because the
Although it is denied that suppressors interfere
transistors operate directly off the car battery. Jt with the starting of motor cars, especially in cold
uses one tenth of the current of present radio sets. weather, it is our experience that they do. No
R.C.A. also demonstrated a tiny radio transmitter doubt new motor cars will have a different coil
employing one transistor and a few simple .ompo- ignition system which will make good the loss caused
nents. This fed the signal from a phonograph pick -up by suppression. -F. J. C.
9
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The Commercial Aspects of

Canne1 C

ADAPTING CIRCUITS FOR ANY OF THE FIVE BRITISH

TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS

TO facilitate the manufacture of television receivers performed by the repositioning of five links located in
suitable for operation in any part of the country, accessible parts of the circuit.
the general trend in current design is to embody
The basic circuit of this method is shown in Fig. 2.
a simple means of channel changing.
Such facilities
Starting from the aerial and changing from, say,
demand the superhet method of reception, where, in
London to Birmingham (a lower to 'a higher frequency),
general, the only circuits requiring modification for first
of all necessitates changing the aerial capacitor CI
different channels are limited to three. A stage of R.F. to that
of
amplification is invariably included in front of the turbed, andC2, the setting of Cl can thus be left undisthe modified aerial loading adjusted by C2,
mixer ; therefore, the circuits affected are -The aerial this, as shown.
is accomplished by link (a). Link (b)
input circuit ; the tuned coupling from the R.F. stage is positioned
so the coil, LI, is in shunt with the secondary
to the mixer ; and, of course, the local oscillator.
of the aerial transformer. The circuit will, therefore,
Both sound and vision intermediate frequencies are tune to a higher
frequency, for it will be remembered
unaffected, for a study of the frequencies selected for that two
inductances in parallel produce a lower overall
different channels will reveal, in each case, a 3.5 Mci's inductance,
the value of which follows the well -known
vision /sound separation. Further, the lower sideband
frequency characteristic of the vision signal is identical reèiprocal formula : L= LI , -L2l and is analogous
L1-I-L2/
for channels 2 to 5, although channel I (London) still
radiates the old double sideband transmissions. It is, to resistors in parallel. Thus, the value of LI is such
therefore, necessary for the I.F.s to respond only to the that when connected in conjunction with the aerial
bandwidth radiated by the transmitters of channels 2 transformer the frequency is altered from London to
to 5, and in this way the frequency characteristic of Birmingham.
The same reasoning applies to the coupling transchannel I is altered and arrives at the vision detector
former, where links (c) and (d) shunt the primary and
in single sideband form.
secondary with additional inductors L2 and L3.
Single Sideband Working
The foregoing tuned circuit modifications, therefore,
This will be better understood by referring to Fig. 1, change the signal frequency and permit its amplification
where at (a) and (b) respectively the frequency charac- before application to the mixer valve. It is now necessary
teristics of London and " other channel " transmissions to shift the local oscillator frequency, so that added to
are shown. It will be seen in the " other channel " case the signal frequency the desired intermediate frequencies
only part of the upper sideband is transmitted. The will result.
This is accomplished by removing the extra trimmer
partial elimination of one sideband permits the use of
receivers with reduced I.F. bandwidths for given video C3 from across the oscillator coil by means of link (e),
and
thus increasing the generated frequency.
responses, as opposed to the old- double sideband
systems.
It remains now finally to adjust the frequency of the
In order to avoid overemphasis of the low modulation local oscillator by altering the capacitance of the variable
frequencies, the I.F. channel of a single sideband receiver trimmer C4. At this point, however, it is worthy of
must have a response which is 6dB down at carrier mention that adjustment of C4 may not correspond to
frequency. This is clearly illustrated by (c) and (d), maximum sound, but a compromise between sound and
which show also that the receiver response is identical minimum sound on vision may be necessary. This is
for either system of transmission. Therefore, provided because the sound rejector circuits are adjusted for
the 1.F. channel is precisely aligned for this mode of
4/hS
45
Vision
Sound
functioning, channel changing merely involves mutation
carrier
carrier
of the carrier frequencies.
The importaitce of retaining correct separation between
the sound and vision 1.F.s now becomes apparent, for it
would be a simple matter to tune the local oscillator for
maximum sound, and yet be grossly off the mark so far
as the 6dB down carrier is concerned. This, of course,
would give rise to the usual manifestations associated
with maladjusted tuned circuits in the vision channel
(see " Picture Distortion Analysed," P.T., March, 1952).
:

-

A Two -channel Conversion System
During the period when only two channels (London
and Birmingham) were in operation, the General Electric
Company led in the field of conversion by including
double windings on the appropriate tuned circuits and
additional shunt capacitors for the aerial and oscillator
circuits in their then current models. Channel changing
proved to be quite a straightforward operation, and was

óábí
--4

(c)

I

I.- Showing
the frequency
at la) and other

Fig.
channel

characteristics

of

I
channels at (b), while (e)
and (d) show the receiver response for single sideband

working.
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but so that when connected in shunt with the main coils
the tuned frequency is altered and corresponds to

attenuation at sound intermediate frequency, and in
order to keep the converted vision carrier 6dB down,
the oscillator frequency for both conditions does not
quite correspond.

channels 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
The advantage of this system is that all five channels
may be pre-adjusted initially to their correct frequencies.
Therefore, channel changing is reduced to the mere
operation of rearranging the three selector links. Not
much imagination is required to appreciate that the
circuit lends itself admirably to channel selection by
means of a five -position rotary switch, performing the
analogous function of the wave To Mixer
change switch in a broadcast

A T.R.F. Model
With current models of The General Electric Company
the superhet mode of reception has been dropped and the
T.R.F. method adopted. This, of course, renders channel
changing. as previously described, an impracticable

HT

receiver!

(d/

Fig. 2.

-A two
-channel
system by

A Popular Method

Coupling

transformer

conversion

By far the most popular method

G.E.C.

of altering the tuned frequencies

RF

Amplifier

Osc / ator

coi s

(a)

Osc.
valve

Aerial
Aer,a<

transformer

is

by capacitise and inductive means,
as opposed to reducing the coil
inductance by additional coil
shunting. Usually the aerial and
coupling coils are designed to cover
the frequency spectrum of the
whole band, and each channel is
individually selected by the setting
of an iron -dust core.
The local oscillator frequency,
however, is shifted by a trimmer
across the oscillator coil. A circuit
after this nature is depicted by
Fig. 4.
A noteworthy feature of

oscillator circuit, and one
invariably adopted in most designs,
the

.

is created by the shunt capacitors Cl and C2.
These capacitors not only assist in tuning the oscillator
to the desired frequency, however, but they also minimise
frequency drift. This is because one has a positive

proposition, since such procedure would entail the
alteration of at least 12 tuned circuits, but, nevertheless,
channel changing has been catered for in these models
also.

The chassis is divided into two decks, the sub-deck
comprises the sound and vision detectors, video, and
R.F. stages, and is designed for operation on one particular channel only. Channel conversion is carried out
by fitting replacement sub -deck. Such decks are factory
aligned for operation on the desired channel, and may
be obtained on an exchange basis through a G.E.C.
dealer. They are secured to the main chassis by means
of two bolts; and the interconnecting cables are in plug
and socket form. Thus, their removal and refitting is
both simple and rapid since no further adjustments
are usually necessary.
Five -channel Conversion
An enlargement on the old
style of G.E.C. channel conversion is that employed by Pilot
Radio in their five -channel television receivers. The basic circuit is shown by Fig. 3a, from
which will be observed that four
additional shunt coils may be
arranged in conjunction with
the aerial, coupling and oscillator coils. Changeover links
located on the channel selector
panel, Fig. 3b, are provided for
rapid channel changing.
The main coils Lt, L2 and L3
by
are tuned to channel
means of iron -dust cores. Coils
a, b, c and d are individually
pre-tuned by the same method,
1

temperature co-efficient, while the other

a negative, thus
the effect of heat will increase the capacitance of one,
in
the same ratio.
and reduce the capacitance of the other
Therefore, any detuning effect due to a change in
temperature (i.e., as the internal temperature of the
receiver rises) will be neutralized, and the generated
frequency will remain constant.
In modern receivers channel changing is further

b

c

a

d

b

o

c

Oscillator
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facilitated by extending the tuning controls and bringing
them to an accessible position at the rear of the receiver,
where, in certain receivers, they are given a rough
calibration, thereby indicating visually the channel to

which the receiver is tuned.
The system of channel changing used in Cossor
five -channel receivers is somewhat similar to the above,
apart from, perhaps, the local oscillator, which also
relies on the core method of tuning.
The actual cores in this model are worthy of mention,
for instead of being wholly iron dust they are divided
into two sections -the lower section comprising an iron dust core, while the upper section is made of brass. Both
cores are secured to a threaded rod and are easily adjusted
from the top of the coil can by means of a thumbscrew
(see Fig. 5).
This rather unusual core arrangement enables a coil
of given inductance to tune a frequency range greater
than would be attained by a wholly iron -dust, or brass,
core.
This, of course, is because the iron -dust core
has the effect of increasing the inductance of the coils,
while the converse effect is created by the brass section

of

the core.

Other Methods
Other methods of catering for reception on other
channels have from time to time been employed. Murphy
Radio, for instance, designed the aerial and coupling
coils in their popular V114/118 series receivers so that
with an iron -dust core they were readily tuned to the
frequency of London, while if replaced with brass cores
the frequency was increased to that of Sutton Coldfield.
An additional tap on the oscillator coil provided a
means of increasing (or decreasing) the oscillator frequency.
Stella Radio cater for alternative channels 'n their
current models, but a fair amount of work is involved,
since it is necessary to change the three coils /transformers affected, plus the aerial loading capacitors and
three damping resistors.
Pyc and Invicta have tapped coils facilitating a change
of frequency by altering connections ; whereas with
Lkio the adjustment is made in the factory, and the
receivers are supplied to the dealer for operation on one

channel only.
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Whichever method is adopted the. general trend is a
standard design facilitated by arrangements for adjustment to the requisite channel. At a future date channel
changing may be an essential feature of all television receivers, for who knows, our
potential five channels may
be radiating simultaneously

different programme

material !
To anticipate queries regarding coil changing to
cover the proposed new
commercial stations, it
may be stated that the
frequencies will be well
displaced from the present
BBC channels and as a
result changing coils will
probably not function. In
these cases it will almost
certainly be necessary to
use a converter.
-

Fig. 5. -The coil construction used in Cossor reaun dust core
ceivers.

New Multicore Products for Specific
Uses
IN addition

to the standard range of six tin /lead allo)s

in nine gauges and a variety of packings already
available to manufacturers and the trade, Multicore
Solders, Ltd., announce the introduction of many new
products, each designed for specific uses.
Prominent among these are the following, extra
details of which are readily available from the manu-

facturers.

At the special request of trade friends Multicore
Solders are now producing, in large quantities, an
economy pack for television engineers.
Packed in the
yellow and black Multicore carton is a lb. tee( of 50.50
alloy 18 S.W.G., containing approximately 16711. of Ersin
Multicore Solder, retailing at 15 /= under catalogue
ref. R. 5018.
Ersin and Aras liquid fluxes, hitherto only manufactured 'by special request, are now generally available
in a variety of packing;. Liquid fluxes are particularly
recommended for dipping purposes and other processes
where it is not convenient to use Ersin and Arax Multicore solders. A 10 oz. tin of Ersin liquid flux retails
at 6/ -.
Ersin Multicore solder, which has for many years been
supplied to manufacturers in gauges to 22 S.W.G., is
now supplied to special order on
lb. reels in even
gauges between 24 and 34 S.W.G. Comparative lengths
per pound for 60/40 alloy are approximately 98ft. of
16 S.W.G.. and 5,040ft. of 34 S.W.G. All gauges, even
to 34 S.W.G., contain three cores of flux.
Manufacturers are invited to write for samples of
any of the new lines or to consult the Technical Service
Department of Multicore Solders, Ltd., on any problem
in connection with soldering.
Multicore Solders Ltd., Multicore Works, Maylands
Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
1

Mixer

plus
ose.

ve /ve

Fig.

-. -A popular method of channel

conversion.

Philips Radio adopt plug -in coils (aerial, coupling
and oscillator) which are pre-set in the factory, and one
set can be plugged -in in place of another without
further adjustment.
Similar to G.E.C., some firms make signal and
oscillator sub -units which can be replaced if operation
on a different channel is desired.
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Colour Television-A New Systcm
DETAILS

IN

OF A NOVEL

IDEA WHICH DISPENSES WITH THE CATHODE -RAY TUBE

accordance with our policy of presenting all
information relative to television to our readers,

we give below details of a novel idea which has been
suggested by a Mr. Charlton, and on the cover of this
issue we show the receiver and below the transmitter
which is used in this equipment. We have not had an
opportunity of seeing a demonstration of this equipment.
From time to time suggestions have been made for
systems to be adopted which dispense with the cathode ray tube as this is naturally bulky, and there is some limit
to the size, even adopting the metal construction which is
now increasing in popularity. Going back to the early
days of mechanical scatning it was at one time thought
that the answer to modern television would be the modulation of a light cell which, in its turn, controlled the

projected ray, directed on a normal cinema type of
screen through the medium of mirrors.

Mirrors
Various mechanisms were in use based on this idea,
the mirror -drum and mirror -screw being two of the
most popular which were available to the home -constructor. These, of course, were only suitable in their
existing forms with 16w-definition systems as the mirrors
were used to trace a band of light corresponding to each
line of the picture, and complications such as interlacing
had not then been adapted. For colour. such a system

would be further involved by
rotating filters, etc.

the incorporation

of

The Charlton System
In Mr. Charlton's proposed system the transmission
of vision in colours without scanning is made possible
by a special gas that is made partly from various metals
to give the different colours. The molecules of the gas
are formed so that the metal atoms are insulated from
each other, thus allowing the atoms giving red and green,
for instance, to spin side by side without running into
each other.
The Principles
The colour- vision modulator is gas-filled, and oscillates
by internal capacity and external inductance and the
gas discharge at the rear. The " object " modulates
the oscillation at the front, being focused by the lens on
to a metal electrode, working on the principle of " the
absorption of gas by metal one atom thick " and the
colours of the " object " discharge the like-coloured
atoms within the gas against the metal electrode. By
this means the vision will be registered composite on every
other half -wave, as the oscillation causes the metal
electrode to attract and repel. Or to put it another way,
the all- colour charge of an atomic micro -picture appearing in front of the metal electrode will modulate the
oscillation. The output will be amplified and transmitted.

Wavelengths

Medium- and long -waves can be used ; short -waves
are unnecessary for high definition, as the vision modulation will be composite every other half -wave.
The Receiver
The receiver has twin valves which amplify the sound
and vision at high frequency. As the sound is " rectified "
the vision will re-appear within the small colour- vision
receiving valve and be projected on to the screen.
The set shown and used in early experiments is to be
remade with the latest valves and a small modified
vision receiving valve.

Adaptability
The designer claims that a 'modified version of the
modulator could be used for healing T.B. and cancer by
projecting a selected colour ray through the part or
person requiring treatment. The ray will not normally be
visible.

STANDARD TEXT BOOKS
ByF.J.CAMM

Everrmmts

Wireless Book, by post, 9/ -.
Neirnes Radio
Engineer's Pocket Book, by post, 5/6. The .Superhet Manual.
Practical Wireless Circuits, by post, 6/6.
by post, 6/6.
Wireless Coils,
Radio Training Manual, by post, 6/6.
Chokes and Tran.,Jonmrs, by post, 6/6. Radio Valve Data
Book, by post, 5/6. Refresher Course in Mathematics, by
post, 9/ -. Mathematical Tables and Formulae, by post, 5/6.
The Slide Rule Manual, by post, 5/6.

This is the trannsntitting portion of the apparatus.
The receiver is shown in the illustration on our cover.

Obtainable from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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MAKING AN ADAPTABLE AERIAL
A SIMPLE DESIGN WHICH CAN
By T.

H.

GOOD reception depends to

a great extent upon an
efficient aerial carefully arranged to suit the
location.
In the course of various installations, where signal
strength is good but difficulties arise owing to " reflections" and 'or interference, there seems to be a need for
some form of aerial capable of being easily and quickly
adjusted for trial to find the best possible results.
Such an area as the Rhondda Valley, where conditions
vary considerably from site to site, e.g., ghost images
caused by the hills in the winding valleys and interference

b

4'4'S___

b

c

_'`

ashers
both sides
a

I
t=

ONO

tl

h

a

h

Two nuts

g

f

a d\

washer on each

g

bolt
Fig. 1 (left). -- Diagonak are drawn and lin. corners
cut off. Fig. 2 (right). -Four bolts are added to
accommodate two nuts.

in some locations, calls for

a

great deal

of trial on each

site.

Though originally designed for use in the western
area, indoors up to twenty miles of the transmitter,
measurements are also given for working any of the five
channels. Later a more permanent " job " can be
made.
The idea is to use the aerial at first as an experimental
one, to find the most suitable arrangement for a particular
site. Then the suitable arrangement is made a more
permanent one.
Out of doors. of course, the range is considerably
increased and, owing to its construction, quick changes
can be tried from one channel to another in those areas
on the fringes of two transmitters. All that is needed to
change channels are extra duralumin rods, cut to the
required channel length.
To make the aerial, four duralumin rods either $in.

A

BE

USED IN

MANY FORMS

Howells
or zin. diameter are required ; two of lengths A, and
two of lengths B.
In the table the lengths A and
B are given to suit particular channels.
Component Parts
Two Lin. or din. thick pieces of wood are cut to make
41in. squares. The diagonals arc drawn on each, and
one inch corners are cut off (Fig. 1). The two pieces
of wood are now laid together and five holes are drilled
through both pieces. Four of these are lin. from the
centre on the diagonals, while the fifth is in the centre.
The four outside holes are to accommodate four tolls
which hold the two pieces of wood together and also
act as terminals to connect the coaxial cable.
Thus
the bolts should be long enough to project at least
half an inch beyond the two blocks of wood, i.e., the
two thicknesses plus half an inch. This (when washers
are also placed each side of the wood) will be to accommodate two nuts -one to fasten the bolt and the other
to fix cable connection (Fig. 2).
The bolts are now withdrawn and the two pieces of
wood clamped together or held in a vice while holes are
drilled from the edges ab, cd, ef, gh (Fig. 31 in the
direction of the diagonals. These holes proceed half an
inch beyond the bolt holes. [Note.
Bolts are removed
before drilling. 2. A chalk mark l din. up the bit when
drilling will give a guide to the required depth of hole.]
The diameter of these holes will depend upon the
diameter of duralumin rods used. If the rods are ¡tin.,
holes should be ein., if the rods are ¡in., then holes
should be tin.
Slots are now cut in one end of each rod the same
width as the bolts' diameter, but gin. long.
The two pieces of wood are now placed together, a
washer under the head of each bolt, and the bolts then
passed through their holes in the wood. A washer and
nut is then 'screwed on the other side. The duralumin
rods are now slipped into the edge holes as required
so that the slots pass over the bolts between the blocks
of wood. Press well down to make good contact and
then tighten up the nuts to hold the whole firmly.
If another nut is screwed on each bolt it will act as
a convenient point for connection to the cable, i.e., a

-1.

-

terminal.
Now all that remains

is

to experiment on a particular

/

Co -axial

Fig. 3 (left).-Holes are drilled from corner edges in
Fig. 4 (right). -Shows the
direction of diagonals.
dipole.

CO-axial
Co -axial
Fig. 5 (left).-Vee or L aerial. Fig. 6 (right).- Imcrtcd
Tee " aerial.
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location for the best possible results. Some uses and
arrays easily and quickly made are now given. Terminals
are numbered for easier explanátion.

4.

-" X " Aerials (Fig.

7)
are used here.

Lengths A fit into holes
and 3 and lengths B to terminals 1 and 4.
Three types of connections can be tried here
(a) Type 1.- Connecllons -inner of cable to terminal 2,
while the outer sheathing goes to terminal 3. Terminals
are connected together.
1 and 4

All four rods

to terminals

2

:

1.-Dipole

(Fig. 4)
Two rods only are used, both lengths A (see table).
Lengths are inserted opposite each other, pressed
well down and all nuts tightened to make good contact.
The connections to the coaxial cable lead are made now
-inner wire of cable to the top rod (terminal 2) and
outer sheathing to the bottom (terminal 4).
Temporary fixing can be made by using the holes not

Direction of transmitter

Direction of transmitter

used, one or both, or centre hole.
In some areas a dipole may give better results inclined
at an angle (found by trial) and ¡or shielded by netting
or even a house a quarter -wavelength behind.
2.

-Vee or L Aerial (Fig.

,

5)

Two equal rods only are u ed, length A, as used in
the dipole, but inserted to form a right angle. Nuts
are tightened for firmness and good contact.
The connections to the coaxial cable arc -inner to the
top (terminal 2) and outer sheathing to the other
(terminal 3).
This form of aerial may be rotated through the whole
360 deg. horizontally and vertically ; and also inclined
at an angle until position of best results found.
Temporary fixing

Coaxiall

I

Fig. 7 (left).

'
Fig.
-" X " aerial.
connection.

Co-axial
8

(right). -Type

2

This aerial is directional and best results may be
found by rotation. Notice that back pair of rods are
only connected together and to nothing else. Thus they
act as a reflector.
Temporary fixing is
made by using centre
ing holes and 4 or
Lengths Channel I Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4 Channel 5
hole.
centre hole.
(h) Type 2 (Fig. 8).
lin.
4ft. Bin. 4ft. 3in. 3ft. 10in. 3ft.
51t 4 .(in.
-Connections3.- Inverted "Tee" I A
:
lin.
3ft.
10in.
4ft.
5ft. 7 ¡in. 4ft. I lin. 4ft. 6in.
Aerial (Fig. 6)
B
inner of cable to
terminal while the
..._............................. ..............................;
outer sheathing is
used, the vertical
length A and the two equal horizontal lengths B. Connec- connected to all three terminals 1, 3 and 4.
tions to the cable are made by joining inner of cable to
This aerial is direcáonal so best results must be
terminal 2, while horizontal terminals I and 3 are joined found by rotation. The centre hole is used for temporary
together to the outer sheathing.
fixing.
This type of aerial is directional; rotation and inclinaFinally :
tion can be tried for best results.
(c) Type 3 (Fig. 9).- Connections are made by joining
inner cable to terminal 2 and outer sheathing cable to
Temporary fixing by centre hole or terminal 4.
terminal 1.
Terminals 3 and 4 are connected together, and to
nothing else.
1

1

I

I

Direction

of

transmitter

Fig. 10.
Fig. 9. -Type 3 connection.

-A

form of junction box made of wood or
paxolin.
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aerial

hase

to

prevent

rotation.

Notide here that all four rods should be shortened
by 3in. as the back pair is the aerial proper, while the
front pair acts as directors.
Temporary fixing is made by means of the centre hole.
This aerial again is directional so best results must be
found by rotation.

Greater freedom from interference and images should
be obtained from the " X " type aerial, but the above
aerial form should give the opportunity for a thorough
investigation into different types of aerial arrays quickly
erected and altered easily.
Once the most satisfactory array for a given site has
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been determined upon, means must be found to make this
array into a more permanent one. if the signal strength is
good enough, any of the aerial forms as they stand can
be secured by the centre hole in loft or attic, with merely
the addition of a metal clip screwed over the coaxial
cable to take the weight of the cable strain from the
terminal connections.
However, if the array is to be used out of doors, the
wooden base must be afforded protection from the
weather, together with some sort of cover for the
terminals and connections themselves.
A form of junction box (Fig. 10) can be made from
tin. wood or paxolin, consisting of three sides, 21in. by
Iin., and lid. This is fastened over the terminals on the
wooden base by means of a bolt passing through the
lid, through the centre hole of the base.
A in. tunnel must be cut in the bottom of the box
for the coaxial cable. The top of the box consists of a
piece of lin. paxolin or wood, 21in. by l in., which is
not put in place until last of all.
The holt as well as passing through junction box arid
central hole of wooden base must also be long enough
to pass through a piece of wood or metal support,
length depending upon whether mast or chimney lashing
is to be used. If support is made of wood the aerial base
can be sunk (Fig. 11) to prevent rotation. When junction
box is tightened on support, molten pitch (from old
H.T. batteries) or molten beeswax should be poured in
to totally cover connections and terminals.
When hard, the top of junction box should he screwed
down and the whole gone over with a generous application of Bostik- especially the cracks all around the two
layers of the base, where the rods -enter the base, and all
around the cracks in the junction box, not forgetting
the coaxial cable exit and the head of the supporting
bolt.
When all Bostik is dry the aerial and all woodwork
should be given three coats of paint before erection.

Picture Tubes with Tinted Glass Faces
ANOTHER major step forward in providing high Results
contrast, daylight viewing has been made possible
Tinting the tube face greatly reduces
reflected light
through the introduction, by Mullard, Ltd., of television thus giving a denser black. A certaintheamount
of the
picture tubes with grey -tinted glass faces. Using these emitted light will be lost, due to the glass tinting,
tubes, a picture of extremely good contrast and low this emitted light only passes ttitough the glass but
glare can be obtained even under conditions of normal whereas any ambient light has to pass throughonce,
the
room lighting.
tinted glass twice -as an¡ incident ray and a reflected ray
The reason for this improvement can be seen from -thereby doubling the transmission losses. The net
consideration of the screen as it appears to the eye. effect is a marked reduction in the glare usually associWith no picture signal -black picture content -the ated with high brilliance.
colour of the screen is dependent on the amount of
The tinting of the new tubes is carried out during the
ambient light that is reflected from the screen to the making of the glass and is therefore an integral part of
viewer. The higher the ambient light intensity, the
he tube face. At present tubes of this type are available
lighter grey the screen appears. With a picture signal 'n two sizes the 12in. round picture tube MW3I -74
corresponding to peak white, the screen presents a picture and the 14ín. rectangular MW36 -24.
that is dependent on the brightness produced by the
electron beam and also on the reflection of the ambient
BUILDING THE P.T. TELEVISION RECEIVER
light from the screen to -the eye. This means in effect
BLUEPRINTS (3 Sheets) 10/6
that, with a clear glass tube under ambient light conditions, a composite picture which should have all
Complete Descriptive Booklet 3/6
shades from " peak white " to 'dense black will only
have from " peak white " to " dark grey," and the
From : GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
brilliance of the peak white will have to be increased to
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
give contrast.
:
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"PERSONAL" TELEVISOR

BUILDING A PORTABLE RECEIVER WITH 3IN. TUBE FOR TESTING OR PERSONAL USE
By

E.

N. Bradley

(Concluded from page 295, December issue)

BEFORE trimming the vision circuits, short -circuit L3
by the shortest possible length of wire. Turn R9 to
the full gain position, turn up the brilliance control
until the raster is just visible (working in a fairly dim
light) and adjust the focus control to give sharp lines

on the screen. There is generally sufficient residual
hum in the circuit to make it possible to set the frame
timebase very close to the correct frequency by observing
the slight " rock " along the edge of the raster ; the line
timebase control can be set roughly to give a good number
of horizontal lines.
Before the final tuning process, a choice of the values
for R2 and R6 must be made. The resistances used in
these positions damp the tuning coils for wider response
(not to obtain stability, which should be inherent in the
circuit with no damping resistors fitted). In a'really
good reception area, within a mile or two of the transmitter, quite low resistances can be used for R2 and R6say, 2.7 or 3.3 KO, when it would be as well, too, to
reduce RIO to, say, 4.7 KO. Generally speaking, however, higher resistances than these will have to be used.
In good and normal areas R2 and R6 might well be 6.8
KO each, rising to IO KO as the receiver is employed
farther from the transmitter. In areas of low signal
strength (i.e., so far as this receiver is concerned) it may
be possible to obtain results by omitting R2 and R6
altogether, peaking the coils to pass only a narrow

bandwidth.
If in doubt commence by making R2 and R6 6.8 KO
in value, increasing the resistance to 10 KO if the picture
is poor in contrast.
If the coils have been pre -tuned by the use of a grid -dip
ill be received
meter, it is possible that a picture
immediately in a good reception area.
If the coils are not pre- tuned, however.
it will be necessary to proceed by trial
and error tuning, commencing with the
core of L4 and working back to the
aerial coil. In a poor reception area
it is of considerable help to black-out
the tube and to use headphones for
the preliminary tuning, connecting these
between the anode of V4 and earth via
a capacitor. The capacitance value
should be about 0.01 1tF and should

In areas other than London the tuning can now be
continued to give the best possible picture : generally
speaking, this means broadening the tuning to obtain
the best detail that can be used on the small screen -until
sound -on- vision interference is seen. This interference
generally takes the form of dark bars which appear
horizontally across the picture and Which vary in time
with the sound from the loudspeaker. Another form of
this interference appears as a web or mesh of fine lines
across the picture. Do not confuse sound -on- vision
effects with hum, which gives a single, broad, dark band
across the locked picture ; if this fault is found, some
attention and checking should be given to the power
pack. A small amount of hum is usual, especially in
view of the fact that only half -wave rectification is
serious hum will practically black out half
employed
of the picture.
In the London area the tuning can be broadened
sufficiently for good detail without causing sound -onvision interference by tuning over the higher sideband of
the vision signal.
In the weaker reception areas (apart from London) it
may be found that broadening the tuning causes fading
of the picture before sound interference is encountered.
In such a case try the effect of reducing the capacitance
of C16 in an endeavour to obtain a better input to the
vision strip, readjusting the core of L5 to keep the sound signal tuned. It should be a simple matter to find a
point where sound and vision results are balanced. If
there is still no sound interference on the picture, this
tuning point must be accepted as final and the sound
trap, C5, L3, can be removed.
;

In areas where the sound interference is received, the

be between the V4 anode and one side
of the 'phones which should be of the

high- impedance type. A weak signal
can be heard clearly long before it will
modulate the C.R. tube, and the
adjustments to the tuned circuits call
thus be more readily made.
As soon as the tube is modulated
the timebase controls can be set to
give the correct scanning speeds, R41
being rotated to give line locking and
R32 for frame locking. Adjustment of
picture size should be left for the
time being.

The "Personal

"

Televisor ready for installation in

a

cabinet
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helpful to by -pass the heaters of VI, V2 and V3 with 500
pF capacitors mounted directly across the appropriate
remove the short -circuit across the trap. Slowly tighten. valveholder tags.
the tuning screw of C5 with an insulated trimming tool
to increase the capacitance ; at some point the trap will Warning
Remember that the televisor is operated from a Waifcome into tune with the vision signal which will either
fade or, more probably, dissolve into a flaring pattern wave power pack in direct connection with the mains
due to the setting up of instability within the R.F. and is not separated from the supply lines by a mains
amplifier. Continue to increase the capacitance of C5 so transformer. Unless the connections are made as in Fig. I
that the' picture is restored ; within a further small the chassis will, therefore, become " live " to earth and
adjustment of the capacitor the sound bars or mesh over consequently most dangerous to touch.
As a result, the mains lead of the televisor should be
the picture should fade and vanish.
colour -coded and should terminate in a three -pin plug,
With the trap set on.frequency, the vision tuning coils even
and L5 may be given a last adjustment and the cores leads if no true earth is employed. Make sure that the
are correctly connected within the plug ; .the three
locked by a touch of wax or cement if the receiver is to
pins will prevent the connections from being reversed
be treated as a portable set.
and the chassis will then remain connected with the
The picture may now be studied for synchronisation neutral mains line. A 500pF or .001 /4F
capacitor from
and dimensions, together with linearity of the frame scan. the anode of V9 to earth may
be needed for hum
If the frame locking is poor, increase CI5 experimentally reduction.
until a suitable value is found, then, if desirable, vary
the value of R29 till the picture is linear over its height. Meter Readings on the " Persona " Televirror
The size of the picture should not be altered. should this
Whilst too much reliance should never be' placed on
seem necessary, until synchronisation and linearity are meter readings (which will vary with the type of meter
satisfactory. The final picture will be smaller than the used, component and valve variations within tolerance
raster due to the areas lost to the sync signals. Increasing limits, and fluctuations of the mains supply voltages)
R34 and R39 will increase the height and width respec- readers may care to have for their reference the voltage
tively ; reductions to the dimensions are, of course, made checks of the original receiver. These were taken with
by decreasing the values of these resistors. An alternative a signal applied (from a test generator) and with a mains
method of control over the frame height is given by input of 235 volts. The meter employed had a sensitivity
varying the value of R35.
of 2,000.) per volt.
V1- Anode, 100 volts. Screen, 100 volts.
Instability
V2- Anode, 209 volts. Screen, 200 volts.
No feedback troubles were encountered in the original
V4- Anode, 190 volts. Screen, 225' volts.
receiver, but it was found essential to earth the iron -dust
V5- Anode, 75 volts. Screen, 80 volts.
cores within the tuning coils LI, L2 and L4 for complete
V6- Detector anode, variable 0-30 volts. A.F. anode,
stability. The Spire nuts used to fasten the coil necks into
100 volts.
their screening cans have core- earthing lugs fitted to
V7- Anode, 200 volts. Screen, 225 volts.
them, and care must be taken to ensure that these lugs
V8- Anode, 100 volts. Screen, 125 volts.
make good contact both with the core adjusting screw
V9- Anode, 90 volts.
and the screening can. If instability is encountered in any
V IO-Anode, 100 volts. Screen, 110 volts.
receiver constructed to these plans it will almost certainly
Decoupled point, feed to C.R. tube, 150 volts.
be the result of over -long wiring or the misplacing of
Main H.T. line, 225 volts.
components ; if no cause can be found it may prove
Total consumption via Rec. 1, 47 mA.
sound trap can now be tuned to the correct frequency.
First slacken the tuning screw of C5 completely out, then

New Ekco Receiver with Novel Feature

Price of the TCI78 is 130 gns. (£93 16s. 3d. plus
£42 13s. 9d. purchase tax).
-

LTD. announce the introduction of
EK.the COLE,
TC178, a new 15 in. tube console, which incor-

porates a lighting socket at the rear controlled by the
receiver on!otf switch, which is intended to supply a
lamp for room illumination on, or by, the set. Since
the supply to the socket is controlled by the receiver
switch the lamp also acts as a pilot, and should prevent
the set being left on inadvertently.
This new " with- doors " console incorporates the
successful Ekco " Triple -link " chassis and " Spot wobble," and has an all glass wide -angle grey -filter
aluminised tube, giving pictures 13} in. x IO in. (132 sq.
in.), which is protected by an armoured glass screen.
The C.R.T. operates on 131 kV E.H.T.
The superhet circuit is readily adjustable to any of
the BBC television.channels. It incorporates automatic
interference limiting on both sound and vision. The
vision limiter has two ranges and automatically provides
the selected degree of spot limiting for all settings of
the contrast control.
The cabinet, when closed, has a particularly pleasing
appearance, as the upper and lower halves of the full length lockable doors are in contrasting straight grain
rnd figured walnut veneers.

The new Ekco receiver has protecting doors
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AERIAL DATA

Aerial

slot

MEASUREMENTS OF AERIAL ELEMENTS FOR
ALL CHANNELS
Erg

" Aerials for Wenvoc "
recent article
published in the October issue of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, actual measurements for the different
arrays were not given for the reasons stated in the
article. However, in response to requests a complete list
of aerial measurements has now been compiled and is
given in this article.
The aerials have been divided into three classes as

IN

Aerial

on

the

follows
(a) Standard aerials.
(b) X aerials.

25À
Reflector

Fig. 4. -The

(c) Slot aerials.

Standard Aerials
In this section data is given so that an aerial can be
built up from a straight dipole to a complete Yagi array.
Fig. 1 shows the different arrays for which data has
been prepared and Table I gives the measurements
of the elements together with the channel number and
transmitter locations. Those transmitters whose name
is followed by an asterisk thus ( *) require horizontal
aerials while the unmarked ones require a vertical aerial ;
the constructor can therefore be prepared for any station
which may come into service for the Coronation.
The use of the data can be explained by the following
examples

:-

l5 x
Reflector
Dipole

Gain

4db

(b)

Reflector

" slot " aerial-made from

wire netting.

(i) Supposing a dipole aerial is required for Ponto?
Pike ; by looking at Table I we find Pontop Pike is
channel 5 and the overall length of the dipole is 7ft. 21in.
and that the dipole will have to be mounted horizontally.
When constructing aerials it should be remembered
that the dipole should be in two halves, the two being
separated in the centre by about ¡in. In our imagined
case the overall length is 7ft. 24in. and the length of each
half will therefore be. 3ft. 81in. It is not necessary to
bother about the odd kin. if one is in an area of good
signal strength.
(ii) Suppose we want an aerial with a good gain but
not too bulky for Kirk o' Shotts. Inspection of Fig. 1
shows that the " C " array will meet the case and consultation of Table I shows the measurements to be :
Dipole 8ft. 6in. (4ft. 3in. each half), reflector 8ft. 10in.
and the director 8ft. 2in. The' reflector should be spaced
2ft. loin. behind the dipole and the director should be
spaced lft. gin. in front of the dipo'.e (column C).
(iii) A high -gain aerial is required for South Devon.
Fig. 1 shows that " D " array will give a gain of about
9db and consultation of Table I shows that the
dipole should be 9ft. 4in. ,long (4ft. 8in. each half), the
reflector should be 9ft. 8in. long, the first director 9ft. Girt.
long, and the second director 8ft. 8in. long. The reflector
must be spaced 2ft. 10in. behind the dipole ; the first
director lft. I lin. in front of the dipole ; the second
director lft. Ilin. in front of the first director. The

Reflector Dipole Directors
Fold
Dpo.
Fold

2

Dipole

Cain
d -flab

Gain

5-0d5
(C)

(d)

Direction of
Fig.

1.- Commonest

Transmitter

-

types of television aerial.

Direction of Transmitter

(b)
Figs.

2

and

3.-Folded

dipoles and the popular

aerial.

"X "
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asterisk indicates that the array must be mounted
horizontally.
The figures given are based on the midpoint of the
frequency range between the vision and sound channels.
The spacings in column " A " for channels 1, 2 and 3
are given as the same length. This is because the true
.25,1 spacing would make the array too wide and
unwieldy.
The arrays C and D are close- spaced for maximum
gain, and arrays of this type may " flutter " the picture in
a strong wind. As an alternative the reflector can be
spaced at .25) instead (that is the spacing given in
column " A "), if trouble of this nature is experienced,
though the gain will not be quite so high as with the
closer spacing.
It is not necessary-to insulate the reflector or director(s)
from the cross boom.
For matching purposes the dipole in case C can be

January, 1953
TABLE II (X)

Channel

A
5ft. loin.
5ft. Sin.

l

2

4ft. 9in.
4ft. 41in.
30. Ilin.

3

4

D
5ft.
4ft.
4ft.
4ft.

4in.
9in.
44in.
Oin.

30. 8in.
folded, i.e., another rod of the same length as the dipole
is connected to it at.both ends (Fig. 2a). Case D should
be triple folded as shown in Fig. 2b.
X Aerials
The design, of X aerials is given in Fig. 3, and the
measurements in Table II. The number of the channel
of a particular transmitter can be obtained from Table I,
and mode of mounting (horizontal or vertical) can also
be checked.
Example :.An X aerial is required for Belfast, what
are the dimensions?
From Table I we see that Belfast
TABLE I (" I-)," etc.)
is channel I and the aerial will have
to be mounted horizontally. From
ChanElement
Element Spacings
Table I1 we see each arm of the
nel
°"
lengths
A
B
C
D
dipole (A) will have to be 5ft. 10in.
long and each arm of the director
1
Alexandra Palace and
ft. in.
ft. in.
ft. in.
ft. in.
ft. in.
50. 4in. long.
Belfast*
Reflector ...
...
11
2
4 6
3
5
3
5
3
5
Slot Aerials
Dipole
..
10 10
The data is given for a reflector
Director ...
... 10 5
2 21
2 21
spacing of .25), mounted vertically
Director 2...
... 10 0
2 21
for those stations not marked with
an asterisk in Table I and horizon2
Holme Moss and
tally in the other cases.
South Devon*
Fig. 4 shows the form of conReflector ...
9 8
...
4
2 10
2 10
2 10
struction and Table III gives the
Dipole
..
...
9 4
measurements. Chicken wire net Director I ...
...
9 0
I 11
11
ting of ¡in. mesh can be used.
Director 2 ...
...
8 8
I
l l
Details of the actual construction
of an aerial of this type were given
3
Kirk o' Shotts and
in the February, 1952, issue of
South Hants*
PRACTICAL TELEVISION.
Reflector ...
...
8 10
4 6
2 8
2 8
2 8
Dipole
..
...
8 6
Conclusion
Director I ...
8 2
...
1
9
9
Many readers are puzzled by the
Director2...
7 Il
...
1
9
different lengths given for the elements in different articles. The
4
Sutton Coldfield and
reason for this is that they are based
Aberdeen*
on different parts of the channel
Reflector ...
8 01
...
4 1
2 5
2 5
2 5
spectrum.
Dipole
7 9
...
...
Some designers advise an aerial
Director I
7 51
7
7
resonant at the vision carrier freDirector 2 ...
7 24
...
7
l
quency, while others incline more
towards the sound carrier. The
5' Wenvoe and Pontop
figures given here provide an aerial
Pike*
designed on the midpoint of the
Reflector ...
7 54
2 14
3 9
2 11
2 11'
band, with the vision carrier at
Dipole
..
...
7 24
one end and the sound carrier at
Director 1 ...
...
6 1111
5
1
5
the other.
Director 2...
...
6 9
5
In difficult areas the constructor
may wish to emphasise the vision
carrier at the expense of a slight loss
TABLE III (SLOT)
on the sound and so can take lin. to
2in. off the total length of each
element.
Slot
Overall
Reflector
Reflector
Channel
length
Detailed construction data has
dimensions
dimensions
spacing
not been given as this has already
¡Ott. IOin. x ift. 14ft. 9in. x 5ft. Oin. 3ft. Oin. x Ilft. 5ft. Oin.
been given in previous articles.
9ft. 4in. x lft.
2
130. 6in. x 5ft. Oin. 3ft. Oin. x 10ft. 4ft. Ilin.
Standard type of aerials were de8ft. 6in. x Ift.
]ft. 2in. x 4ft. 6in. 2ft. 6in. x 9ft.
3
4ft. 6in.
scribed in the June issue and " X "
4
7ft. 9in. x Ift.
9ft. 9in. x 4ft. Oin. 2ft. Oin. x 8ft.
4ft. lin.
aerials in the November, 1951, issue
5
7ft. 3in. x Ift.
8ft. 6in. x 4ft. Oin. 2ft. Oin. x 7ft.
3ft. 9in.
5

-

"'

-- - - - -

1

-

¡

--6. -- - - 1

.---

.

......

-- - - I

1

,

-

I
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1

1

1
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Televisor Interference
CAUSES OF

INTERFERENCE BY

TELEVISION
By

E.

N.

ATHOUGH a considerable literature exists on the
subject of interference with television receivers

from ignition and similar sources, less attention
paid to the televisor which itself interferes with
neighbouring broadcast and television sets. Considerable
annoyance can be caused by a televisor, however, and it
is only correct that an effort should be made to cure
such effects.
is

Interference with Broadcast Receivers
The most common form of broadcast interference is
a high -pitched whistle superimposed on the required
programme. This is caused by radiation from the
televisor line timebase, whose output valve, generally
Receiver
input
/OOpF
socket

o---

To

Aerial
Keep filter
c /ose to

20 turns

closewouno'
on

receiver
socket

diem

32 SWG enamelled

Fig. 1.

-A

simple high -pass filter.

running into Class B conditions, supplies a wide band
same time transient oscillations
can occur during the flyback. The whistle, the frequency

of harmonics. 'At the

c.p.s., may be picked up as a
modulated radio signal on the broadcast aerial and so
injected into the receiver ; it may be picked up directly
in the broadcast receiver I.F. stages, or it may be induced
directly into the receiver sound section, possibly as a
modulated signal which is grid -detected in a triode stage
or in some similar manner. Probably the first method
of injection is the most common. The area over which
the effect is noticeable will vary ; in most cases the
interference will be confined to the neighbouring house
or rooms, although in apartment dwellings this can give
rise to a sufficiently serious state of affairs.
In a few cases it may be found that line timebase
harmonics are appearing on the televisor feeder system
and so are conducted to the aerial. Check for this by
disconnecting the aerial from the televisor and removing
it well away from the set, listening to the interference
meanwhile on the affected broadcast receiver. If it
abates to any degree when the televisor aerial is removed,
fit a filter between the feeder and the television receiver,
using the circuit shown in Fig. 1. This should give
some relief, though probably there will still be some
interference left with which to deal.
It is generally a simple matter to decide whether or
not the interference is entering the broadcast receiver
through its 'aerial circuits- tuning the set over the
medium waveband will show up the interference as a
great number of modulated carriers spaced 10 kc /s or
so apart in this case, whilst switching from waveband
to waveband will also cause noticeable changes in the
interference level. A whistle unaffected by tuning the

of which

is

10,125

RECEIVERS,

AND SUGGESTED REMEDIES

Bradley
receiver indicates that the interference is entering the
1.F. or audio sections direct. This may sometimes be
checked by removing the aerial from the affected broadcast set ; if this causes an abatement in the interference
it is more likely that it is being injected as an I.F. signal.
If the interference is being picked up in the aerial or
T.F. tuned sections of the broadcast receiver the interference must be eliminated at the televisor itself. If the
pick -up is direct into the receiver audio section then
the televisor must be corrected, but at the same time
some work should be carried out on the broadcast
receiver to improve the audio section and make it less
liable to receive extraneous signals in this way.
Screening
The interference must be eliminated at the televisor
by screening. The practised constructor may shield the
offending circuits themselves, making copper boxes for
the enclosure of the line timebase components with due

attention to ventilation, which must be provided by
gauze- covered apertures in the boxes, but the newcomer
to practical television will do well to confine himself
to a complete screening of the televisor chassis. This is
done, of course, by screening the interior of the cabinet,
using thin sheet copper or copper gauze, taking care
that the metal does not approach any live circuit. The
screening must be carried under the televisor chassis by
means of a bottom plate bonded with the wall screening

and the rear of the cabinet should also be screened, using
gauze to permit full ventilation. It is possible for
interference to emanate from the face of the cathode
ray tube ; this, naturally, cannot be screened but turning
the televisor, or placing it in a new position, might help
very considerably.
To prevent interference leaving the televisor by way
of the mains lead it is as well to provide filtering on
both sides of the supply line. This is done by by- passing
both leads of the supply to chassis through 0.001 /4F.
mica capacitors rated at 1,000 volts working. At the
same time resonance peaks can be set up in the associated wiring of the line timebase between the output
transformer and the deflection yoke, and if the interference is stubborn it. is as well to screen both this
wiring and the wiring to the frame deflection coils from
the frame timebase. The frame circuit will not set up
interference on its own account, but might re- radiate
line interference induced in the frame wiring. If the
leads are difficult to screen they might be replaced by
co-axial leads of suitable insulation, the outer conductor
being earthed in each case. The lead run should be
kept short and direct.
Other nearby leads, such as heater wiring, loudspeaker
leads and the like, might also pick up and re-radiate
interference and so should be removed from the vicinity
of the line timebase components, especially where these
are not separately screened. In televisors where the tube
has a conducting coating connected to the chassis the
springs or other connectors providing the contact should
be checked for suitable pressure. It need hardly be
said that care must be taken in carrying out these
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suggestions, the televisor being switched off and the
E.H.T. circuits discharged after each trial and before
further screening or wiring changes, etc., are added.
Where the interference in the broadcast receiver is
being'induced directly into the audio circuits the televisor
should be screened in the manner described above, but
the broadcast receiver itself also needs treatment.
Screening grid leads or long wires in the audio section
is not really sufficient ; if the signal leads are sufficiently
long, or so run that they are liable to pick up interference,
they should be replaced with shorter and more direct
leads. These also should be screened. A point to which
particular attention should be given is the way in which
earthed leads belonging to a single stage are taken to the
chassis-re- wiring earth leads using television R.F. stage
technique, all the earthed leads being taken to a single
point right beside, or on, the appropriate valveholder,
can sometimes provide a cure not only for interference
but also excessive hum. Every earthed lead should be
so treated within the stage, not forgetting the earth
returns of volume controls and the leads sometimes
sweated to the metal covers of volume controls. In
this way the formation of wiring or chassis " loops "
is prevented and interference entering the treated circuits
is taken straight to earth instead of being allowed to set
up voltages between points which should be at the same

potential.
Another source of interference on any radio receiver
waveband, though especially the long and medium
wavebands, is a faulty R.F. E.H.T. power pack. Such a
pack contains a self- excited power oscillator with a high
output, so that if the screening of such a unit becomes
bad for any reason strong interference can be expected.
The result will be a number of steady carriers on the
long and medium wavebands, possibly heterodyning
the required signal, each carrier bearing a harmonic
relation to the neltt. The fundamental frequency of such
a unit might be between 50 and 300 kc /s so that it is
quite possible for the fundamental carrier to appear on

Janúary, t953

interference may, 'in some cases,' be caused by direct
coupling from the offending' oscillator into the RF.
section of the second receiver, but in other cases the
oscillator power may be reaching the feeder line and
aerial by means of capacitive coupling through the receiver
R.F. stage. The first check, therefore, should be to
remove the feeder from the offending televisor to see
if this causes an abatement or cessation of the trouble.
If it does, some form of filtering is needed between the
receiver and aerial, and this is probably provided most
easily by a simple pre -amplifier circuit without too much
gain. A grounded -grid pre -amplifier of the type shown
in Fig. 2 should serve-gain should be kept down for it
must be presumed that the televisot was chosen to suit
the location and has sufficient gain already.
The isolation provided by the pre -amplifier, which is
link -coupled by a low- impedance line to the receiver,
should prevent oscillator power from reaching the
aerial. Any remaining interference must be cut out by
screening of the oscillator itself, if this has not been
done by the manufacturer of the set. Experienced constructors can add extra screening to the stage, and might
even screen the oscillator coil if this is of the open type
(remembering that too small a screening can well
cause a serious frequency shift), but the newcomer to
practical television should limit himself to screening the
set as a whole within the cabinet in the manner already
described.
'

Aerial

input

2t'Kf)

EC91

LI

N.T+

/00
200V
Short
output

lead to
receiver

-a

steady heterodyne on all stations
the long waveband
tuned in on the radio set would indicate fundamental,
second or third harmonic interference on the receiver
intermediate frequency. Across the medium waveband
the carriers would be picked up spaced by the fundamental frequency one from the other, and probably
diminishing in amplitude as the radio receiver is tuned

upwards in frequency.
The only cure for trouble of this type is to correct
the fault in the R.F. pack. If the screening appears to
be in order a check on the pack smoothing and by-passing
should be made, in case the interference is being carried
by power or output wiring. Electrical rather than mechanical trouble might be indicated by the interfering carriers
being unsteady, or by their having a " spitting " modulation. The fault will generally be nothing more than poor
bonding of the screening, however-possibly the tightening of a few bolts will effect a cure.

Televisor -to-televisor Interference
'
Besides interfering with broadcast receivers it is possible
for a televisor to interfere with a neighbouring televisor,
or even with itself. With the advent of the modern all
channel receiver with tunable oscillator and high frequency l.F.s the possibilities of oscillator harmonic
interference are increased, and under some conditions
the running of different televisors close together may
lead to the setting up of interference patterns on one of
them. The trouble will soon be located since it will
coincide with the switching on of the offending receiver,
ceasing when this receiver is again switched off. The

CI

005 pF

2.- Isolating

Fig.

6.3

V

pre- amplifier.

each have 25 turns of 28 S.W.G. enamelled
wire close wound on lin. diameter former.

R.F.C.

LI

I

and

:-Channel

2

I...II

2...10
4...

-3

5

7
7

turns

34 S.W.G. enamelled on ¿in.
dia. former. Turns spaced by

wires own diameter.

L2 :
turns of 24 S.W.G. enamelled and cotton -covered wire
wound over earthy end of LI and insulated by single layer of tape.

Oscillator harmonic interference can also arise within
harmonic of the oscillator frequency
single receiver
feeds into the receiver input stage and passes through
the receiver as an unmodulated carrier. The fault is
clearly avoidable by making the oscillator frequency
higher than the signal frequency.
Oscillator harmonic interference should not be
confused with harmonic feedback from intermediatefrequency stages. This trouble arises chiefly in home constructed receivers with poorly screened I.F. stages
or an incorrectly chosen I.F. As an example, suppose
that a receiver designed to receive the 45 Mc,/s signal has
an I.F. of 15 Mcjs instead of the conventional l3 Mc!sa

-a
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will break .up or tend to do so, and the vertical
strip, if produced by outside causes, will break up also
and disappear.
In some receivers very faint strips will be noticed
intermediate frequency which
on a blank raster with no effect visible when a normal
at all. It will be understood,
These lines are due to leakage
of course, that this type of interference is self-produced, picture is displayed.
inductance effects in the line output transformer ; they
i.e., it affects only the receiver in which it originates.
cannot be cured nor do they need treatment.
If vertical strips are found to be due to radiated
Checking
interference a check should be made to ascertain whether
left
-hand
the
on
vertically
appearing
bands
Strips or
they are caused by normal line timebase harmonics or
side of the picture are a sign of line timebase interference
to Barkhausen -Kurz oscillation in the line output valve.
generally set up within the receiver on which the effect
These oscillations are caused by electrons travelling
is seen, although line timebase harmonic radiation can
attracted
Vertical between the screen and anode of the valve being
cause trouble in neighbouring televisors.
back to the screen as the anode potential falls below the
strips can be set up by a ringing or non -linear effect screen potential due to the sawtooth input to the stage.
in the line timebase, so that the first check must be to
Before the electrons reach the screen the valve grid
ascertain whether the lines are caused by actual radiation
goes sharply negative, the anode potential thus rising
from the timebase, with consequent R.F. or I.F. pick -up, and causing the electrons to resume their normal direction
or whether they are caused by velocity modulation of the of travel. The circling electrons set up oscillations in
spot. (If the line scan is momentarily slowed as a result
associated wiring, frequency depending on lead lengths,
of non -linearity the reduced writing speed will cause a etc., and the vertical line on the left of the raster caused
bright -up, subsequent bright -ups in following lines
by interference from these oscillations may be irregular,
finally producing a bright strip right down the raster.) and may show more clearly when signal strength is low.
As a check run the televisor with a reasonably bright
One test for B -K oscillations is to present a small
raster on the screen at a time when only sync. bars are
valve (the set working normally),
being transmitted (just after the television carrier comes magnet to the line output
up the electron orbits and so
on), short -circuiting the video amplifier output line to the magnetic field breaking
between the screen and anode.
earth through an O.IriF capacitor so that no picture changing the time of transit
an ion trap magnet
intelligence can reach the cathode -ray tube. If the bright If the magnetic field effects a cure
positioned by trial,
strip or strips remain they must be caused by non- can be clipped on to the output valve,
cures are to
linearity in the timebase and they can be removed by and left permanently in place. Other
same type,
attention to the damping circuits. If the strips disappear change the line output valve for another of the
resistors to the
when the picture intelligence line is shorted they must be or to add screen and anode suppressing
with low values of about 10 ohms.
due to interference picked up on the aerial, feeder line circuit commencing
is much less common than
or the receiver R.F. or I.F. stages. The test can, of Barkhausen -Kurz oscillation
harmonic radiation,
course, be conducted with a picture on the screen but a interference caused by line timebase
effect the line timeblank raster is preferable for easy visibility if the strips and to cure vertical lines due to this
base must be shielded and its leads screened in the
are faint. It is necessary in making the test to ensure that
the sync. supply line is not also shorted out since then the manner already described.

the third I.F. harmonic
stage of the receiver as
screening could prevent
desirable to choose an
cannot cause the effect

could feed back into the first
an interference signal. Careful
the trouble but it is far more

raster.

March 10th.- Lecture : " Some Aspects of line
T.B. design," by J. Greenhalgh, B.Sc.
April 10th.- Lecture " The Manufacture of C.R.
tubes for TV," by J. A. Darbyshire, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
don
Croy
at
Actors
Television
F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E.
TELEVISION and film actor Sydney Tafler and his
May 1st. -Lecture : " The Design of a Simple TV
the
of
members
addressed
wife. Joy Shelton,
Pattern Generator," by G. T. Clack, Esq.
meeting
monthly
their
at
British Televiewiers' Society
June 16th. -Works Visit : To radio and television
at Kennard's Restaurant, Croydon, on Monday, Novem- department of Ferranti, Ltd.
ber 3rd.
July 12th.- Summer : Visit to Holme Moss Television
Miss Shelton spoke on the matter of rehearsal pro- Station. Meeting, followed by an informal tea.
stand was on view at the
cedure in the case of. radio feitures, such as " P.C.49,"
July 15th to 18th incl.
in which she plays an important part.
Institute of Electronics' Annual Exhibition, Manchester.
Mr. Tafler, among other matters, drew a comparison
It will be seen from the above list that the local centre
between film and television acting, and expressed his has made a very good start. The membership is approxiviews on sponsored programmes.
mately 50.
The meeting was noteworthy for the very considerable
The programme for the coming session is at the
previous
at
any
far
greater
than
questions,
number of
moment being finalised. Meetings will be held at the
meeting, which were put to the guest speakers by mem- College of Technology, Sackville Street, Manchester,
bers.. These questions were of a varied nature and were at 7 p.m. on the last Wednesday of each month.
welcomed by Mr. and Mrs. Taller.
The local secretary is Mr. K. B. Pontin, Il, Chadwick,
At the close of the meeting the chairman, Mr. G. H. Road, Eccles, Salford, Lanes.
Warren, thanked the speakers for their kindness in being

Club Reports

:

-A

New

present.

N.W. Centre for TV Society
THE inauguration meeting was held in February,
1952, when it was unanimously agreed to form a
local centre. Since that date the following meetings
have been held

:

Club- Tees -side

ANEW club has been formed in Tees -side and it
will make available test equipment. give hints and

advice, lectures, etc. to club members. Headquarters are
in Stockton -on -Tees, and any interested persons can
obtain details from the secretary, Mr. C. W. R. Elsner,
101, High Street. Yarm -on -Tees.
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Remote Control of a Receiver
FIRESIDE

ADJUSTMENT MAY

BE

By H.

ALL television receivers have at least one control
on the front of the cabinet intended to provide
adjustment of the brightness or contrast of the
picture. Either control can be used to alter the light
output from the tube face, and once the picture tone has
been set (using the graded bars down each side of the
clock transmitted before the commencement of the
evening programme) the controls should not require
further adjustment.
Unfortunately, this state of affairs does not hold good
for long, for various reasons.
A change in mains
voltage, for instance, quite a regular occurrence these
days, can reduce the brightness a noticeable amount.
Climatic conditions can affect the signal strength
where the receiver is located a considerable distance
from the transmitter, with the result that the brightness
of the picture is affected.
A considerable change in brightness can sometimes be
observed when a scene changes from an outdoor to an
indoor one, and is particularly noticeable during the
Newsreels.
Even a change from one camera to another
can vary the tone of the picture, making a change in the
setting of the controls desirable.
In order to carry out this change conveniently, it is
necessary to provide a control which can be adjusted
from the viewing position.
One method of achieving this is to wire the remote
control into the circuit to work in conjunction with the
receiver controls, and one manufacturer has now made

this provision.
To modify an existing circuit is, however, rather

a

difficult task.
An alternative method of adjusting the contrast of the

PROVIDED AS EXPLAINED HERE

Garlick
suitable length of 4in. diameter coaxial cable. The most
suitable type for the job has a multi- strand core, as this
has greater flexibility and is better able to withstand
constant handling.
To connect the remote control to the receiver a
junction box is required, and can be fitted in a convenient
position anywhere in the coaxial down -lead. The box
is again an I.F. can measuring 31in. by lain. by I°tin.
deep.

If a jack plug and socket are provided at the junction
box, the remote control can easily be disconnected when
not in use.
In order to isolate the unit from the receiver chassis.
in cases shere this may be " live," condensers should be
inserted in the coaxial lead to the receiver, and these
can be mounted in the junction box.
In order to prevent attenuation of the sound channel
it is necessary to adjust the circuit so that the condenser
is at maximum capacity when the circuit is in resonance
with the vision signal. Movement of the condenser
towards minimum moves the resonant frequency above
the vision carrier, and as the sound carrier is below the
vision no attenuation takes place.
Adjustment
To adjust the tuned circuit the variable condenser
should be at maximum capacity and the trimmer condenser adjusted until minimum signal is indicated by a
reduction in the brightness of the picture. Operation
of the variable condenser will now increase the signal
strength, and the receiver controls should now be set

(Continued on page 362)

picture is to provide an attenuator in the coaxial line
to the receiver, and details of a device to enable this
adjustment to be carried out from the viewing position

Va/ues .._. C/ d C2 0011tF each
C3 See text
C4 20 pF trimmer
R/
/000 fl
Cod.. 4 turns, tapped'/ turn from
earth, (Ho/me Moss)
on .34 former
.

are here given.

The Circuit
The attenuator consists of a tuned circuit in parallel
with the receiver input and provided with a variable
condenser.
When the tuned circuit is in resonance with the vision
signal some of the signal is absorbed, reducing the input
to the' receiver. The circuit is damped by a resistor to
provide attenuation over the whole of the vision band.
The tuned circuit can best be mounted in a small metal
box, the driginal model being an I.F. can from a surplus
radar chassis and measuring 41in. by tin. by llin. deep.
The coil consists of four turns of 24 S.W.G. on a 4in.
diameter former, having a tap at one turn from the earth
end.
The variable condenser across this coil is of very small
capacity and too big a value will make the adjustment too
sensitive. The condenser used was of a type very
popular in radar circuits with vanes measuring about lin.
across. The moving vanes can easily be removed one
at a time until the correct capacity to give linear control
through 180 deg. of rotation is found. In the writer's
case the condenser has two moving vanes.
The circuit is wired as shown and is provided with a
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Details of the scheme described aboca,
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Specially useful for Television Work

.

WIDE -RANGE

The

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Generator of wide range and accuracy of performarice,
designed to cope with modern radio and television work. Turret coil
switching provides six frequency ranges covering 50 Kc /s -80 Me s.
1.5 Mc /s -5.5 Mc/s
50 Kc /s -150 Kc /s
5.5 Mc/s -20 Mc /s
150 Kc/s -500 Kc /s
20 Mc/s -80 Mc /s
500 Kc /s -1.5 Mc/s
A Signal

Stray field less than ItiV per metre at a
distance of I metre from instrument.
General level of R.F. harmonic content
of order of %.
Direct calibration upon fundamental
frequencies throughout range, accuracy
being better than 1% of scale reading.
45 inches of directly calibrated frequency
scales with unique illuminated band
selection, giving particularly good discrimination when tuning television
"staggered" circuits.
Of pleasing external appearance, with
robust internal mechanical construction
1

Fully

descriptive

Pamphlet

using cast aluminium screening, careful
attention having been devoted to layout
of components with subsidiary screening
to reduce the minimum signal to
negligible level even- at 80 Mc /s.
Four continuously attenuated ranges
using well -designed double attenuator
system.
Force output 0.5 volts.
Internal modulation at 400 cgs, modula
Lion depth 30 %, with variable L.F.
signal available for external use.
Mains input, 100 -130 V. and 200 -260 V

MAINS MODEL, as specified, or
BATTERY MODEL, covering 50
Kc /s to 70 Mc /s, powered by
obtainable
easily

batteries

...

...

£30

50 -60 cgs A.C.

available on

application

to

the

Proprietors

Sole

and

Manufacturers.
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PREMIER De Luxe

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

THIS UNIT COMPARES MORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH ANY
OTHER MAKE OF TAPE RECORDER AT DOUBLE THE PRICE
THE 7 VALVE AMPLIFIER has been specially designed "or

:-

high quality reproduction.

Brief Specification
VALVE LINE -UP
EF:17A First Stage' 641.7 Second Stage and Tone Contro!
6151
Output ; 6X5 Rectifier ; VT501 Bias and Erase Oscillator ; 7193 Record Level Amplifier
OUI Magic Eye Record Level Indicator.
OUTPUT : -4 Watts. FREQUENCY RANGE: -5o c.p... to 9,001 ep.e.
CONTROLS
Volume ; Record!Playback Switch ; Treble Boost ; Bass Boost- on'oit.
A VISUAL MAGIC EYE Record Level indicator is incorporated.
The a at is housed in a superbly finished re ne covered portable cabinet which in corporates a compartment for the Microphone when not in use.
Weight complete. 71 Ib.
Dimensions: -tHin, long; I_lin, deep; Plin. high.
'The PREMIER Recorder incorporates the NEW LANE TAPE TABLE.

:-

;

:

:-

39

* SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH
MICROPHONE. REEL OF SCOTCH
BOY' TAPE AND REWIND SPOOL

Gns.

:-

Brief Specification
Made to high standards and incorporating features ensuring low level of

(PIN. Carr. I yn.)

Ow(nt kas been designed fer ose ntith df.C. -1 -111
' SCOTCH BOY' Magnetic Tape.
With this high quality tape
a !economy rage of 50 c.p.s. to 9.004 e.p.s. at (ape speed of
71ia.,sec. rad be reedit,' achieoed. AddIli.onal reels of 1;29Ùf!.
wen be supplied at 35, -.
Separate Volte are available as follows:-

TH. Recording

" Flutter" throughout the full length of tape.

FAST REWIND. Provision for fast rewind and forward run in lee, than
direction. THREE MOTORS obviating friction drive.

HIGH FIDELITY RECORD PLAYBACK

(1

1

" Wow "

and

min. in either

HOUR APPROX. PLAYING).

The Table

is fitted with high fidelity record play -bark head of new design wound to high impedance
and a separate A.('. Erase Head. The Heads are half track ,des allowing approx. 1 hr.
playing from standard 1,200ft. Reel of Tape.

Built Amplifier complete with 4 in. Portable Cabinet, Plus
Speaker. Pli, 7,6 Pkg. Carr.146m. : '- Pkg. Carr. £4.19.6
The lane Tare Table £16.10.0 'Pius 716 Pkg. Carr.

TAPE SPEED 71in. sec.
MICROPHONE -ROTHERMEL

RADIO SU PP L Y CO.

For pas on A.C. 200,250. 50 cycles mains only.
Crystal- Speeiauy designed for Tremier.

3D56

15,

WELLINGTON

ST.,

LEEDS,

1.

Terms C.W.O. or 4 .(I I). No C.0.1). under £1. Postage 1 - charged on orders P.M. SPEAKERS. -All 2-3 ohms Tin.
up to £1 : from £1 to £3 add 1 6 Over £3 port free. Open to callers
9 n.m. to 5.30 p.m. Goodmans, 14'9: filin. FLAC. 15 8 : 8ín.
Mats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E..e ith enquiries, please. Full li -t, 50. ; Frode List, 50. Plessry, 15.'9 bin. Role, 17/9 :10ín. Plessey,
18'11
FULLY
R.S.C.
(GUARANTF.F.D
M.E. SPEAKERS (2-3 ohms). Rin. Rola.
700 ohm Field, 12/9 :, 81n. R.A., 600 ohm
Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 50 e/s Screened.
1219 : 101n. R.A.. 600 ohm Field, 239.
TOP SIIROUDED, DIN/)' THROUGH 0-9 -15 v 1.5 a, 1319 :0-9-15 v 3 a. 16 /9 0-9 -15 v Field,
EX -GOVT. CONDENSERS.-Block Paper
260-0-260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a
... 14111 6 a, 2219: 0-4-9 -15 -24 v 3 a
...
... 22/9 (Mansbridge type), 4 mfd 500 e, 2'9
8 mill
260-0 -260 V 80 ma, 6.3 y 2 a, 5 v 2 a
... 151
SMOOTHING Cl1OKES
500
v
4'9
: Bak. Tubular, .02 mfd 5,000 v,
350-0- 350280 ma, 6.322 a, 5v 2 a
...1716
250 ma R -1Oh50 ohms
...
...1819 2/9 : .05 mfd 3,500 v, 3/6.
2250-0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a
23/11 250 ma 3 h 50 ohms
.. 6/9
350-0-3.50 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 v la C.T.
200 ma 5 h 50 ohms Potted
..
... 9/6
NEW VALVES (Ex- Govt.)
0-4.5 y 3 a
... 2911 150 ma 10 h 220 ohms Potted ...
... 10/9
Each
Each
-Each
350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v-4 a. 5
3a
2911 100
h
ohms
...
...
... 7'8 IT4
6X5GT 819
Bí11
EF80 129
350-0 Z59 V 150 ma, 6.3 y 2 a, 6.3 v 2 a,
90 ma 8 h 100 ohms
IS5
8,11
7D8
EF91
819
119
5 v3 a
80
ma
10
29/11
h 350 ohms
... 56 IRS
96 807
10/11 E1391 10.6
CLAMPED UPRIGHT :MOUNTING
50 ma 50 h 1,250 ohms Potted ...
... 918 384
9D2
8:11
2/11
ECL80 12 9
3lY) -0-3noy100 ma, 6.3v3a.5v3a
...2119 ELIMINATOR
5Y3G
(U50)
954
EL33 10 6
1/11
TRANSFORMERS
23.19
350 -0-350 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 3 a, 5 v 3 a
12K7GT 10/6
Primaries 200-250 v 50 cr5120 v 40 ma ... 7111
9:6
KT44
5 3
FULLY SHR OC'DEI) CPR IG HT
12K8CIT 10/6
12Ù0.120v30 ma, 4v l a
KT66 11 6
...
...12'9 5U4G 10'6
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 y 2 a, 5 v 2 a
5Z4G
12Q7GT
9
6
M0114
10/6
9 6
Midget type. 2I-3-3in. ...
,.
... 1716
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
655G
128X7
59
6/11 024
6 11
250.0 -250 v 100 ma, 5 -4-6.3 v 4 a, 0-4 -5 v
Standard Pentode, 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4'9 6.17(1
12SC7 8/11
76
QP21
6 9
3a
... 2519
Standard Pentode, 8.000 to 3 ohms
4'9 6K7G 6'11 15D2
MS PEN 5 9
5/3
250-0-250
loa, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 8, for
Push -Pull 10-12 watts 5V6 to 3 or 15
6K8G
1625
12;9
5/9
SP41
39
R1355 tßnversion
...
...
... 2819
ohms
.. 16'9 6Q7G
25A6G
SP61
911
10/9
4 6
300 -0 -300 V 100 ma, 6.3 v -4 y 4 a: CT..
"" to match, ÙV6
Push-Pull 10-12 watts
6SN7GT 121
35L1GT 9/9
UCH42 10 11
0-4-3 v 3 a
etc.. 3
or 15 ohms
.16'9 6SL7GT 11/9
35Z4GT 10/6
UF42 10 11
350-0-350 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
.. 1819
Push-Pull 15 watts to match 6L6,
6SK7
Dl
8/11
VIA1
1/3
10
6
350-0-350 v 100 ma. 6.3 v -4 v 4 a, C.T..
etc., to 3 or 15 ohms Speaker
... 22'9 6SG7
EA50
2/9
6.9
ÚY41 108
0-4-,5v3a ..
..
...2519
6V6G
EF39
8.11
V1.1120A 2 11
918
R.S.C. VIER'llASTER REPLACE.350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4a, 5 v 3 a ... 3319
3IENT TRANS., Auto type. 391
350 -0-350 v 160 ma 6.3 V 6 a, 6.3 v 3 a,
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.-5. 10, 15.
Heater type. 35. - Frame type
... 19'9 20. 25, 30. 35, 50. 60.
5 v3 a
...
...
... 45:9
...
100. 120, 150. 180. 200, 230,
350 -0-350 v 250 m a. 6.3 v 6 a 4 2 8 a,
BATTERY/
SET CONVERTER KIT. 300, 340, 400, 470, 500. 1.000 (.001 mfd), 2,000
0 -2-6 v 2 a, 4 y 3 a. for Electronic
All parts for converting any type of Battery (.002 mfd), 50. each, 3/9 doz. 1 type.
Engineering Televisor
Receiver to A C. mains 200-250 V 50 "'s.
425-0-425 v 200 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 V
CONTROLS (standard spindles). All
ooe and 90fully smoothed
60 at 40
Fully
4 a, C.T., 5 e 3 a, suitable Argus
smoothed Sad
irT. of 2 v values, less switch, 2/9 with S.P. switch.
L.T.
Televisor; .etc.
... 51/ or
1.4 y et a. Price,{Sncluding circuit 4519. 311 ; with D.P. switch, 416.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS.
All with 200-250 v ;.0 c s Primaries
6.3 v SPECIAL OFFERS. Mains Trans., Midget ELECTROLVTICS.- Tubular B mfd 450 V
2 a. 7/6 0-4 -6.3 y 2 a. 7.9
12 v 1 a. 711
type, 2! -3 2i in. Primary 220,240 v. Secs. 1'11 16 mfd 450 v. 2;11 ' Can 8 -8 mfd 450 v
6.3 v 3 a., 10/11 ;6.326 a.179 ;0-2- 95 -63v 250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 e 2.5 a, 10/9
Small 3/11 8-16 mid 450 y, 4'6 16-16 mfd 450 e
4a, 17/9: 12v3a, or24v 1.5a ...
.. -1719
fil. trans, 220-240 v input, 6.3 v 1.5 a output. 411 32 mfd 350 v. 2111 . 32 mfd 450 v, 4'11
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
519: Auto Trans. 50 watts, 0.110-200-210-230- 32-32 mfd 350 V. 5/6 ; 32-32 mfd 450 V, 5'11
All with 200-250-250 v 50 c/s Primaries : 250.v with sep. 6.3 v 1.5 a, 419.
16-32 mfd 350 v. 4/6.
Trost

:

)

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

;

:

:

.

-

-

;

:

2

t

:

;

:
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PRE-DETECTOR STAGES

-3

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY APPLICATION

AVISION 1.F. of 13 Mc's will, for instance, give
rise to a sound I.F. of 9.5 Mc ¡s, although in this
example it should be borne in mind that the frequency of the local oscillator would need to be lower
than the signal frequency, or 45 minus 13 Mc/s. A
higher signal frequency local oscillator (45 plus 13 Mc/s)
will have the effect of making the sound I.F. higher
than that of the vision, which as will be realised, depicts
a quick method -when exploring an unfamiliar comdetermining whether the local
mercial receiver
oscillator is, in fact, higher or lower than the incoming
signals. To tie up with the above example, a higher
local oscillator frequency will produce a sound 1.F.
of 16.5 Mcis, but more will be said about this later.
Having obtained a sound I.F., however, the sound
signal voltage is conveyed, via a suitable coupling, to
the grid of the first sound I.F. amplifier. Apart from
a much wider sound pass -band, the remainder of the
circuit follows very closely normal broadcast technique.
The reasons for the extra wide pass- band -which is
usually between 100 to 500 Kc's -are twofold. First,
such a wide pass -band prevents any serious mistuning,
which might otherwise occur due to local oscillator
drift ; and secondiy, it assists the suppression of sound
interference. This, is because the modulation envelope
of impulsive interference contains large components
of frequencies greatly exceeding those carrying the audio
signal, and unless the I.F. channel is capable of transmitting these without distortion, little will be gained by
the inclusion of sound suppression circuits (sec " Inter ference Suppression," PRACTICAL TELEVISION, November,

-of

1951).

Often one, or in some commercial receivers, two I.F.
stages are made common to both sound and vision,
although, when this is the case it is usually found su(6-

cient to employ no more than one sound I.F. amplifier
owing to the extra sound signal voltage acquired through
the common channel.
At this stage it should be mentioned that the same
reasoning applies to T.R.F. receivers. Usually two
or three first stages handle both the vision and sound
signals ; sound pick -up is achieved by a coupling
circuit resonating at sound frequency, and additional
amplification is provided at this frequency.
Two typical sound pick -up circuits are depicted by
Fig. 10 (a) and (h). At (a) the sound pick -up is taken
from a common 1.F. valve, and as will be seen the circuit
is capacitively coupled. LI is the tuned I.F. coupling,
which, if stagger tuning is adopted, will be resonating
at a predetermined frequency in the vision pass -band.
The sound signal is coupled, via CI, to L2, C2 comprising
the first sound tuned circuit, the signal across which
is tapped from a. suitable impedance point to the grid
of the first sound 1.F. valve.
The circuit at (b) shows a mixer valve which has
two tuned circuits in series with the anode. The load
LI L2 is a band -pass coupling used to couple the vision
signals to the first I.F. amplifier, whilst the sound signal
is developed across L3. Cl and taken to the grid of the
first 1.F. valve through C2.

Selectivity
Now that we have five television channels operating,
the problem of selectivity is not only one of minimising
the vision channel response to its accompanying sound
signal, and vice versa, as it has been hitherto. But
now it is necessary also for us to ensure that the sound
signal of an adjacent channel will not break through,
and cause interference to our local vision signal. Such
a source of interference is very real, especially in fringe

Common
/,F Amp iCoupling

capacitor

t000pF

r

C/
41.5

Me/s.

Vision
Amp
I.

C2

45

Frequency

(e)

L/

10.-Showing

-

MeA

at (a) a series tuned sound pick -up
a parallel arrangement, the overall
vision response curve corresponds to that of (c) when
the sound circuits are tuned for maximum sound
rejection.
Fig.

circuit, and at (b)
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areas where two channels may be 'received with little
to choose between their respective signal strengths.
This can be illustrated by considering, say, the sound
frequency of channel 5, in comparison with the vision

frequency of channel 4. The sound signal in this case,
63.25 Mc /s., is separated from the high frequency side
of the vision signal, 61.75 Mc/s, by only 1.5 Mc/s,
and unless a sharp drop in receiver response is realised
slightly above 61.75 Mc /s, the receiver, in certain
locations, may manifest interference typical to that
associated with ineffective sound suppression. The
interfering signal is always the sound accompaniment

c)

45

41.5

Mc,

Mcs

46.25
Mc/a.

Frequency -+.

-A

Fig. 11.
vision channel response without rejection
at (b) embraces the accompanying and adjacent sound
signals at (a) and (c) respectively.

of

a channel one stage higher in frequency, therefore,
while channels to 4 may be effected in this way, channel
5 being the highest in frequency will -at least for the
time being-remain unaffected from this source.
In order to secure a vision channel response which
will be unaffected by the accompanying sound signal
on the low- frequency side, and adjacent channel sound
on the high- frequency side, and yet retain the requisite
vision pass -band characteristics, additional tuned rejector
circuits will need to be included in the networks comprising the vision channel. This is mainly because
bandwidth and selectivity are closely related, and it
becomes an impracticable propositioh with television
to enlarge the number of tuned circuits to confer an
advantage in selectivity-as is often practised in sound
receiver circuits. A typical response curve may represent
that of Fig. 11 unless modified by the use of rejectot
circuits.
On the low- frequency side of the curve a degree of
modification is created by the sound pick -up circuit.
The fact that L2, C2 of Fig. 11 (a), or L3, CI of (b) is
tuned to the sound carrier produces a trough in the
overall response curve at this frequency, and by .s:ig4Ny
detuning the sound pick -up circuit, so that the trough
corresponds to the sound carrier, a useful degree of sound
rejection is achieved (see Fig. 10 (e)). The slight sound
attentuation which ensues is easily counteracted in
proceeding stages, and in any case, the sound rejection
derived far outweighs this loss (see " Sound Rejection,"
P.T., June, 1952).
Extra sound rejector circuits must he embodied in
the vision circuitry to provide a rejection ratio in the
region of 100 : 1. This usually necessitates, at least,
the 'nclusion of two more tuned circuits in appropriate
sections of the vision channel. Two methods are
available to this purpose : one is to place a series tuned
circuit in parallel with the signal path, and another
is to insert a parallel tuned circuit in series with the
1
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signal path, so that in either case the sound channel

filtered relative to the vision signal.
The sound pick -up circuit of Fig. 10 (a) depicts the
series tuned arrangement, and extra circuits of this type
may be applied across following couplings.' Here CI.
L2 comprises the series circuit, which at resonance
presents a virtual short circuit to the vision coupling it
shunts, whereas off-tune its impedance increasés so that
it affects very little the vision coupling. The capacitor
C2 provides an added feature to this circuit, which if
chosen to cause L2 to resonate at a frequency corresponding to the lower edge of the vision pass-band,
the high resonant impedance of this parallel circuit
imposes little shunting across the tuned coupling. As
the frequency reduces towards the sound carrier; however, the parallel circuit swings predominately inductive,
and in association with Cl resonates to form a series
circuit of low impedance across the coupling coil LI,
resulting in a very desirable deep trough in the overall
response curve at the sound frequency.
The combination L3, Cl of Fig. 10 (b) depicts the
parallel arrangement connected in series with the signal
path. At resonance the circuit shows maximum impedance across its terminals, and if extra circuits of this
nature, tuned to the sound carrier, are included in series
with following tuned couplings, or in the cathode circuits,
the necessary rejection ratio is easily obtained.
A single circuit after the style described, and tuned
to the adjacent sound channel, is usually sufficient to
prevent adjacent channel interference. It must be
remembered, of course, that when we are dealing with a
superhet the rejector circuits will be tuned to the sound
I.F., and adjacent sound channel I.F. respectively.
Owing to the smaller bandwidth, and the resulting
better selectivity of the sound channel, less vision rejecis

Lower

sideband

Upper
sidebeno

Lower

sideband

Upper
sideband

-

o

-6db

Vision

carrier
Frequency

(a)

Vision

carrier
F-requency

(b)

Fig. 12. -The characteristics of the vision transmissions
at (a) single sideband (channels 2 to 5), at (b) double
sideband (channel 1 only).

tion is needed. Often a single circuit tuned to the vision
carrier, or vision 1.F., is sufficient for this purpose.
Such a circuit may take the form of either the series or
parallel mode, and inserted in the sound channel in a
way similar to that of the sound rejector.
Single Sideband Working
It has so far been assumed that our receiving equipment would be for double sideband working. This
practice, however, is very rarely, if ever, used in modern
receivers. In the first place, Alexandra Palace (channel
I) is the only channel radiating this mode of signal.
Channels 2 to 5 transmit only a small portion of the
upper sideband and, therefore, are known as single,
or vestigal-sideband transmissions (see Fig. 12 (a)).

Such transmissions demand that the receiving circuits
arc adjusted so that the carrier falls on the sloping
hide of the response curve, at a point where the relative
response is minus 6 db. It is not essential, however, to
adjust a channel receiver for double sideband working
as shown by Fig. 13 (b), where the carrier frequency falls
1

j

f¿

47X0

/ooxn

47K0

147-1-

Line

/F

AmpiTo

RF

Amp'r

OO/¡iF

O/
pF

N
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L3

O/pF
22C

T

Fig. 13. -A frequency changer circuit styled round a
triode -hexode valve.
in the centre of the response curve, it is quite in order to
adjust the receiver for single sidcband working even though

the transmission may contain both sidebands.
First, then, single sideband reception facilitates the
manufacture and adjustment of 5- channel receivers ;
secondly, since it is required to receive only a single
sideband, the bandwidth problem is considerably eased ;
and thirdly, the gain of each stage is nearly doubled due
to the reduced bandwidth. Theoretically, when only a
single sideband of a double sideband signal is accepted
by a receiver the signal power is halved, but this is more
than made up for in practice, by the fact that the gain
of each stage may be doubled.
Single sideband reception is easier to achieve with the
superhet style circuit, than with T.R.F. ; it would be
pointless, anyway, to adjust a channel -1 T.R.F. receiver
for single sideband working, especially now that very high -slope television pentodes are available, unless, of
course, single sideband working will help from the
interference, or noise aspect.
The most important point to remember with single
sideband working is that at the vision carrier frequency
the response must be 6 db down to obtain a level response.
Should this condition not be fulfilled, phase or amplitude
distortion is bound to ensue, resulting in the familiar
manifestations of black after white, flaring, plastic, or
indistinguishable tonal gradations, making the picture
appear flat (see " Picture Distortion Analysed," P.T

March, 1952).
Single sideband working does not, unfortunately,
ease the sound rejection problem because the sideband
retained is that nearest the accompanying sound carrier,
although it does help the rejection of adjacent channel
sound. Owing to the extra overall gain derived by this
style of reception the general lay -out must be arranged
for stable operation, giving due attention to screening,
and using 0.01 tiF. capacitors for I.F. decoupling.
Apart from the wide band characteristics required
of the frequency changer section of a television
receiver little functional difference is evident from

that of a normal broadcast receiver. In fact. the
circuitry involved is similar in all respects-apart from
the ganged tuning system -to its broadcast counterpart.
Until comparatively recently the practice of employing
two valves -one for the production of oscillations, and
the other for the actual mixing process- appeared to
be favoured by designers. The two valves were frequently
in a single envelope, the triode -hexode being a popular
choice, for this single valve enabled two independent
electron streams to be utilised for each process.
Another idea adopted by, at least, one manufacturer
being the employment of diode valves working as
high- frequency mixers in conjunction with a high stability triode oscillator. Double- triode valves have
also been employed for frequency changing at television
frequencies -or even higher frequencies ; this idea
appears to be popular in America. In modern equipment,
however, it is becoming progressively more common to
use a high -frequency pentode as a self-oscillating
frequency changer.
Whatever method is finally decided on it is most
important to achieve one, a high degree of oscillator
stability ; two, a high conversion amplification, and
three, a low noise factor -this to an extent is very much
related to condition two.
:

Frequency Changer Circuits
A typical triode- hexode circuit is shown in. Fig. 13.
In this case the signal grid is capacitively coupled to
the R.F. amplifier, LI being the tuned coupling. The
triode section of the valve is used for the generation
of oscillations, and in conjunction with L2, CI forms
a conventional Hartley oscillator. The inclusion of the
10 ohm resistor in series with the anode circuit is a

preventive of parasitic oscillations. Capacitive coupling
is also used from the hexode anode to the control grid
of the I.F. amplifier valve, and the desired signal (signal
frequency minus oscillator frequency, or oscillator
frequency minus signal frequency) is selected by the
grid coupling coil L3.
(To be continuer!)
500pF
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Fig. 14. -The style of
frequency changer
circuit adopted by
Murphy Radio using
two diode mixers and
a separate triode
oscillator valve.
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THIS is not about freak reception at long distances
but some practical advice for those viewers who

are well beyond the accepted fringe areas. The
main difficulties that such viewers have to face are
valve noise evident as " snow " on the screen : loss
of synchronisation : man -made interference ; fading.
Except for the fading the troubles are due to weak
signals and the obvious remedy is to increase the signal
input to the televisor as much as possible.
There are several methods of doing this ; they are
(a) improving the aerial array.
(b) use of low-loss transmission lines.
(c) use of pre -amplifiers.
(d) narrowing of the bandwidth of the vision receiver.
(e) reduction of losses in the wiring.
Of these the most important is the aerial, and the
greater the amount of the signal picked up by the array
the less will be the need of other remedial measures.

:-

The Aerial
The subject of aerials has been dealt with quite
thoroughly in previous issues of PRACTICAL TELEVISION,
though it is a field in which much work remains to be
done.
Here are a few pointers in aerial technique
devoted to the long-distance arrays.
A reflector added to an ordinary dipole improves its
forward gain and increases its front -to -back ratio so
that interference coming from directions other than that
to which the aerial is pointed are minimised.
The forward gain can be increased by means of
directors ; the greater the number of directors fitted
then the greater the gain of the array.
However, a
limit is set to the number of directors which can be
fitted as each element adds to the bulk of the array.
Not only may it have to withstand winds of gale force,
but also the structure to which it is attached will be
subjected to strain.
An aerial erected on a normal chimney should not
have more than two directors and its mast should not be
higher than 16ft. Of course, if the stack is very substantial, greater heights can be used with heavier arrays.
The mast must be stronger accordingly, and should
be fitted with stays in three directions as shown in Fig. I.
Each stay should be at an angle of 120 deg. to its

neighbour.
It is important that :the length of the stay wires should
not bear any relation to the wavelength of the aerial,
and insulators should be inserted at the upper ends in
order to break up the continuous wire. It is advisable
to make the distance between insulators about 18in.
less than half a wavelength long.'
Reflector

Stay

Orpole

Directors

St,.y

4-1)]j

Mast

Stay
Chimney

Fig.

1.- Strengthening a
mast by 3 stays.

-A

Fig. 3.
good
long -range aerial.
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Example : supposing the array was for Sutton Coldfield, the dipole being 7ft. 6in. long ; then each insulator
should be inserted at 6ft. from the top of the mast and
another 6ft. below this. The rest of the wire should_ not
have any material effect on the array.
Seven- strand steel wire is best with`a minimum gauge
of 14. This type of wire could also be used for the chimney
lashing.
The chimney bracket should be Jin. thick and made of
mild steel.
It is advisable to reduce vibration by fitting thick
rubber shock absorbers between the mast and the chimney
bracket. The hollow elements can also be treated against
vibration by filling them with sawdust and sealing the

ends.

Ref le ctor
Dipole

/

I`

Fig.

2.- Different

Directors

forms of long -range aerials.

If extra directors are fitted the position of the mast
can be altered so as to balance the array. Fig. 2 shows the
m _ thod.
Increasing the number of elements in an array does
two other important things ; it sharpens the directivity
and lowers the impedance of the dipole. As an example
of decreased impedance consider an array with reflector
and two directors all spaced at 0.2 A. The dipole by
itself will have an impedance of approximately 75 ohms
at its centre, but with the added elements the impedance
will drop to about 15 ohms. Under these conditions
a mismatch would result if an ordinary 80 -ohm cable
were used to connect the aerial to the receiver.
To correct the mismatch a folded dipole can be used.
If the dipole is two -fold, the centre impedance is increased
by four times ; if the dipole is three -fold, an increase of
nine times is obtained. In the example quoted a 15 -ohm
impedance can be transformed into a 15x4 =60 ohm

impedance by employing a two -fold dipole ; this would
be quite a good match to an 80 ohm cable.
For those who wish to construct their own arrays
here is a simple formula for calculating the lengths of
the various elements :
Length of dipole in feet =468+ frequericy in megacycles.
The reflector should be 5 per cent. longer than this and
the first director 4 per cent. shorter. Each added director
should be 4 per cent. shorter than its predecessor.

E
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REMOTE AREA VIEWERS

'Erg,;

Transmission Lines
The principles and practice of aerial feeders (transmission lines) have been adequately dealt with in a recent
it is only necessary here to point out that the
article
use of low -loss cables is well worth while for long distance reception.

Ghosts
The production
Spacing
The spaces between the respective elements calculated
for maximum gain are
0.15A
...
Reflector
Director
...
0.17
additional directors O.l), from each other.
A close -spaced array of this nature is liable to suffer
from " flutter " in high winds and should be made
of &in tubing. This array can give about 9db gain over
an ordinary dipole. One arrangement which does not
suffer from flutter is to have all elements at 0.2A ; the
gain is about 8db.

:-

-

of ghosts on the

screen (a duplicate

or even triplicate picture on the screen slightly displaced
to the right of the main picture) is one of the troubles
which the fringe viewer may experience. In certain
areas the problem is very difficult and rather beyond the
scope of the present article.
Where only one ghost exists it can usually be eliminated
by re- orienting the aerial which. although it may result
in some loss of gain, is preferable to the interference on
the screen.
In some cases it will be found that the ghost provides
a stronger picture than that provided by direct signal
pick -up and the aerial can be directed towards the
source of reflection and not towards the transmitter.
Care must be taken, however, for quite often the ghost
picture is of much poorer quality than the weaker direct
signal.

-

Pre -Amplifiers
There is no doubt that a pre -amplifier provides useful
gain in signal strength, but a limit is set to the amount
of pre -amplification which can he applied. This limit
is the noise generated" in the valves themselves and
manifests itself on the screen in the form of " snow."
When using R.F. pentodes the limit is a 2 -valve prcamp, because beyond this point the gain obtained by
extra valves is offset by increased valve noise.
The use of low -noise pre -amps working on the grounded
grid mode has much to recommend it, and one of the
best combinations is such an amplifier followed by a
single R.F. pentode stage, before the televisor.
Fig.

4.- Common

earthing points aid efficiency.

useful array for long- distance reception was
described in a recent article in PRACTICAL TELEVISION
A.

entitled " Your Aerial for Wenvoe." This comprised
two Yagi arrays each being composed of reflector, dipole
and two directors, the two arrays being mounted 0.251
from each other and connected to the televisor by equal
lengths of transmission line.
There should be no need to mention that the height
of the aerial should be the maximum attainable. Some
benefit is also obtained by tilting the aerial so as to
take advantage of any malformation of the polarisation
which may have taken place in the signal, on its long
journey from the transmitter. (Fig. 3.)
Several commercially produced aerials are fitted with
tilting arrangements. It should not be necessary to
tilt the array more than 5 deg. from the horizontal.

Long- distance Toles¡sors
For really long distance work the super -het is undoubtedly a better proposition than the straight set.
One of the best items on the market to-day is the R1355
receiver used with an RF26 or 27 unit.
The RF26 unit is the most useful, as it can be adapted
very easily to any channel. As bought it will cover
By adding
Sutton Coldfield and Kirk o' Shotts.
iron -dust cores to the three coils it will tune over the
Holme Moss and the Alexandra Palace frequencies,
whilst brass coils will enable Wenvoe to be tuned in.
The R1355 has one major snag, and it is the breakthrough which is liable to occur at intermediate frequency.
If a pre -amp is used the trouble is usually eliminated,

Aerial Boosters
An aerial booster or pre- amplifier is a useful addition
to an aerial where the receiver is located in a noisy
district. The transmission line will pick up noise on

its way to the televisor : if the signal is boosted up at
the aerial then the ratio of signal to noise at the receiver
cod will be much greater.
Details of the construction of such a booster have
been given recently in PRACTICAL TELEVISION. They
are also available commercially, a new one produced by
Belling -Lee being a feature of the recent Radio Show.

Fig.

5.- Remote control

can be fitted as showtl here.

.

.
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but if the unit is used without a pre -amp then a wavetrap
tuned to about 7.5 Me /s should be inserted between the
aerial and the unit. The trap should be completely
screened.
It is possible to use two of these units, one for vision
and one for sound, though it will be found that the sound
receiver will require fewer I.F. stages ; three is a useful
number. All that is necessary to modify the unit for
this purpose is to take out two of the I.F. valves and to
bridge grid cap connection between the missing stages
with a short length of coaxial cable.
The vision receiver will be found to have a very
restricted bandwidth ; this can be overcome by slightly
stagger- tuning the I.F. circuits. The R.F. unit should
be tuned for maximum signal and then the oscillator
trimmer adjusted towards the sound channel. Test
Card C provides a useful guide for this operation.
The R3170A is another useful unit for long-distance
reception. The I.F. is 30 Mc /s, and EF50 valves are
used throughout. The bandwidth is adequate for TV and
the gain of the unit can he made greater than that of the
RI355. (Data for the conversion of this unit is in
preparation.)
Bandwidth

Surprisingly enough, it is possible to obtain a picture
of quite pleasing quality with a bandwidth of less than
.2 Mcjs.
By decreasing the bandwidth of the vision
receiver gain is materially increased. This principle is
employed in commercial receivers, the Baird " Countryman " being an example.
The restriction. of the bandwidth is well worth while.
It is better to obtain a picture with somewhat reduced
detail but which is quite clear, rather than one in which
the extra detail obtained by the broader bandwidth is
lost by the increased interference and snow effect.
It should also be noted that distance itself appears to
have some effect on the quality of the picture, because on
some evenings it is possible to have a fairly strong signal,
though the quality of the picture leaves much to be
desired.

Straight Receivers
Where straight sets are used losses should be kept at a
minimum. Wiring should be very short and direct ;
components should be mounted close to' the valve holders : earthing of each stage should be brought to
one central point (Fig. 4).
The amateur constructor is advised to use the single ended type of valve such as the EF50 and EF54 rather
than top -cap, grid connected form such as the SP61

Where

:t
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possible to erect screens between the
source of interference and the signal, the use of a corner
reflector has much to recòmmend it.
is

Synchronisation
The loss of synchronisation is mainly due to weak
signals. In this respect, perhaps, hard valve oscillators
in the timebase are an advantage, as they do not generally
require a high amplitude of sync pulse for their operation.
The use of flywheel methods of controlling the oscillator
frequency lias also much to recommend it : the circuit
was described in these pages quite recently.
Fading
There is no simple answer to the fading problem,
though some recent experiments in connection with
applied A.V.C. have had some encouraging results.
The most satisfactory method evolved so far is to
project the contrast control as a remote armchair control
so that the brightness of the picture can be manually
adjusted without getting up to adjust the controls on the
televisor.
Fig. 5 shows the scheme whereby the remote- control
can be plugged in as desired. The remote- control
(R.VRI should be of the same value as the existing
contrast control. Coaxial cable is used as a link to the
televisor.
Where a two -valve pre -amp is used it is better to insert
the control in the cathode of the second R.F. valve. This
will ensure that the early stages of the televisor are not
overloaded when the signal is good.
Of the many vicissitudes with which the long-distance
experimenter is beset, perhaps the most annoying is the
varying signal strength. The constructor should ensure
that any experiments he makes are given.an extended trial,
as the immediate results obtained may not be due to the
new circuit arrangement but due to the altered signal
strength.
Keeping in mind that the signal will not only vary from
day to day but even from hour to hour, care should be
taken in inviting guests. The best signals will usually be
obtained either on a nice foggy night in winter or in wild,
rainy weather in the summer.
.

Remote Control of a Receiver

(Continued from page 354)
to give a normal picture when the variable condenser is
set at mid- position.
This permits the brightness to be adjusted either way
(V R65).
Four R.F. stáges are about the maximum that can be and if the unit is placed near the viewing position it will
made to work satisfactorily, though if great care is taken be found unnecessary to alter the receiver controls during
with the wiring and layout, five stages can be used. It the programme.
is advisable to make the sound receiver a separate unit, Soand
providing it with three R.F. stages.
Control of the sound carrier could no doubt be carried
A good unit for long-distance reception is the 194 out in a similar manner, although in the writer's case
It
employs
strip.
6 R.F. stages, is easy to modify, and
control of the volume has not been found necessary.
can be used with a two -valve pre-amp if care is taken in The damping resistor would not be required, and the
the pre -amp design.
resonant frequency would need to be adjusted to give
Another useful unit is the Pye 45 Mc /s strip, but minimum volume with the. variable condenser set at
neither of these two units provide as much gain as minimum capacity, i.e., the opposite procedure to the
R1355 or R3170A.
vision circuit.
Both circuits could be mounted in the same box, but
Interference
some means of identification of the control knobs should
The answer to interference troubles is mainly in the be adopted.
aerial system, and the remarks under this heading should
The use of dissimilar knobs would identify the circuits
reduce man -made static to a minimum ; good height, in the dark, but perhaps a better method would be to
directive array, careful orientation, low -loss screened mount the sound channel control on the side of the
feeders are the main points to observe.
box.
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1.- RADIO -FREQUENCY CIRCUITRY
the usual form, the radio -frequency circuit of many
and home - constructed television
receivers consists of a single -tuned circuit loaded
with resistance to provide a broad response. When
considering the circuit as a means for transferring the
vision and sound signals from the aerial input terminal
to the grid of the first amplifier valve, however, such
a simple arrangement does not always produce the
necessary gain and bandwidth, or the selectivity beyond
the edges of the passband which is necessary to prevent
large, unwanted signal voltages from interfering with the
Interference on the Birmingham
required channel.
frequency from Wenvoe, for example, can be experienced by viewers situated roughly midway between
these transmitters, and vice versa.
A practical system of R.F. circuitry is the band -pass
or coupled circuit arrangement, and this has the advantage, when correctly aligned, of a much greater useful
bandwidth than is possible with the resistance -loaded
single circuit for a given degree of selectivity against
adjacent signals.
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1, with a typical
response curve for the London and Birmingham frequencies in Fig. 2. It will be seen that the response is
substantially flat over a frequency range of 4 Mc /s,
with a fairly sharp fall away on either side of the pass band. The circuit can, of course, be used on any of the
present five television channels and the response curves
will be very similar to those shown in the other cases.

IN

commercial

The coils are -tuned by capacitòrs, these being of the

air -spaced types with earthed moving plates, thus making
tuning a simple matter. The maximum capacity in a
system of this sort must be large compared with the
stray circuit and valve capacity, but this, in turn, reduces
the L/C ratio of the circuit and consequently results in a
low circuit impedance. This, in turn, leads to low overall

gain, since the gain is essentially a function of the ratio
of the input and output impedances of the circuit. These
factors point to the desirability of limiting the actual tun-

ing capacities as much as possible, while keeping in mind
the value of the stray and valve capacities and the frequency to which it is desired to tune.
It is possible to use a twin -gang condenser as the tuning
unit in a coupled circuit of this type, in which case the
coupling between the circuits is achieved in the common
impedance of the condenser shaft and decreases as the
frequency increases, since the current through the condensers and the circuit- distributed capacities does not

flow through the coupling
It is better in
impedance.
practice,

however, to

é-

use

=

separate condensers for tuning and permit the coupling
C3
to take place through a
small, fixed condenser, wired
1.
L
across the live ends of the
^}L2
circuits as the figure shows.
ro
Resistance loading is used on
Chassis
each circuit and is calculated 32FL
to provide just sufficient
damping to reduce the
Aeria/
to pronounced
tendency
double- humping at the ends
Fig. 3.
of the passband.
Details of the coils.
In the design of such circuits, the characteristics of
the aerial system and the feeder must be taken into account,
and both the impedance matching and the loading
effect of the feeder must be well considered. The curves
of Fig. 2 were taken with a simple dipole- reflector H -type
aerial cut to the sound frequency of the channel concerned and having 0.2 .. spacing between the elements,
and the feeder was nominal 70 ohm. quarter-inch diameter coaxial cable. The amplifier valve was an EF91,

To
1

C3

Aerial

-2
Fig.

1.-Typical

H.F. stage.

Fig.

2.-Typical

-

o

+

Frequency in Mc/s.
response curve for the circuit in Fig. 1.
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operating with cathode bias control in a conventional
circuit.
Suitable design details are as follows and, though
these are for the London frequencies, the small modifications necessary for the other channels are not difficult to work out. Referring to Fig. 1, coil L1 has two
turns, L2 and L3 have each six turns on tin. diameter
bakelitc or Tufnol formers (no cores), and the tuning
capacities are each 50 pF maximum air -spaced trimmers.
The coupling condenser is 5 pF. The coils are wound on
separate formers with 26 s.w.g. enamelled wire, slight
spacing between the turns, and Fig. 3 shows the construction of L1 L2. R1 is 2.2 k 2 and Rz is 3.3 k !a. The
coils must be so disposed that there is: negligible inductive coupling between them.
The tuning of coupled systems is not difficult, and for

the amateur constructor consists of peaking the individual
circuits to the required frequencies at the limits of the
passband. In practice the interaction of the circuits
makes the procedure More difficult than would be the
case for a simple circuit, but if a signal generator is to
hand, L, should be peaked at 41.5 Mc!s and L, at 44.5
Mc /s, assuming lower sideband reception. As the generator is swung through the required band, the output
of the stage (metered in the usual way) should be equal
at these two frequencies, and should be substantially
constant between them.
A similar circuit can he used between the R.F. amplifier and the mixer in.a superheterodyne circuit, but the
coupling capacity should be reduced to about 1 or 2 pF
in this case.

Compulsory Car Suppressors

so

-

THE

Postmaster-General on November 27th laid
Regulations before Parliament which will enable
him to ensure that suppression devices are fitted to the
ignition systems of new cars, motor -cycles, motor- boats,
and the like, sold after July Ist, 1953, which radiate
sufficient energy to interfere seriously with television
reception. The Regulations have been made on advice
received from an advisory committee set up under the
Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1949.
The committee comprises persons, nominated by the President of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, who were able to express
the views of those likely to be affected by the Regulations.
Members of The committee able .to speak for the motoring organisations, the radio and motor industries and
the motoring public were agreed on the requirements
prescribed in the Regulations.
New Cars Only
The Postmaster-General will be able to require
assemblers and importers of motor -vehicles and the like
to ensure that the interference radiated from their
products is below a certain amount which is specified.
The Post Office will collaborate with manufacturers of
ignition apparatus in advising those assemblers and
importers on how the requirements can be satisfied and
in making such tests as might be required to ascertain
whether the requirements are being met.
New cars, motor-cycles, etc:, assembled after July 1st,
1953, will remain within the scope of the Regulations
after delivery.- But the owner of a car, motor-cycle,
etc., that has been fitted with suppressors by the manufacturer or importer will be considered to have satisfied
the requirements if he has kept the suppressors fitted
and in serviceable condition. This valuable concession
will mean that the motorist who maintains his car in
good order will have no reason to fear that action will
be taken against him.

Older Vehicles
For vehicles already in use, the Postmaster -General will
continue for the present to rely on the voluntary collaboration of owners. Many motorists have already
done what is necessary to prevent their vehicles causing
television interference (usually by fitting a suppressor.
costing 2s. 6d. or so, at the distributor end of the lead
from the ignition coil). The Postmaster -General hopes
that the remaining motorists and motor-cyclists, when
they realise what trouble they are causing, will bring their
own vehicles and machines up to date by fitting suppressors, and that the question of compelling them to do

will not arise. A single suppressor at the distributor
will usually suffice. Alternatively, suppressors incorporated in each sparking plug, lead suppressors, or
resistive leads between the distributor and the plug
might

be used.

The Regulation will mean that there will be a very
great reduction in interference from new cars to television
reception.
The following statement was issued on behalf of the
Radio Industries Council after the announcement :
" Confronted with a legal requirement that his car
must be provided with interference suppressors, some
motorists take the attitude
Why should I have to do
anything about interference -let them cure it at the
receiving end.'
" Assuming that the motorist who says this is a good
citizen and willing to do something to help his neighbour,
it is worth inquiring how much the nuisance of interference must be cured by the motorist, and how much can
be cured at the receiving end....
" Everything has been done in the majority of television
receivers to protect it against this interference. It is
obviously very difficult, because the interfering signal is
fundamentally similar to the television signal, and
therefore difficult to sift out in the receiving apparatus.
It must be reiterated that the 'interference ' is just as
much a radio signal as are the radio and television signals
with which it interferes. Such differences as there are
between the interfering signal and the wanted signal
should be exploited by the receiver, so that it may
accept one and reject the other... .

-'

'I

pica) Distributor Suppressor

-all

on most cars.

that is necessary
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LADbroke 4075.
Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to t p.m.: Thurs.. half day, 1 p.m.
Hours
on orders
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated)
value -ls. Od. extra: £5 --2s. Od. extra : £10 -Ss. 6d. extra; over £10
carriage free, unless specifically stated otherwise. All goods fully
insured in transit.
:

6I
POST FREE

:

tl

;

Everything now in stock
from the Nuts and Bolts
to the Cabinet

,r
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CLYDESDALE
Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

THE 5CPI
CATHODE RAY TUBE
Ask for No. 13/H32)
POST PAID-

INDICATOR UNIT

35/-

£5.9.6

R3170A RECEIVER UNIT

,

RECEIVER

Ash for No. D E774

79/6

UNIT

£4.12.6 PAID

1..11,14'.

condition.

£4.12.6 PAID
113601

AMPLIFIER UNIT R.1353.

Also available in used, good

Ask for No. D1H492

Ask for No. D /HI))

TYPE 62
In maker's original case

Ask -for No. D'H523

1:111,1t.

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 62A
Used, good condition
Ask tor No. D'R868

P11141'
TR ANSFORMERS
LNDICATOR UNIT
E.H.T. 55/-, 578. 59.6, 65/TYPE 611
each.
MAINS Morley 55'- and 80' -. Ask for No. D'E777
Argue, 69'6.
£4.19.6 PAnR,

R.F. UNIT TYPE 26
Frequencies covered, 65-50 mc's (5-6
me res). Variable tuning 2 VR136
(EF54), VR1.37 (EC52). Output
prox. 7-8 me /s. In metal case, 9.1 xap7)
x 41ín.
Uncartoned but good
condition.
POST
NoKÚH$46 67/6 EACH PAID
M.F. UNIT TPE

mm's

NEW 192 -PAGE

(3.5 - 5

metres) otherwise as type 26.

CATALOGUE

ASK FOR No.

Now in the press.
Price 113 (credited on first
purchase of 10 /- or over).

63 /- EACH

(Television

D /E771

SC23 TV

426

35,- ALL CARR. PAID
CIRCUIT OF 101355 available at 1/3.
-

-

ILE. UNIT TYPE 21
Frequencies covered, 30-20 mc's (10-15 metres). Switched tuning
5 pre -tuned spot. freq., 3'VRS5 (SP61). Output approx. 7 -3 nie s
in metal case, 91 x 7t x Ctn.
In fair
19/6 EACH POST PAID
ASK FOR dNon
Ì)H951

ILF. UNIT TYPE 25
Frequencies covered 40-50 mc s (5.7.5 metres). Otherwise as Type 24.
IN ORIGINAL ('AR'l'i1N
EACH
POST PAID
ASK FOR No. 1) 11847

30/

19/6

EACH

POST PAID

from:

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO. LTD.
2

Bridge Street, Glasgow,

C.S.

Visit our Branches

POST PAID

in

'Phone

:

SOUTH 2706/9

Scotland, England and N. Ireland

at 200 miles

PRE-AMPS. ALL CHANNELS
High gain and low noise.
Customs built to the highest standards.
Ample bandwidth for good definition.
Ideal for the " difficult " fringe and ultra fringe areas.
Each pre -amp. supplied guaranteed to have been , air
tested " and to have received both vision and sound at
200 miles using a standard commercial superhet receiver.
Models SC22 and SC23 have self-contained metal rectifier
power supply, 200,250 V. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
(Trade enquiries invited)
SC23, new model, 85.5.0.
SC22, two- stage, £8.10.0.
SC21, two -stage, £8.8.0,
requires power supply.
SG12, TV
Sig. Gen.,
£6.19:8:
PCll, Patt.
Gen.,

NEW MODEL

47/6

2nd Grade in Transit Case
3rd Grade, Loose Stored

Also in fair used condition
ASH FOI. NO, D¡E772

27

Order direct

5U4G,

et
etc. In
metal can loin, x Olin.
x 711m Used, good condition.
VU120A,

IN ORIGINAL, CASE
ASK FOR Nu, DIE770

£7.19.6

F req men eles
covered 85 - 65

The popular T.V. Sound
and or Vision Unit.
if.
valves

5
stages, 10
8 /VR65 (SP61),

£14.0.0.

SG12

-

Courses include training

for:

City and Guilds Grouped Certificates in Telecommunications;
A.M. Brit. I.R.E. Examination, RadióAmateur's Licence, Radio
&

TELEVISION SIGNAL GENERATOR
Frequence range 9070 M'es.
Calibration chart for all Television Channels.
Modulation on sound and vision optional.
Sensitive meter fitted for use as grid dip oscillator.
Ideal for service engineer and experimenter.
Measures coil, aerial frequencies, etc.
The only one of its kind on the market.
Self-contained power supply, 200 /250 v. A.C.
12 months' guarantee.
Immediate delivery.
25,

VALUABLE BOOK

A

which details the wide range of Engineering and
Commercial courses of modern training offered
by E.M.I. Institutes
the only Postal College which is
part of a world -wide Industrial Organisation.

WILLIAM STREET,

PLYMOUTH.
1. V. RADIO CO.
Tel. 4797
Manufacturers of Television Equipment.

Television
Servicing Certificates, General Radio and
Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc, Also
Courses in all other branches of Engineering.

_E M

i-

Institutes
associated with

MARCONIPHONE

POST

NOW

-

-

Please send, without obligation, the FREE book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138,'
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4

COLUMBIA

N.M.V. ETC.
COURSES FROM

£1

PER

MONTH

Name
Address
IO lOE

I
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Surgical Interference
STRANGE sources of interference
continue to be unearthed.
At Grimsby, television dealers
began investigations after receiving
.nany complaints from set owners.
Their enquiries led them to doctors'
surgeries where electrical apparatus
for heat treatment was found to be
in need of suppression.
The doctors concerned co-operated
with the manufacturers in screening
the machinery effectively.

Projection in Street
DISCUSSIONS have been held
between the Walsall Corpora-

TELEVISION

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature
suitable for publication in "Practical
Telcrisioa." Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper Only.
and should contain the name and
address of the sender.
Whilst the
Editor does not hold himself' responsible for manuscripts, every effort will
be Made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed to : The

Editor,

" Practica(

Announcer's Advice
WHEN he opened a radio exhibiW tion at Park Lane, Croydon
recently, BBC announcer MacDonald
Hobley told radio and TV fans that
they' should have no fear of buying
a television receiver thinking they
might become obsolete after two
or three years through the introduction of colour transmissions.
Colour would not be introduced.
he said, before everyone had access
tó black and white viewing. Mr.
Hobley gave the year 1962 as the

adventure " policy, leaving drawing room plays for TV to produce.
The idea appears to be paying
dividends, as four of the biggest
money -making pictures during 1952
were all set with the skies, countryside or jungle as a background.
They were " Quo Vadis," " The
African Queen," " The Sound Barrier " and " Ivanhoe."

Television."

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio apparatus and to
our efforts to keep our readers in
touch with the latest developments.
we give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings. photo-

tion's Entertainments Committee and
local radio experts to consider the
graphs and articles published in
Practical Television" is specifically
possibility of providing projection
reserved throughout
the
countries
screens in the streets to enable the
signatory to the Beine Convention
public to see the Coronation.
and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or
imitations of our of these are therefore
The snags, according to one
expressly forbidden.
committee member, would be probable traffic hold -ups through crowd ng on street corners and the viewing latest when colour programmes
conditions, which are at their worst would be transmitted.
in broad daylight.
Cinema's Policy
IN their efforts to draw the public
New Devon Tests
back to the cinema, film makers
THE BBC has announced that
at
out
tests are to be carried
have continued with their " open air
Shaugh Moor in Devon in an effort
to find an alternative site for the
erection of a television mast.
The Dartmoor Preservation Association had protested strongly when
the 1,800 ft. high North Hessary
Tor had been named as the location
of the mast but would not particularly object to Shaugh Moor which
is farther south on Dartmoor's edge.
The new station will serve Torquay,
Plymouth, Exeter and parts of North
Cornwall.

I
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Early Viewing-

IR. JOHN PROFUMO, M.P. for
lv1 Stratford -on -Avon, found during his recent visit to the United
States that the number of television viewing hours over there differs
considerably from that in this

country.
Mr. Profumo made his TV debut
while in America and was interviewed in front of the cameras at
7 a.m., watched by an audience of at
least 5,000,000.

Engineers' Rise
AN award of 15 shillings a week
has been granted by the Industrial Disputes Tribunal to radio
and television engineers, bringing
the new minimum wage to f6 5s.

The new electric glass cooker being demonstrated in a recent TV programme.
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Ban on Rugby Final
Rugby League Council has
THEbeen asked by its secretary to
refuse permission for the televising
of the Rugby League Cup Final
at Wembley on April 2nd.
The secretary, Mr. W. Fallowfield,
said that as the final was being
played such a distance away from
the area where it was most popular,
television was more likely to affect
the attendance and that although
there were no figures to prove that
television had affected gate receipts
in the past, adversely nothing showed
that any beneficial effect was to
be gained.

Senor Jose Maria de Ayarra, Chief Engineer of Television Venezolana S.A.
(Televisa),-right -with shipping officials watching the loading at London
Docks of the first consignment of television equipment from Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., for Caracas, capital of Venezuela. Senor de
Ayarra recently completed a six months' visit to the company in which he
has gained experience of the equipment.
Television Licences
THE following statement shows the
approximate number of television licences issued during the
year ended October, 1952. The grand
total of sound and television licences
was 12,870,101.
Region
Number.
London Postal ...
633,743
Home Counties ...
...
208,657
Midland ...
...
399,923
North Eastern ...
...
169,480
North Western ...
203,708
South Western ...
...
37,954
Welsh and Border
48,099

.

Total England & Wales...
Scotland ...
Northern Ireland

1,701,564
31,128

Grand Total

1,732,882

...

190

Church Services
THE Presbytery of Dunoon recently
1 approached the BBC on the
subject of church services that are
televised at the normal Evensong
hour, thus enticing people with
receivers to stay at home for their
worship, leaving churches emptier.
Cooker for Demonstrations

ANEW type of electric cooker
made its appearance at the
Alexandra Palace studios recently.
Specially made for television by
the Jackson Electric Stove Co.,
Ltd., the oven has glass back, front
and sides to enable the studio lights
to illuminate the interior, permitting
viewers to see food in the actual

process of cooking. It has so far
been featured in two programmes and
is expected to be used many more
times by the TV cookery experts,
Marguerite Patten and Philip Harben.
Eviction Order
BECAUSE he erected a television
aerial without the County
,Council's consent, Mr. William
Kirk, a 33- year -old foreman engineer,
of Hallfield Gardens, Kennoway,
Fife, was served with an eviction
order.
The County Clerk stated that the
tenant was warned in June that an
application and an inspection charge
of one guinea were necessary but no
effort had been made to pay the fee.
Mr. Kirk claimed that a Council
clerk had told him there would be
nothing to pay.
Record Sales

PROVISIONAL figures of production and manufacturers' sales
of television receivers last October
are the highest ever. Nearly 85,000
sets were produced, the previous
highest figure being 72,000 in February last. Sales to the trade exceeded
100,000, compared with 75,000 in
September, the previous record.
A forecast at the time of the Radio
Show that sales would take a definite
upward turn, particularly because
of public anticipation of seeing a
large part of the Coronation on
television, has thus been fully borne
.
out.

Popularity
ONLY 250 spectators could be
accommodated in Motherwell
Swimming Baths recent!, when the
Scottish Television O.B. Unit televised the
Motherwell Amateur
Swimming Club's Gala, at which
famous
Scottish
English
and
swimmers were competing against
each other. Bathmaster David Crabb
wanted a much larger Motherwell
public to see the show, and three
leading dealers arranged a mass TV
demonstration in the Motherwell
Town Hall by giving a free view of
the transmission of the Gala.
Philips Television receivers, both
projection and direct view types, were
used throughout, and large crowds
visited the Town Hall to enjoy the
programme.
Philips receivers were also installed
in the dressing -rooms for the benefit
of competing swimmers.
Television for Siam
BRITISH equipment will be used
by the first country in S.E. Asia
to install television. A contract, for
two installations each complete
from camera to receivers, has been
agreed with Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., by the Department of Public Relations, Government of Thailand.
Each installation consists of a
Marconi Image Orthicon television
camera, camera control, together
with low -power sound and vision

transmitters and associated equipment. Range of signals at this power
is limited approximately to line of
sight ; in exposed country this may
be up to 30 miles, i.e., to the horizon,
in urban areas a reduced range.
Both systems will operate on a 625 line standard.
The contract also requires a supply
of 16in. metal -tube domestic receivers
for each -installation. These will be
supplied through the English Electric
Co.. Ltd.
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H. E Nit Y' S

unit contains VCR517
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 182A. This
screen, 3 EF50,
Cathode Ray. bin. Tube, complete with Mu -metal
4 SP61 and 1 5U4G valves, 9 wire -wound volume controls and
for
and
t
guaranteed) or Oscilloscope. Offeed
iionf (full picture
BRAND NEW (less relay) in original packing case at 78ßd. Plus
7 6 cary. " W.W." Circuit supplied Free.

(s

revis

An easy -to -build unit
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PIE 45 Mc 's STRIP.

Size 15ín, x 81n. x 2in. Complete with 45
mc(a Pye Strip, 12 valves, 10 EF50, E1334 and EASO, volume controls
and hosts of Resistors and Condensers. Sound and vision can be
Incorporated on this chassis with minimum space. New condition.
Modification data supplied. Price £5. carriage paid.

* A COMBINED SIGNAL TRACER AND AUDIO OSCILLATOR * including variable outtracing, without any sv;itching or tuning,
that can he used for I.F. and Audio signal
responds to signais picked up from an ordinary receiving aerial. The

put oscillator, for amplifier checking. Highly sensitive, audio frequency amplifier, employing 3 miniature 1.4 valves, with a lin.
rcuit is that of a high-gain 2-stage, resistance -coupled
advantage being that as this Unit is , All -Dry " it can be used
speaker in the output of the Power Amplifier Stage. An added
Kit with portable cabinet (size 6fn. x 71n. x lin.) and batwith safety on A.C. or A.C. /D.C. mains and Battery sets. The complete
Kit for the construction of the above, right down to the last nut
a
complete
to
supply
tery weighs only 4'lbs. We shall be pleased
and Ail -Dry Battery for £419,6. Concise instructions
and bolt, including 2 -1T4 and 1 -154 Valves, lin. Speaker and Portablebecase
supplied for 1 6. If required this Unit Will be assembled
and circuits supplied. If preferred. circuit and instructions only can
and a MUST for every radio man.
efficient
instrument,
highly
is
a
This
of
charge
15,
-.
an
extra
for
and tested

vi

46 " complete with 6 valves, 2VP23,
aerial rods, I.F. trans., 1.6 mc s.
mike trans. In new condition. but less transmitting components
and coils removed by M.O.S., 351 -, carr paid. (Less Valves. 12,6.)
V

ALKIE TALKIE TYPE "

13E23, DD, QP25, TP25 and ATP4,

CATHODE RAY TUBES :
VCR97. Guaranteed full picture. 40r-, earn. 5' -.

VCR517 Guaranteed full picture. 401-, carr. 5/ -.
3BP1. Television or scopes, 251 -, carp. 3 / -,
STROBE. UNITS. Brand New. In sealed cartons, these contain
SIX. EF50s, five EASOs, one SP61, a host of condensers. resistors,
transformers, chokes, relays. switches, seven pots and five smooth ingcondensers. Size l8in. x 8) in. x 7fin. Only 67,6, plus 5;- carriage.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER
TIEN' í)F50. Brand New (ex-units), 55/- set.
SET OF 5 MAINS VALVES
6K8GT, IK7GT, 6Q7G, 5Z4, 6V6G or KT61, 42.6 Set.
SET 5 A.('. /D.C. VALVES
6K8Gt. 6K7G, 607G, 25AßG, 25Z60, 481 Set.
SET 5 A.C.,D.C. VALVES
12K8GT, 12K7GT, 12Q7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT or 50LOGT, 451- Set.
SET 5 A.C1ID.C. VALVES
12SA7GT. 12SK7GT, 12SQ7GT or 12SR7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT
or 50L6GT, 45 - Set.
SET 5 AA... D.('. VALVES
6A7G. 6136, 6C6, 43, 2525, 45/- Set.
S

SAFE,

SET OF 4 BATTERY MINIATURE 1.1 v. VALVES
1R5, 155, 1T4, 1S4 or (3S4 or 3V4), 32.6 Set.
SET OF BATTERY VALVES 2 volt MAZDA TYPES
re2th HL23'DD, VP23. PEN25 or QP25. 27.6 Set.
COMPLETE SET OF 10 SPECIFIED VALVES FOR
` PRACTICAL TELEVISION " PERSONAL REC.
5 -6AM6, 2 -6AK5. 1 -EA50, 1-6J6, 1 -6J4, and 3BP1 C.R. Tube in
case, £5!12/6 Set.
We have over 10,000 New surplus Valves in stock let us
quote you for the types you require. Special prices for
sets of valves. Send for 23 PAGE COMPREHENSIVE
CATALOGUE.

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON,

RELIABLE
-

E

TEL.

.H.T

frrps.

'

The unit is completely wired and

1008 9, 0401.

CFINICNS
everything you scy, in fact even more; on erery range
stier about half an /tour front receiving it I had
it is accurate
it working. " -A. P., Langton.
. 7 am t%/ry pleased zen /i kit, especially the instructions
clear. " -K.. T.. ('lertP:arpss.
. I felt t had Io unite and congratulate you for puffing on the
market u R!C bridge of such high accuracy at a phenomenally low
" -D. G. R. L., Cheanl.
price. Construction is remarkably easy
. I am very pie rsri with saner and think it remarkably pood
value for such o ion .'j 1.... " -N'. E. C., Hore.
it is

...

-s'

when cite of Your bridges agas fried out against Laboratory
Standards and eretgone present was amazed at the eery high degree
of arrnraci..... " -I. R., Pulhom.

tested ready to switch on, requiring
only H.T. and L.T. connections.
Ample shielding is provided to
prevent radiation and interference
to Broadcast receivers. The coil
with rectifier incorporated may be
purchased separately. Full instructions and data supplied.

NERA

PADDINGTON

...

PRICE E6 100 COMPLETE

WITH THE

:

PRIVATE

The NERA R.F., E.H.T.
unit has been designed to

provide a safe and reliable
source of D.C. high voltage
for all C.R.T.s including
the new wide angle and
aluminised types.
The output is continuously
variable between 8 to lz kV.
at approximately 500 micro -

Full details from

W..2.

THE RADIO MAIL 3f RES. CAP. BRIDGE KIT IS
THE BEST RADIO VALUE OBTAINABLE TO -DAY
50 mfd. -.2 mid.
5 megohms-50,000 ohms
mfd.-.01 mfd.
100,000 ohms -1,000 ohms
.01 mfd. -.0005 mfd. (500 pF.)
1,000 ohms-10 ohms
-

I

NO CALIBRATING

COIL & RECTIFIER
PRICE : 23'17'6

R.F., E.H.T.

UNIT

:

AREN (TELFVistó") LTD., HIGH ST., GUILDFORD

The panel bears six separate scales, one for each range, calibrated in ohms and mfd's for direct reading.
Each range is fully variable, covering all intermediate values.
Cash with order or C.O.D.
Part post & packing 116.
PROMPT DISPATCH

MAIL
RADIO MAIL,

RALEIGH ST., NOTTINGHAM
Stamp for list and with all enquiries, please
4,
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METAL RECTIFIERS. Westinghouse, 14A86, 20 - 14D36,
11 /- WX3, WX6, 81: 36EHT100.
29'4 ; LT52. (12v. Ile.). 191 ;
m.a. Meter. 12/6 36EHT40,

CAN RELY ON US
THE "1IIOTEK" TAPE DECK

;

;

1

21 6 : 36EHT45, 231: 36EHT50,
26 - S.T.C. Type K3'100. 14/8 :
K3 15, 9/- : R11IL, 4i13 ; RM2,
5 - : RM3.
-

HAYNES.

- Scanning42'-

S914. 391411, S112.

Coils.
SV.
:

45'- ; Ose. Trans. TQ132, 13'TQ135, 18/6
Feed Chokes
LUS8F. 23/- : LUS6L. 18/6
Line Trans., TW6 126. TW5 109,
42'- : Frame Trans.. TK1O'41.
38/- : E.H.T. Line Trans., T27:
T34,
Amp.
13216 ;
50'Control, VL5. 12.6
Tuning
Coil Kit, 201- ; Ppul l Output
Trans., TK12/61, 38 -.
"Q -MAX" CUTTERS .-Chas sls Punch complete with Key.
:

;

;

:

;

fin., lin.. 12'4: í1n., 13/4;
lin., Olin., Min.. 18'- ; Olin..
lin., 17/9: 11ín.,
191
2:3221n., 31/9; lin. Square,
24/3.
HUNTS' MIDGET MOLDSEAL CONDS .-.1 mfd. 150v.,
116 : 02 mfd. 150v., 1'6
.005
;

;

mfd. 350v.. 1'6

11

.01

;

mfd. 350v..

mfd. CMv.. 12 : 001
: .002 mfd. 330v.,
1'3 : Midget Electrolytics,
32-36 mfd. 250v., 2in. x lin.
9'- ;
16 mid. 350v.. 4' -.
MAINS DROPPERS (New).
-.2a. 950 ohms. .3a. 800 ohms.
5 - ; Midget, 6'3 : Linecord,
;

.02

mfd. 350v.. 1'3

2a. 100 ohms ft.. 3a. 60 ohms

ft.. 8d. per ft. ADCOLA Pencil
Bit Irons, 200-220v., 230-250v..
25'8.

After careful Inspection we now offer a Tape Dock we can
really recommend.
*Brown Crackle Steel Frame.
3
Collaro High Torque Motors (A.C, 200: 250v.).
'High Impedance Twin Track Record and Erase Heads.
*Heavy Accurately Machined Flywheel.
'Capstan Machined to Stringent Limits
*Tape Speed 71ín. per-Second for Quality. (Using Twin
Track, one Spool will give I hours playing).
!Rewind and Fast Forward in 1 Minute.
*Free from " Wow " or " Flutter."
This is a fine
Deck" at a moderate price and will
operate well with a 5 -valve Amplifier and Oscillator
(Circuit supplied).
Price
-,
Erase Head, 39'6 ; Record
£15/151 Post 5'Head. 39'6 Oscillator Coil,B'8. Can be supplied separately.
SURPLUS VALVES. -6K7G FILAMENT TRANS'
6K8gt. 121 ; FOR MERS.- 200'240v. to 6.3v.
or gt., 8'200 '290v.
6U5 (Magic Eye), at lla. (Small). 8,'8
12K8gt. 8'6
6SN7. 916SL7, 8/8 : to Multi -tap Secondary, 2v. to
7
at 2a.. 24,,
12AT7, 9/8 13D3. 30V.
12AX7, 6 TRANS.-230-06J7G. 7/6
6J5gt, 7i- ; VIBRATOR
10 260v., 12v. Primary, 234
KT66, 9'KT6l, 10/- ; EL35. Primary 6v.. 23/8 75 m.a.
EF37, 12'68007, 7/BRIMISTORS. CZ1, 3;8
9757, 7i76, 81- : 77, 7/6 : CZ2. 2'8
C83. 1/6.
KTZ41, 6 6 EA50, 8/6 : 5Z4G, ALADDIN FORMERS.-iin.
7d. Iln., 107., with Cores.
5V40. 9/8/6 ; 11.3. 9'6
TRIMMERS.-SO
EL32, 8'6
OD3, 5/6ßE8, 100 pF:, 150 pF., 1/- pF.,250 ed.;
pF.,
10'- 6ßW6. 10 - 6L60, 10 /1/7 500 PF., 2/- : 750 pF., 22
6N7, 74 ; U50, Twin 50 pF.,
3524. 9/6
1 /3.
101 : 6AG5, 9'- 3Q4. 7/6 COILS.-All Wearite "P" Coils
181. 9
6CD6G, 12/8; 613G6. stocked. 31- each.
All WeyH,"
121 807 (boxed), 10/8 ; 6AL5, mouth Coils stocked
'K," 4/9: CT2W2, 101
7'6 : 12SK7, 7'- : 954, Olt : 3'9:
pair
CS3W3,
1216g.,
6L7M. 7'6
EF38, 8/8
3A4, M('LTICORE
SOLDER.-60'
20.000 in stock and all 40 Cored Solder,
7 6.
6d. and 5,'BVA types at list price.
cartons.
:

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

-

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

Can now supply from Stock all VIEWMASTEIt 'PEI.LVISOR
Parts, for London, Midlands. Holme Moss, Kirk o'Shotts, and
Wenvoe, including

:

;

:

MR1. 3'O : MR2. 11/8 : MR3,
295 : MR4, 20/4: MR5, 38.

Wearite Coils. 28'- set (London
20' -). Wearite R.F. Choke, 2' -.
(`olveru Variable Resistors,
Type CLR901, 32 ea., Type
CLR408O/22, 8'7 ea. Morganite
Variable Resistors, Type Q.
5'- ea. Belling-Lee Connecting

Unit L707, 81 ea.
G.E.C.
Neon Lamp, 3'6.
Bulgin On -Oft Switch, 4/3.
Vah es : Mullard EF50, 17/6
plus 7 7 P Tax. Ex -Govt. EF50
(new), 10 6 ea. Mullard E1391,
9'- plus 3 11 P /Tax ; EL33,
13'- plus 58 P/Tex
ECB33,
12 - plus 53 P,'Tax.
Mazda
6P28, 17,6 plus 717 P/Tax
6P25, 13'- plus 5B P/Tax
6K25, 10 6 plus 4/7 P /Tae.
12ín. Talion Cabinet (Kit of
Parts) Table, £7 14s. Od. 12in.
Tallon Cabinet (Kit of Parts)
Console, £13 15s. Od. 9in.
W.B. Cabinet Table. (Finished).
Tableµ(Od. shed), 10 10s. Od.
Components for increased
E.H.T. and Preamplifier,
Aerials, Feeder Cable, Wiring up wire, sleeving, solder, nuts
and bolts. clips, etc. Constructor Envelop', 7/6. Send for
complete list. C.O.D. or C.W.O.
Carriage paid on all orders
over Il.
CONVERSION TO WIDE
ANGLE TUBE. -All parts in
stock. Price list available.
;

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287/9 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Tel. :Paddington 5591. Hours 9 till G (Thursday 1 o'clock).
Metropolitan and Bakerloo.

Near Edgware Road Stations,

;

:

COMPONENT PEOPLE

:

:

:

I

W.B. Frame Transformer 105,
25'6: Smoothing Choke 100.
15'8 : Heater Transformer 103
42' ; Heater Transformer 103A.
521 Scanning Coils 108, 33,3 :
Focus Ring 1091 -2, 221 Line
Transformer 107, 3218: Width
Control 110, 10'- Speaker 103
9ín. Tube Support 112
32 6
21'- : 12ín. Tube Support 112
216 Boost Choke Ill, 51
Sound- VIsiod Chassis200, 19/6
Power -T.B. Chassis 102, 18'6
Support Bracket 101, 8 -.
T.C.C. Condenser Kit, 7 gns.
(London. £7) (separate-Condensers supplied at current prices).
Morganite Resistors Kit, 352
(London, 382). Separate Resistors, Type T. 8d. ea. Type R, 9d.
ea. Westinghouse Rectifiers
(5.. 68'9 or supplied separately.

:

;

:

;

Smiths of Edgware Road
THE

;

:

Catalogue, price 6d.. Post Free. Postage
Over £2 free, below 10/ -, 6d. ; £I, 9d. ; £2, I -/.
1

;

:

:

RADIO SERVICING CO.
Our No.

January, 1953

-

;

E.H.T. OSCILLATOR COLL.
-6-11 kV. Wound on a Poly strene former and of high
quality. 391- Coll complete
with Mazda U25 Valve mounted
and wired with anti -corona
wire. 8778 Complete Unit in
louvred case, 126' -. Circuit
supplied with coil and unit.
:

;

NEW.

COLVERN PRESET WIREWOUND POTS .-100, 250. 500
1 K.. 2 K., 2.5
20 K.. 25 K., 30

K.. 5 K.. 10 K.,
K.. 3/3 each.

MIDGET ROTARY
SWITCHES.-2p.
4p. 3w.,

Surplus,
Bp.
Op.

6w., 3p. 4 w.
1pl. 2w. (New), 4/-

Sp. 9w. (4

Bank). 4'6

3w., 31 : 1p. 2w.. 2.
3w., 1/8 ; 2p. 2w., 2 -.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

WANDSWORTH
ROAD.
CLAPHAM.
LONDON. S.W.B.
Telephone MACaulay 4155.
77, 77A, 168, 169 Buses. S.R. Station : Wandsworth
Road.
Open till 6.30 p.m., 2 o'clock Wednesday.
444,

WIDE ANGLE SCANNING
Can only be accomplished by using HIGH

EFFICIENCY
COMPONENTS,
and
" ALLEN " can supply the WHOLE range
necessary for this NEW TECHNIQUE.
THE LINE-SCAN TRANSFORMER
is capable of fully scanning any C.R. Tube
from 9ín. up to 17ín. (Double D) Scan at 16kV.
THE DEFLECTOR COILS
are desigtled to match the above Transformer
and to give a 70 deg. Scan.
FOCUS COILS
FRAME TRANSFORMERS
LINEARITY
AND
WIDTH
CONTROLS are immediately available.
All these components are specified for the
" TELEKING." For Circuit Diagram of
Line and Time Base, using 12in. to 17in.
C.R.Ts., send 9d. and S.A.E.

-

ALLEN

-

CHOKES. -40 m.a. Midget, 5 6;
50 m.a. 15H.. 6/8 90 ma. 10H.
14'- ; 70 m.a. 1.200 ohms 4011,
250 m.a. 5 Hy.. 19,6
17/6
Surplus, 150 m.a. 511. 7/8.
R.F. Chokes, TV diode. L9. 2!M.W. /L.W., 2,8 ; Audio 5,000
ohms, 10 /-.
VIEWMASTER WB PARTS.
-Width Control, 10'- ; Boost
Choke. 5'9
Frame Trans.,
256 Line Transformer, 32/8
Focus Magnets, 226
Vision
Chassis, 184 ; Sound and
T.V., 19/8 : Bracket, Br ;
Scanning Coils. 333.
CHASSIS.-Four sides folded
with Angle Brackets (aluminium). 61n. x 41n.. 5 9
81n. x 61ís, 7'3; 101n. e 7in.. 8 3,
12in. x Sin., 92.
All pis,es
include postage on chassis.

-

COMPONENTS

(Specialists in the manufacture

formers),

LIMITED
of L.T.

Trans-

CROWN WORKS, 197, Lower Richmond
Road, RICHMOND, Surrey.
Tel. : PRO 9013
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S4TIRE
ATIRE and burlesque come over
.

very well on TV, and I must say
enjoy the occasional presentaof intimate revues. TV will

that I
tions
truly
status

have attained a grown -up
when it can afford to guy itself
acid its devotees. Eric Barker's bur toques of " In the News " and
"Picture .Page" clicked home,,.
even if other items in his show fell a
little flat. Perhaps some day the
Outside TV Department will take us
to the Annual Dinners of the Vaudeville Golfing Society or the Stage
Golfing Society, where burlesque and
satire are seen'at their best in speeches
acid in cabaret. Naturally, such
shows would be preceded with a
Censor's " X " certificate !

TOP PRIORITY
T ".ONG -RANGE preparations for

putting the Coronation on TV
are now in full swing. The newsreel.
editors, TV feature producers and
sponsored television promoters are
vying with one another in thinking
up new methods of reporting and
Demands for new
presentation.
technical facilities are cropping up
almost daily and the back room boys
of the BBC Research Department
and also of the radio, recording and
TV manufacturers are feverishly trying to cope. In turn, they pass some
of their problems on to other industries with an insistence on " top
priority." Some of the problems
might have taken years to materialise
-but the Coronation has speeded
the pace of development to an extraordinary degree. There is no doubt
at all that there are many technical
surprises in store for viewers.

By Iconos
telephoto lens, concentrating upon
the single figure of the referee. Zoom
lenses are not entirely new, but their
range of variable focal length has
been restricted, their size bulky and
their cost excessive. The demand
from several sources for an improved,
Zoom lens has spurred the optical
makers on to achieve what seemed
to be the impossible, and the unavoidably high development charges
can be spread over several orders.
Nevertheless, I don't suppose the
cost will be much less than £1,000
each, which was somewhere about
the cost of the much less spectacular
pre -war Zoom lens, results of which
are often seen on TV.

371

Zoom lenses. There will be new
and improved telefilm recording cameras, incorporating magnetic recording for sound ; new picture cameras
for the BBC newsreel ; new radio
links and relay stations and a great
In addition
increase in personnel.
sponsored television interests and the
cinema newsreels will be straining
their resources to secure film records
of the Coronation, including colour
films. I haven't yet heard that stereoscopic picture recordings will be made
-but I expect they will be in evidence,
too, though not under the jurisdiction
of the BBC. Stereoscopic films still
require viewers to wear coloured' or
polarised spectacles or similar devices
which isolate the right eye's viewpoint from the left. I suppose that
the projection on TV of alternate film
frames from each aspect at the rate of.
25 frames a second, polarised, and
viewed with appropriate polarised
glasses would give true stereoscopy
on television. But, what discomfort
for viewers without polarised spec-

'

tacles

!

OPTICAL PROGRESS
THE legend of the superiority of SQUARE DANCING
THE craze for American Square
German lenses dies hard. At
dancing is spreading like wildfire
one time,' even American optical
manufacturers using German names through London, suburbia and the
seemed to be preferred to the less provinces. True, " Olde -tyme Square
glamorously sounding names of Dancing " has been popular for some
Ross, Beck, Wray or Cooke. Dall- years, but it has derived from the
meyer was the only British firm whose Scottish and Outer Islands dancing,
name seemed to suggest the magic of together with the Lancers of English
Jena, home of Zeiss and the " secret dancing. TV, more than anything
craft " of lens polishing. But the else has introduced the. American (or,
original anastigmatic patents taken to be strictly correct, Canadian)
out by Cooke, an Englishman, and flavour to the proceedings and David
were developed by Taylor, Taylor and Miller has set the example to the new
Hobson. Since World War I, the (or rather, " olde ") calling of
caller." His easy, friendly manner,
British Optical firms have forged
ahead with camera lenses, binoculars, his sense of rhythm and his pleasant
range finders -and now, television voice guide the good -looking youngcamera lenses. Today, 90 per cent. sters who perform the intricate dance
of the lenses used in Hollywood film patterns on TV. The smoothness of
and TV studios are of British manu- the David Miller presentations gives
facture. American TV cameras (as one the idea that it is all very easy,
distinct from TV -film cameras) use and many a household ornament must
lenses made in U.S.A. at the moment, have been knocked over by young
but I think it will not be long before viewers trying to imitate the experts

THE ZOOM LENS
ONE of the greatest and most important of the new Coronation
devices will be a super Zoom lens,
the product of the great British optical firm of Taylor, Taylor and
Hobson of Leicester. Detailed particulars are not yet available but it is
a fact that the pick -up angle of the the new British lenses replace them. while watching the TV screen. Anylens can be narrowed from a vast Here's another valuable dollar- saving way, David Miller is now the big star
Caller, and huge audiences of Square
long-shot down to a close -up of one export in the TV field
The Coronation will be responsible Dancing enthusiasts attend the galas
individual. For instance, the lens
!

might embrace, from a high view- for accelerated progress in many
point, the whole of a football field. other fields connected with TV, and
Turning a handle at the side of the the BBC have placed (or are placing)
Ions, the angle narrows and narrows very large contracts for new .and
until it becomes a very long focus original devices besides the super

over which he presides. TV has been
responsible for the increased public
appreciation of dancing of all kinds,
ballet, tap, exhibition and now,
square dancing.
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The Film in Television
By Philip H. Dorté, O.B.E., A.M.I.E.E.
A paper read by the Head of BBC Television Film to the Kinemalogaph
Group of the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain
(Concluded from page 311 December 1952 Issue)

THAT

a company has already been formed in
England to make telefilms this way we already
know. What we do not know, of course is
whether the telefilms which they will make will be for
television broadcasting as well as for the cinema.
And we do not know as yet if there is to be a future
in recording vision on magnetic, instead of photographic,
film.
The Americans are actively working on this
problem and, if they succeed, they will have achieved a
very important step indeed towards the goal of economy.
For, whatever the method used for making telefilms or
films for television, every economy must be exerted, and
there is no such thing as precedent. Continually we
remind ourselves of this, and constantlywe encourage each
other-to exploit ingenuity to the full in the quest of saving
time and money. Long ago we gave up making married
prints as a matter of course-this because both time and
money can usually be saved if one televises picture and
sound from separate films. The obvious development
from that was not to have the sound -track printed, and it
almost automatically followed that if one recorded
sound on magnetic instead of photographic film, no
sound processing at all would be required and the soundfilm could subsequently be wiped and used again.
Equally, it followed that if one was prepared to forgo
the advantages of picture grading which only printing
can provide, one could save more time and more money
if one loaded picture -negative on the film-scanning equipment and, by reversing phase electrically, could feed a
positive picture to the actual transmitters. This is now
frequently done, and the next step is so to modify the
film-scanning equipment that, say, printing -clips inserted
in the picture negative will alter the electrical gamma of
the system and thus do during transmission more or less
what the grader now does earlier in the laboratory.
Economies can, I assure you, be endless. With the
advance in film stocks, the resolution of 16mm picture
can today be almost as good as 35mm, assuming
always that it is not going to be projected on a screen
the size of, say, that at the Empire, Leicester Square.
There is little likelihood of television screens be&ug that
size in the immediate future, so an obvious " next
move " is for us to follow the precedent of American
television and make a lot of our television films on
16mm. The difficulty here is the degradation that would
occur in sound, but a solution lies in recording the sound
in synchronisation on full -size magnetic film.

Smith, devised a system which records on 16mm film
operating at a speed of 16! frames per second. The
film costs work out at less than £30 an hour by this
method, and the result is more than adequate for the
purpose for which it is intended. Here is an excerpt
from a recording made in this manner
recording that
is not, incidentally, " closed- circuit " but which was
actually made off the air in Mr. Smith's home in London.
It is from the television programme, " What's My Line ?"
[Film projected.]
Lastly, I would like to show you an example of a
film which is not conspicuous for production economy,
but which is an example of the need for the preservation

-a

Philip llorté, Head of Television Outside Broadcasts,
Films.

of almost every foot of film shot for television,

even

though that means that already the BBC Television
Film Unit Library houses upwards óf eight million
feet and that it is now growing at the rate of several
million feet each year. I refer to the " Retrospect "
films which we make at the end of each year -films
Costs
which recall the highlights of the year as seen through
I cannot close this lecture without demonstrating the lenses of our television outside broadcast cameras
what I regard as ingenuity at its very best. The bare and of our television film cameras. To demonstrate
film stock and processing costs of making a telefilm this, 1 have selected the last reel of " Retrospect 1950 "
on 35mm film are around £130 an hour. The cost of which, like its predecessors and its successor, is a
six doing the same thing on 16mm is £74 an hour. It is reel film containing some 150 items carefully selected
frequently desirable to make a telefilm not for re- from the 1,000 -odd Newsreel and Telefilm stories which
transmission but for post -mortem purposes, so that were eligible for inclusion. In point of fact,
the major
the producer, the technicians, and the artists can sit part of this reel covers the
1950 campaign in Korea,
back quietly the next day and get some idea of what and it is ironical that in some
ways,it is so dated but
they had broadcast the previous night. To make this that in others it .is still so highly
topical. [The film was
possible at a moderate cost, one of my staff, Mr. Donald projected .and this concluded
the lecture.]
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CABINETS -LESS THAN COST
are
Any time and almost anywhere you can buy cabinets which
is very
value for money, but good resin bonded plybewith veneer
by
highly
only
can
produced
finish
expensive and a high quality
seldom that a cheap
paid. highly skilled, labour. Consequently it is
can be really proud.
cabinet is a piece of furniture of whichofyou
a big manetarturer, we
However, through the misfortunes
cabinets at low prices.
are at the moment able to sell you superior
Prices incidentally which are below actual cost.
An impressive cabinet designed for prosuitable for a
jection T.V. but also very amplifier.
Size
good quality radiogram or
231n. wide x 22in. deep. 37lin. high with
rlo,s1
1íc1
£9.15.0 plus 15'- carr.
H.P. Terms, £3.5.0 deposit and 12 monthly
payments of 14' -.
A 121n. Console T.V.
with front flap for controls. Size 19in. x 35in. x
l5iiin. deep. £7.10.0 plus
10- carr. H.P. terms
£2.10.0 deposit and 12
monthly payments 01
10 6.

A 12in.

Table Model.

Size í81n.
161 in. deep.

76 cart.

THE P.T.

x

14!ín. x
£3.5.0 Plus

"ARGUS" TELEVISION
RECEIVER

Although this televisor costs only about
£20. it does not involve the conversion of
.x- Government units, and has been designed
for construction by the novice.
We can supply the 21 valves. C.R. Tube and
all the parts for £20.10.0. H.P. terms are
available, deposit being £6.17.6. balance 12
monthly payments of £1.7.9 each. Carriage
and packing 101- extra.
Constructor's envelope giving full details
and blueprints 5' -, returnable if you think you
can't make the .set.

BUILD THIS FINE INSTRUMENT FOR 29/6

T.V. SIGNAL AND PAT TERN GENERATOR
This generator has been

and
designed
carefully
although it can be built and
used by any beginner it is at
most
useful
time
a
the same
instrument for the more
advanced worker.
It can be tuned to the
Vision channel and will produce a pattern on the face of
the C.R. tube. Alternatively.
if tuned to the sound channel
it will produce an audible
signal in the loudspeaker.
Thus its owner will become
independent of S.B.C. transmissions and can fault. find
or test at any time. It
operates entirely from A.C.
mains and is quite suitable
for rse with superhet or
straight receivers.'
A complete kit of parts (in tact everything except the
cabinet), with full constructional and operational data will be
supplied for 296. plus 2 6 post and insurance: alternatively data
is available separately, price 26 (credited if you buy the
kit later).
NOTE.-Cabinets as per the illustrated prototype now available at 176 each.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
15in. Magnetic Television Tube
By famous maker, as used in many
popular Television receivers (list on
request). Specification as Type &5K,
i.e. Blue'White screen, 9 Kv. ion trap
triade, heater 6.3 v. at .55 amp., 50 deg.
deflection.
New, with written guarantee offered
at approximately half price. £12.10.0
each plus 10/- carriage and insurance.
H.P. terms £4.4.0 deposit a n d 12
monthly payments of 18.3.
Limited quantity so order hnmediately.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT oEr[
152.3 FLEET ST.
42 -46 NINONILL KILL
LONDON E.C4.
RUISLIP MIDDLESEX

BUILDING THE " ARGUS " ?

5

" Argus " Televisor. Why not YOU ? Full constructional
Thousands of enthusiasts are building the Practical Television
details with Blue Print sent for only 2,9 post paid. All components available ex stock, as follows :
TRANSFORMERS
ELECI'ROI.1"rICS
MAINS TRANSFORMER
Manufactured to our specifications
...
...
26
...
...
8mfd. 450v.
495,-0- 425v. 200ma., 6.3v. 4a., 6.3v. 4a..
and fully guaranteed. Normal
...
...
.
...
4 9
8 x 8mfd. 450v.
5015v. 3a. (Postage 1 6)
Primaries.
...
...
...
7 16 x 16mfd. 450v.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR
200ma., 6.3v. 6a..
425v.- 0-425v.
...
1 6
...
...
25mfd. 25v.
\'CR97 'Ft BF.
...
6.3v. Ea.. 5v, lla., 0- 2- 4 -6.3v. 3a. ONLY 72 6
...
1 6
...
...
SOmPd. í2v.
2,500v. 5rtua., 2 -0 -2v. 1.1a., 2-0.2v. 25.
0
-30pí.
...
...
'
TRIMMERS
6.3v. 6a., 6.3v.
...
...
37.6
7,1.
0
-350v.
160ma.,
...
350v.(post 119) ...
ONLY 42,6
...
...
3a.. 5v. 3e....
VCR97 TUBE
COIL. FORMERS WITH SLUGS
Tested full screen for T.V. with
...
6.3v. Ea.. 5v.
...
10oma.,
pin.
10d.
250v.0
-250v.
...
8d.
lin....
...
45'base (carriage paid)
ONLY 32'6
...
..
...
3a. ...
(less
trans
CHOKE
P.M. SPEAKERS
All above are fully shrouded, upOm. Plessey 1703
5h. 200ma. (postage L -)
5in. Role 16)6
right mounting.
1.6 per speaker)
(Postage
VALVES
6,6
Universal Mounting : 350v,-0-250v.
EF50 (VR01)
80ma., 0- 4 -0.3v. 4 a., and (1-4 -5v. 2a.
10'- PENTODE OUTPUT TRANS...
...
5114G
ONLY 16 0
...
...
...
FORMER
10.6
6V4 ...
...
-.
5.5kV. E.1I.T. with 2 windicgs o)f 2v.
EB34 (VR54)
f:0FINDING.--An
TV FAULT
()N 1.T 726
...
78
...
la.
EF36 (VR56)
page publication giving reasons for
46
...
...
SP61(VR65)
ONLY 82.6
7 kV. E.H.T. with Iv. la.
various TV troubles, and how to
3/6
EA50 (VR92)
PLEASE ADD 1 6 POSTAGE FOR
cure them. Profusely illustrated
POTENTIOMETERS
EACH TRANSFORMER.
3
rwith photographs taken from a
...
...
Less switch
Televisor Screen. Post paid ONLY 5.3
46
...
CHASSIS OF POWER UNIT 529.
With switch
-Contains large transformer (not3
V ALVEHOLDI:ItS
INEXPENSIVE. TELEVISION.Rd
normal supply), 6 valve holders,
46 -page hook which gives details
The
10.I.
block condensers, 3 02 mfd. 5,000 v.
exvarious
from
TV
construction
of
fid.
condensers, R other tubular conden2
Diode
ONLY
Post
pd.
9
Units.
Govt. Radar
sers. 14 resistors, potentiometer.
RESISTORS
4d.
RIM RECEIVER
chokes. etc. Complete in grey metal
5d The unit reviewed in the October
case, size 12ín. x Alin. x 71ín. Brand
ONLY'
10 New (carriage, etc., 3.6).
and November issues of this journal
9 . for conversion into a Televisor
0. NIT 24
...
2:ON
...
VISION
giving
wing SOI'ND AND
15w.. 2.51c.
receiver,
with
the
Rí355
use
For
pl to
.'F lR4SSIS.. CComplete
rH1. ONE
CONDENSERS
or for constructing the AC'DC Pre...
&1
valves as follows: 5 of SP61
with 14
1
Mica and Silver Mica
amplifiers or superhet converters
63 .
2 oC P61 3 of EA50, and 1 each CV 63.
Tubularsdescribed in the July and August
2
...
1
...
also
a
complete
,L4C
...
ECS.1mfd.
issues of this journal. With each
...
...
...
9d EB39
...
...
reprint of the above review Mar,01mfd
of mods
unit we supply full details TV
...
U \I Y'
...
...
49i6
...
...
t 5 - ) ...
.05mfd
la..
t
i age. etc.,
Starequired to cover all the
(.
R1355.
the
when
used
with
[ions
I NG LENS FOR VCR97
MAGNIFY
2.5mfdfd
ONLY
25-filled
grade
oil
(postFirst
TUBE:
...
...
2'6
..
.O'3mfd. 2.5kv.
(postage. etc., 2: -)
ONLY 251...
...
age, 2. -) ...
4'8
...
..
.1mfd. 2.5kv.
Cash with enter, please, and print name and address clearly.
London, W.C.1 (Phone TERminus 7937)
U.E.I. CORPN., THE RADIO CORNER, 138, Gray's Inn Road,Lane
Station), 5 mina. by bus troni King's Cro.'.
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 mina. from 111gh Holborn (Chancery
1

.

.
.

.
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CITY & RURAL

80

COAX

CoAhBniL E

STANDARD

}'

Ill-mediate delivery
Irem stock.

it

diam.

Polythene insulated.

The

" Fluxite

Cluins

" at Work

This lad of ours ought to be shot.
No wonder our set's not so hot.
The earth lead's all

See that FLUXITE
is always by you

I

"

,

SOLDERING PASTE

-iii the house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy sol-

I

dering is needed. I'serl for over 40 years
in Governtitent works and by lewiiuu
engineers and manufacturers. Of all
ironmongers-in tins, from 1/- upwards,

0P.

.4

staunch Companion
Solder i uy Ft

to

11. 65
ma.. 4 6.
h. 250 in a.. 15 -.
TRANS. From 21 - ;

.. 12x6.

he. 1. H k.V., 2 S.
-oi,
.mil
arid., small mica, 6d.
I.
.01.o.'
:ofd.
4511 v. Toll., and .1 mid. 35, ,- u.l,ib.. 91. 213..1
M

Foxily

i(7.

FLUXITE Ltd.,
Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1.

WENVOE

,

Sprague 1.000

.III

VOL.

or

B K

H'.lnn v. Dubiller
8+ 8/450 V. B.E.C.

3S4

alterations.

06v6

SPENCER WEST
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth
Telephone

:

Gt. Yarmouth 3009.

type.

Molvot

34/.

All

4--: D.P. to.. 4:9,
TYPES. NEW STOCK
H+t6/SU0 v. Unbilier5;6
Ill + 1!/'a.10 V. B. E.C. 5/6
r.

:t:":t.-,n

Ii.F:.r'..

IRS

VALVES
6N7
... 8B

9/-

,,.

tos

9/,,. 9/... 9/6
... 9/8
,.. 9/-

1T4

5V',
5z4

...

Offs

.,.

6('4

,.:

ru0
fine

..,

017
OK6
OAM,t
6I1101

...

6Q7

60L7
8V9
6X5

...
...
...
.,.

10,v8

919/6

9/-

Y03 (GUS) 8/6
797
... 9/8

7/6
7/8
9/6
8 /8
2/6

12E7 ... 10/8
12K8 ... 19/8
12@7 ... 10/6
P51.6 ... 10 /6
;4521
... 10/6
501.6 ..
9!8
807
,.. 10 /6
15050 .,, 2/-

7,8

... 10 /8
... 12/8

'

COMPLETE SET OF GUARANTEED
VALVES FOR
VIEWMAS1EI6"
£6.15.0
Television Explained. by W. E. *.Tiller, 5/-.

/

Gin. CRT Magnifier Lens, 22 -G.

Belling 77 -ohm Twin Feeder4 tI. yard.
Electrolytics, Tubular, 8 mid. 450v..
2 -3 ; 32-32 mid. 275v.. 38.
Multi -Ratio 0/P Transformers, 5/11.
Speakers P.M., 3in., 13'6: 5in.. 14/8:
6in., 18'6: Bin., 195.
6V6GT, 10;6. VR91, 8.'6. 554G. 10 /8.
Heater Transformers, 6.3v. 1.5A., 7/5.
2.5 Kv. Transformer, 45/
Smoothing Chokes, 1011 100 mA., 8/3;
15H CO mA., 511.

,

Extensive Stocks New & Surplus
Components & Valves
Per ARention- Advice- Service write

CITY & RURAL RADIO
101, HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA, GLAM.
Tdeplmne

4,'-

11i45u V. B.E.C.
3/- 32r500 v. Duhilier b/*25125 v. B.E.C.
1;9
16/450 v. T.C.C.
3/8 .50'50 v. B.E.C.
21161350 v. Ihlhilier
3/- 6u mfd.:.,(1 v. T.C.C. 8/8
1615110 v. Dubllier 4,-'- 250 mid. 350 v. B.E.C.
0+ 1di450 v. B.E.C. 5/8,8
lus. Tub. w /E. All others Can Type.

Type ACI4 Convertor unit for use
with Sutton Goldfield receivers.
Optimum picture detail and Sound
reception without retuning or

Price, complete
with 5 valves, etc., 15 gns. C.O.D.
if desired, or by arrangement with
your own Dealer.
The AC13 neutralized triode PREAMPLIFIER. A well designed and
proved unit giving the best possible
results for 'Fringe' and long
distance viewers. Our confidence
in the unit is revealed by our 7 days'
approval offer.
Price complete,
10 gns. C.O.D. if desired, or by
arrangement through your Dealer.
Illustrated leaflets and details, etc.,
available on request.

_-

Less S .: 3/-; S P. s
ELECTROLYTICS, ALL

°XED

type receivers.

short end.. 54.

,

CONTROLS.-

CONVERSION
Incorporates power
supply unit, R.F. stage and highly
double
successful
mixer stage ensuring freedom from noise and
correct reception of the new single
side -band transmitters. Also available for Holme Moss on London

20 25 h. 100,'150

r,

MAINS
VI.. o,o -hr. 35/ -;
Teleki tie. 30 -: ri.:: s. Il -,. 111' it l'ra xi.., 716.
Sicri;d. or re-e loll,
060
CONDENSERS. new stook i hest makes. r.'oil mtd.

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
(!'rite for Boots on th. Art of " SOFT "
Soldering and fo* le.s fie! .s on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price 1 :d. each.

TRANSFORMERS.-Taeled +nallpentode,
i' 70 via., 41. Ditto. tapped. 4/9.

Ileu'y dui

3 -9.

FLUXITE
SOLDERING PASTE

-

WIDE ANGLE SCANNING. -Full Mange Allen
Comp. it, Ooek.
RESISTORS. -All Values : I w., 4d. ; I w., 8d.
o.. 8d. ; 2 1,, 1' -.
1
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Rest makes Minis:um Ceramic l'vpe. -S w
IS ohm to t 1C., 1/9 ;
10 p., S0 shin. to 6 K., 2'3 ; 15
3) ohm., to
lo K.. 2,a; 5 w. Vitreous, 12 K.to 25 K., 31 -.
W -W POTS. -Min. T ¡V. Type Pre -Set. Fitted knob
is knurled and slotted, 200, ;till ohm..
K.. 9 K., :'.5
K.. ' K.. 10 K., 15 K., 50 K.. 25 K.. each 3' -.
COILS.- Wearite "P" type, 3 -- each. Midget
Clamor " U " type. 4/- each. All rinses.

right,

Fixed tight with FLUXITE.
But look where it is I Gone to pot

c

...

EC01

..

EOL80...
I.F36 ,..
TP25 ...
IeF30 ...
613E0 ...
EFSi ...
0R1V,I ...
EFStt ,..
EFo2

7

B

7 8

9/6

9/lo/a
7/8

10/8
10,'6

9/8

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
qualified. Details of the
easiest way to study for

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television,
Television
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection,
Radio
Diploma Courses, etc.,

.

are given in our 244-page
Handbook ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also

BARGAIN CORNER

eon. solder 60,6{0. l rq., 51 1 Il ; 10,1 'h.
;
T.('., wire la to 5/h s..r.e., per yd., 2d. PVC
n,,ecting sire, various colours. Single or Stranded,
2d. yd. Twin (lang Midget :175 wmfd., 7'8: Ditto,

',

.

i-.1

;

.0003

mid., slightly

soiled. 5,/6.

Metamidget,
rl recta.. 289 v., H0 ni/a. 9/- : 2 v. Accumulator
A /H. 4/9; Rnthermel Xtal Mike Insert, 9/8;
1.70 Valvehulder and Screening Can, 119. V'holders,
v td, pan., 44.: moulded. 8d.: EFdrt, R70, BSA,
1MA. 1/ -; B12.1, 1/3; '2 k. 5 w., heavy duty WW
I'ot. lin. spindle. 4'6 : Collard Auto-changers. RC
300. 9 ns., ties and based. .l mid. 350 v. Metal
lo

ILe

,

Mi,- amoohl

n,m,l

I'.

T.R.S.

6,1

Cond.. 8'6 ,I..
kt or,l,,,i pn.l ( ;n,,

41377

12 8

Is

SI

Swansea

OPPORTUNITIES IN

EYFI ... 121
EYOI ,. 0'6
KTOt ,.. 10 8
MUI t ... 9 8
3D6
... 2'6
19:1X7... 10'5

.

:

ALL
GUARANTEED

6/6
E634 ... 118
... 10/8
EBOI ... 8/6
PEN-25
S 8
... 1018
EBCts ... 9/8
U22
... 9.8
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET :
It :, 13'4. 145 al d 381
...
...
... 32'6
6K8, riNCi, 6Q7. ;VC. 5%1
...
... 40/I08F91 tir Nate Tole. A.C. /D.C. TV
8511:1 50 6:s Neu Equip. All tested. 4 for 21. Post Paid.
VIEWMASTER. set 12 valves, 9010,' -. 11 itlt
1:151. 97.
TPLERING. -Pct 17 valves, £9 10s.
ohm

tt

SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
SEND. FOR STAGE I NOW
price E3.2.3 post free.
Complete :Kits. Stage -by -Stags
and Single Components Supplied.
" VIEWMASTER " ENVELOPES. 716.

NOT EX GOV.
IOd. per yd.
COAX PLUGS, 1/2 each
COAX SOCKETS. 1/2 each
COAX CONNECTORS 1/2 each

"

V1E1INMASTER

Ir,

the

We Guarantee

"NO

PASS -NO FEE"
you are earning less than
a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send foryour copy NOW -FREE and
It

,

is

without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!

3,1.

71,

explains

benefits of our Appoint-

ments Dept.

British Institute of Engineering Technology

ASTOROYDONAD,

Callers :
307, WHITEHORSE ROAD,
WEST CROYDON.
THO 1665

House,

237.
9.

tratfor d Place,
W.I.

London.
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION
A 10 -INCH VCR97

C1R,-For

the many 'viewers who are using a VCR97
1.3
cathode -ray tube with the much advertised 25s.
magnifying lens, I am sure the following notes will be

1

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinio`tls expressed
by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the
name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

-I

HOME -MADE FILTER

SIR,
have a suggestion for making a filter for a
television receiver to enable better viewing in
daylight.
This can be constructed quite cheaply as follows
Obtain two pieces of thin glass (I used picture frame
glass) of a size suitable for covering the front of the
viewing aperture, and between these place a piece of
coloured Cellophane (I used blue). Any colour will do
to suit individual requirements, and this can be obtained
quite cheaply from most stationers.
The edges of the glass are now bound with Cellotape,
which effectively holds both the glass and Cellophane
together.
The filter can be attached to the set either by a strip
of Cellotape, or by means of four suction cups, of the
type used for holding soap dishes to tiles, etc. These
can be arranged to hold the filter along the top and
bottom edges.-R. HUNTER (Morecambe).

" ARGUS " HINTS
a few " Argus " modifications which
may be of interest :
(I) All H.T. transformer leads terminated on tag strips ;
this helps to prevent fractured leads and facilitates
testing.
(2) Fuse in H.T. secondary earthed centre tap ; prevents damage to transformer or rectifier in the event of
a capacitor failing (omission of this fuse proved costly
when a capacitor broke down on my televisor).
(3) One recommended transformer (U.E.I. Corp.)
has centre tapped L.T. windings which might perplex a
novice constructor ; both feeds, of course, must be
insulated and the centre point earthed.
(4) The first 16 ,'F capacitor is 500 v.w. to withstand
initial surges of which it takes the full brunt.
(5) For convenience, the " Argus " has been assembled
as two main units, T.B. and C.R.T. chassis comprising
one, and power, audio and video components the other
(they can be bolted together or stood side by side) ;
a live -way recessed socket carries the power to a chassis
mounting plug and the signal is via a Belling Lee coaxial
plug and socket.
(6) Vertical and horizontal shift controls are mounted
on a small sub -panel and adjusted through holes in rear
of main chassis ; this obviates projecting controls at
rear of cabinet.
(7) All cores and trimmers are accessitple through
holes in top of panels. The convenience justifies the
extra work involved, mounting the items on insulated
supports.
(8) Ebonite rods are used for brightness and focus
extensions, as these fit standard couplings and make for
safety.
(9) Wood blocks iin. thick support the C.R.T.;
Valveholders 14 -I5
the blocks are metallic painted.
and 17 on blueprint do not show pin 6 earthed ; earthing
the metallising -helps stability. 'Although the " Argus "
will only be my stand -by televisor, the reliability of
known.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION Circuits is well
C. DEVERELL (Rickmanworth)

SIR,- Herewith

'

-A.

of interest."

By sliding a larger lens into suitable brackets, made
that the rear surface of the larger lens just misses
the curved surface of the smaller lens, you will be surprised at the excellent results obtained by the double
so

magnification.
My own family have been enjoying for over a year
this much enlarged picture comparable to a 10in. direct viewing tube. The larger lens was 50s. at the time of
buying. It is well worth it when you think of a larger
tube and the cost involved in alterations to timebase
and power circuits plus replacement costs should the
In fact, it is a " must " for all
tube become faulty.
viewers who long for a larger picture but cannot afford
a larger tube. -B. J. ALEXANDER (Birmingham).

TWO LOW -NOISE PRE -AMPLIFIERS
SIR, -May I point out an error in Fig: 1, page 299, of
the December issue. I corrected this figure in the
proof stage, but it has apparently been overlooked.
The earth should go to the earth line where the grid
of the valve joins the common earth. A 500 pF condenser
is inserted between this point and the point where the
H.T. via the 10 KL1 resistor is fed to the base of
the second coil. The second coil is not earthed;
L. MORLEY (Bristol).

-B.

HOME -CONSTRUCTOR RESULTS
(SIR,-Thank you for your letter of September 8;

7

which encouraged me to construct a Viewmaster.
The results compare favourably with the local commercial receivers.
And I would like to mention the excellent service
given me by Mr. L. F. Hanney, of Bath, with whom I
got in touch from his advertisements in PRACTICAL
TELEVISION.
It seems a

pity that the B$C do not put on Test Card C
at some stated time after, say, 6.30 p.m. for about half
an hour. It would help amateurs. 1 notice that your
correspondents with problems seldom refer to the card,
because, no doubt, they are at business at 10 a.m.
G. LEE EVANS (Dorset).

-

LONG- DISTANCE RECEPTION

-Mr.

R. Parfrey, of Portsmouth, whose query
SIR,
re long-distance reception was answered in your
November issue, may be interested to know of my

experience in the matter.
Anxious to be first in the district to receive TV on a
home -built set, I purchased an R1355 together with an
R.F.25 unit, but subsequently found that reception was
ten times as good when the tuning unit was dispensed
with and the I.F. strip was converted to a superhet
circuit, in which a frequency -changer is substituted for
the second valve, the remainingI.F. coils being unaltered.
-HAROLD E. HENLEY (Isle of Wight).

TIMEBASE HINT

-1

have no doubt that many home constructors
SIR,
have been disappointed, as I have, with the linearity
of the Miller timebase, especially at frame frequency.
Having had much trouble in this respect, I evolved the
following circuit which I have found most effective.

I trust that the circuit will. be found almost to explain
itself. I have found it to be most effective in use,
althOugh some loss in frame oscillator output results.
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The output from V1 is fed from VI via RI, R2 to the
anode of V2 and one deflector plate, whilst the output
from VI is low (i.e., at the beginning of the sawtooth
wave- form). R2 presents little resistance to the coupling
due to the high bias on V2 caused by R4. However, as
the slope " ascends " and the voltage becomes higher, the

Deflector
Plates

January, 1953

few days after Mr. Thomson's article appeared I -made
up a unit to the circuit in Fig. 2, using EF.9l's triode
connected. The layout suggested in the article was not
Strictly adhered to, though the usual precautions of
inter-staj¡F screens, short wiring, and proper placement
of components were observed. The coils were wound
with 34 s.w.g. D.S.C., except the coupling windings,
which were wound with 23 s.w.g. P.V.C. insulated wire.
The capacitors used were Hunts W.99 miniatures. In
operation, this pre -amplifier was found to tune broadly.
and there is ample gain with a very low noise level. It
was not found necessary to depart from the value of
6.8 Kr? for the damping resistor across the tuned
winding of L3. A built -in power supply unit uses a 6X5
fed from a 250-0 -250 winding on the small mains transformer, smoothing being attained with a 5 KO 5 watt
resistor and two 32 pF electrolytics. With these values,
there is 180 volts on the H.T. rail, though the unit seems
to work just as well with only 150 volts.
This pre -amplifier has produced the following results.
The commercial television receiver used in the test is
not a fringe model
has four EF.50's in the T.R.F.
vision strip. Without a pre -amplifier, with contrast
and sensitivity controls " full bore," and connected
to an antiference three -element array through a properly
matched feeder, a picture can he resolved provided
that signal conditions are average for this locality.

-it

An improvement on the Miller timehase as suggested
by Mr. Williams.

bias on V2 is overcome by the voltage ap flied to the
grid of V2 via Cl, and the valve conducts, causing a
drop in volts at its anode and cancelling out some portion
of the frame oscillator output. For V2 1 use a VR65
with the anode ; screen and suppressor grids strapped
together to obtain triode working.
Hoping this may be of some little help to someone.
-G. WILLIAMS (W.14).

CAGE AERIAL

SIR,

-I notice some correspondence

in

your December

issue between Mr. H. B. Gregory and " Erg "
on the subject of bandwidth of TV receiving aerials and
the reference to my I.E.E. paper. " Erg," in his reply to
Mr. Gregory, suggests that my figures for the bandwidth
were based solely on theory. This is incorrect. The
paper derives the bandwidth based upon theory and goes
on to describe measurements which show that the bandwidth is slightly in excess of the calculated value. The
excess is probably due to (a) the influence of the feeder
on the aerial, and (b) the losses due to imperfect soil

conductivity.
I can only support Mr. Gregory in this case. -F. R. W.
Strafford (E.4).

LOW -NOISE PRE -AMPLIFIERS
SIR, -In the last paragraph of my previous letter on
this subject, I said that it would appear that a
misprint had occurred and that EF9I was intended
whereas EF95 was quoted. I hereby hang my head in
shame, for almost alongside my letter in the Correspondence columns the Mullard EF95 is reviewed in
" News from the Trade " However, as the review
mentions that this valve is similar :n characteristics
to the American 6AK5, I assume that my error is not so
great after all, foras I pointed out in my letter the 6AK5
suppressor grid is internally connected to cathode. If
the EF95 electrode connections are the same as for a
6AK5, then my suggestion that an EF9I is the right type
is substantiated. I must confess that until I saw the
review of the EF95 I was not aware that such a type
!

existed.
It may be of interest to other readers to have a report
of how the circuit in question turns out in practice. A

Sound is not good, for if speakers talk quietly or
" confidentially " much of what they say is lost. The
milky picture needs only slight fading to make it break
up or roll, due to loss of sync. With the pre- amplifier
in use, and given the same average signal conditions, an
excellent picture is regularly obtained with the contrast
set right back and the sensitivity control backed off.
The brilliance control also has to be set back. The sound
volume control need only be turned about half-way up
to obtain ample volume.
If the contrast is turned half -way up, the picture
goes negative, and turning this control beyond that
point causes the R.F. stages in the receiver to break into
self -oscillation, though the pre- amplifier remains perfectly stable. There is some grain, but this is not caused
by the pre -amp.
When one considers the location, which is far outside
the so- called fringe area, and the house is in a hollow, I
feel this is adequate proof that this pre -amplifier is doing
a good job of work. -W. E. THOMPSON (St. Leonardson -sea).
15in. VIEW MASTER
regular subscriber io your magazine
I wonder why no one has mentioned the fact that
an Emiscope TAOS tube will make a View Master 15in.
in size without alteration, except for a separate filament
supply of 4 volts. I have been using one for the past
12 months with perfect results. The length of neck
means an extension of focus magnet, but being rated at
7 kV no alteration of E.H.T. is necessary and scan coils
are O.K. Trusting this information will be of assistance.

Q112,-Being

a

-

-D.

SHALLCROSS

(Chester).

TELEVISION PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE
Price 25/ -. By post 25/8.
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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The specification

VINER

A

7 DAYS ONLY

of

600D AERIAL
AL

LIMITED -EHT TRANSFORMER- SUPPLY
2.5 Kv. 5 mA..
230 v. A.C. Input.
2v. CT. 1.4 A. 4v. Heater with U22 Valve.

Li -7 -6

21

-ARGUS VALVE
Complete

SET -21

£4

COAXIAL CABLE. 80 ohm. IOd. per yd.
Plug or Sockets, 6d. each.
SP6I, 2/6

-

VALVES

10/6

6Q7G,

EF50,

5%-

EF36,

4/6

6K7G, 56.
ISS,

1T4,

IRS,

3

fcr EI.

ALL T.V. COMPONENTS
STOCK ALL VALVES.

26, EAST ST., MIDDLESBROUGH

Tel.:

AN'W

Mid.

3418,

eti-41,J

THE MASTER TRIMMER

KIT

MODEL 55
in light high Tensile duralumin
to
fully heat treated and tempered. These elements are filled
prevent humming and processed to prevent corrosion ; of large
of
characteristic
electrical
the
and
strength
diameter to ensure
broad bandwidth.
INSULATORS -of robust construction and streamlined atshape
the
to reduce windage. The insulator is fully waterproofed
element and boom entry points. Fixing of elements and boom is
feeder
twin
coaxial
or
of
the
connections
and
quick and positive
can be visually inspected by removal of the cap.
MAST -of high tensile duralumin combining great strength
of
with lightness. Specially treated to prevent corrosion and 100
tin. o.d. and adequate gauge. Tested to withstand winds of

ELEMENTS- constructed

m.p.h.

BRACKETS -of light aluminium alloy of special design to provide
over a wide area of
a strong fitting which will distribute stresses
brickwork. The mast is rubber mounted in the brackets to
eliminate any tendency of humming and to .absorb vibrations.

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE

THE TELEVISION & RADIO
SERVICE
Contains
1
1
1

ENGINEERS'

MASTER TRIMMER KIT
i

:

Trimmer.
Side Trimmer.
End

Yaxley Switch

1

Contact

Adjuster.

1
1

1

Set of Feeler Gauges.
Set of six Box Spanners

from 1 to 8 E.A.
four Spanners from
0 to 8 B.A.

Set of

Low Capacity Trimmer.

Only 25/6 Post Free.

Screwdriver.

Export enquiries invited
SEND YOUR ORDER TO

J.

& S. NEWMAN LTD.

100 Hampstead Road, N.W.1
Euston 5176
7el. :

High Gain -the model 55 (illustrated) is a widespread H aerial
with a forward gain of 3.8 dB.
Broad Bandwidth -large diameter tubes ensure a broad bandwidth and provide a picture with better definition.
FrontlBack Ratio -the ratio is 11.0 dB giving the aerial valuable
directional characteristics which
enables interference to be minimised, or eliminated completely.
180° which
Acceptance Angle
allows a useful degree rotation of
the aerial before the signal is
reduced.
Range- dependent on the location
n I 11 - and
can exceed 70 miles from
If Ìs¡
the transmitter.

. \
P"1
'
4t_

-of

iitr

NYC.

Mi6LI.

Aeriaii#e
AERIALS

AERIALITE LTJ., STALYBRIDGE, CHESHIRE
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SURPLUS GEAR
Parts dis mantled, etc., from Gov.
Surplus included in each parcel. Con -'
densers, Resistors, Vol. Control,.
Chokes, Transformers, etc. A Great
Bargain. 10. - ea. Parcel.

RADIO
SUPPLY CO.

A L P HA

MAINS TR 4NSFORMERS
11TI PRIMARY. 200- 220 -240 v.
SECONDARIES. 250 -0-250 v., 80 m.a.,
0 -4 v.; 5 a. -6.3 v.; 4 a. 0-4 v. -5 v. 2 a.
17 6 each
MIT2 as above, but with 330-0-350 H.T.
winding ...
...
...
... 17'6 each
AUTO TRANSFORMEK
0 -10 -120- 200- 230-250 v. 100 watts, 17'6 each
1173 PRIMARY. 200 -220.240 v.
SECONDARIES. 30 v. 2 amp. with
'tpeines at 3 v. 4 v. 5 v. 6 v. 9 v. 9 v.
la v. 12 v. 15 v. 18 v. 20 v. 24 v.
17.6

VALV

EBC3
EL.35

ÓZ4

6Q7G

8-

6SG7
6SH7

10'- 8SA7GT
8 8

3Q T

,

58
126

9-

1S4
1S5
1T4

THIS MONTH'S OUTSTANDING
BARGAINS

6SQ7

mid.

R

350

350 v.,
v.. 1 %8 each.

12 each.
25

32 mrd.
m.d. 25 v. D.C.,

IS

26SG

30

k12

lc St, 25

k12.

.lOp 12, 50 S2

...

...

5Z4

9

6C6

6F6G
EF80

25A6G

12'6

1016

7/6
8/7/6

-

94
10-

1

6

to

£2

;

8'9
6'9

150A

12/6

2- to

9/6
8/9/10 /9/6
9/B

(ECH35) 14/-

161

9%8

EF41
MAD. ORDER ONLY.

;

2/g
7/8
9/-

50L6GT
2516G

9//8

35L6GT
35Z4GT
ECL80

9 -

TER MS : Cash with order or C.O.D.
Postage, 6d. to 10/- ; 1 //- to 20 -

79

12C8
12K8

3

86
76

611B4

22 ea.

...

9/6

5U4G
6AC7

11/6

9/6 5Y3GTA
10/6 X18
E'9 463

98

916

92

EA50

bÍ8/8
818

8/9 EF8
9/- VUái

7C5
7Y4
80
807

10/8

3V4

2/- ea.

.xi12.1k?,2k12.5k2,15k12.

5/8-

3S4

IRE WOUND VOL. CONTROLS

-! 20012. 101cS2, 20

1

COLLARD A('37 RECORDIN(.
MOTOR
Variable speed 0 -100 r.p.m.. 100125
v., 200250 v. Spindle din., 32/6
each. Post 1;6.

: 5in. Goodman, 13/9
5in. Plessey. 12'9 ; 101n. Plessey. 22/6
loin. -Rota; 322 : 121n. Truvox, 5716.

:

Elan 8ín., 18'6.

MH411

MsPen

Pen25
TP25
UL41

7/9
10/6

7/9 6AM6
6AL5

2X2
3Q4

13 each. Octal Grid Caps, Bd.
doz.
Jack Sockets. 8d. ,each.
meg. less switch. 1 6 each. I meg.
100 k12 V/C BPS, 29 each.

6V6GT
6X5GT

!9

8/9

- SP6I
BM

8'9 6V6G

89

11!6

9/6 UY41
7/- EF3s
9/6' EBC33
9/8

6SK7

66L7

8 -

10.8

KT66

12'6
7'6
10.'6
9'8

7g

6SJ7

3'6

50, 30

111.5

KT61

6!6

10.6 6L7

L63
MS4B
12AT7
12J5

Heavy duty 121n. P.M. Speaker.
5/

6K7G
6K8G

ULM

'l'R U VOX

£640,- each. Carriage

S

E

METAL RECTIFIERS
12 v.
amp., 1/6 each. 2 to 6 v. 1 amp.,
3/- each. 250 v. 45 ma.. 69 each. 250 v.
75 m;a., 7'8 each. 12 v. 5.amp., 18/6
each. 14D36, 8'6 each. 12 y. 1 amp..
4'6 each.

GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED
SOME GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
PEN383
10- 6H6
46 E1148
2/SPEAKERS
7D5
10- 6J7M
8!6 HL23DD
3/6 311n. Elec. 13'6

.ach

1512.
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£5.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Cast steel cases, Pitch Dipped. A!!
connections to Terminals on Top Panel.

T1. 220 v. A.C.
320-0-320 95 m a., 6.3 v. 3.1 a., 4 v. 2.5 a..
Weight 24l bs. ...
...
... 12// 6 each
T2. 220 v. A.C. 445 -0445 v. Weight 24 lbs. ... 122 each
T3, 220 v. A.C.
765 -0-265 v. 4 v. 2.5 a., 6.7 v. 7 a
Weight 24 lbs ...
each
Carriage on above, 3'- each.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. As
above.
F.T.I. 220 v. A.C. 4 v. 2 a. Weight albs.,

122

76.

F.T.2.

220 v. A.C.,

Weight

16

4

lbs. ...

v. 3.75

..

a..

Post

4

RM2, S.T.C., 125 v. 100 m.a., 4'- each.
" Vlewmaster" Envelope, Holme Moss
;

UNIT TELEVISION
are worth sending for !
Four completely wired, tested and reliable unite'
give :-(1) Vision and sound, (2) Line time base, (3)
Frame time base, (4) Power supply. Mounting for 9" or
12" tube optional.
These quickly assembled and adaptable units ensure
successful operation at minimum cost. (The parts ars
not Government surplus, but newly made by a leading
electronics company.)

FULL LENGTH DOORS AND BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED. ALSO RADIOGRAM & L.S.
CABINETS.

PHONE

OR

FOR

LEAFLET

H. ASHDOWN, 98, Hertford Rd., Edmonton, N.9.
Tel

:

i

TYANA _,...,...,

Reg. Design No. 867804

i
z
1-

Write now for farther information.

TOT 2621

SOLDERING IRON 16/9

t

1

Details of this

FOR ALL HOME BUILT RECEIVERS. ANY
SIZE SCREEN UP TO I7". FITTED WITH

WRITE

each

or Kirk O'Shotts, 5'- each.
Full List available send 3d. stamp.
Minimum C.O.D. and postage charge 2,3.
11/8

5/6 VINCES CHAMBERS, VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS,

TELEVISION
CABINETS

1 %6.

v. 6.9 a.

... 8.'B

UNITEL ELECTRIC

18, Avenue Road, Belmont, Surrey.

-

The Perfect Smell So /deny; Instrument
Adjustable Bit. (a Easy to Handle. S Weight approx.
4 oes. Overall length I" of the Iron and diameter of the
bit A"
Heating Time 3 min.
40 Watt economy
1

Consumption. S Standard Voltage Ranges (other Ratings
Available on Request).
Long Life and Efficiency.

Replacement Elements and Bits always available.
Just the Convenient Iron Required for Intricate and
Fine Soldering.
Maintenance Service for Industral users.
British made by

:-

KENROY LIMITED

152/297. Upper Street, Islington, London, N.I.
Telephone : Coronbury 4905 -4663

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
UNITS
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS
"TELEVISION CIRCUITS"

E.H.T.
I

6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T.

and

Fourth Edition, 96 pages, 3/6

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.,

Queenswa
e,seznfield,

LINE OSCILLATION ?
Will you please help me with this fault

YO

SOLVED
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
JJor cdnstructional articles which appear hi these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p.383
must be attached to al! Queries, and if a postal
reply n required a stamped and addressed envelope
mat be enclosed.

TUBE FAULT
I am writing to ask your advice on a problem that has
arisen with my set. After switching on the picture is
perfect, but will jump in and out of focus every few

Can you advise ? -E. Austin (N.16).
From your description we suspect that your cathode
-ray tube has developed an intermittent heater- cathode
short and will therefore have to be replaced.
seconds.

LINE TEARING

I have built your " View Master " and have had it
operating for soma' months and have been very pleased
with results, other than one fault which I cannot overcome
and remedy. I have re- aligned coil slug settings time
and time again with no response to rectifying fault. The
picture appears to partially tear away in same places
varying at times from top, middle and bottom. If it
occurs at bottom it gives appearance of person with legs
broken in several places. 1 have looked back for several
months in your " problems" section as I am a regular
Practical Television," and I cannot see any
reader of
query from any reader relating to this problem. I have
changed line and frame generators over, also EFSO's.
1
have also removed spot suppressor circuit, as it rather
seems to me as a case of pulling on whites, hut with no
F. Gifford (Kensal Rise).
effect.
The fault you describe may be caused by C18 or R21
giving an incorrect time constant, and we suggest these
components be replaced. Also check R20, R53, C37,

'

-J.

R43 and R42.

VCRII2 DETAILS
I am in possession of a type VCRI12 tuhc, and would
greatly obliged if you could furnish me with information
regarding the base connections, and the values of a suitable
E.H.T. chain for this tube. -(Liverpool It).
The following characteristics and base connections
refer to the VCR112 tube
amp.
Heater 4 volts,
he

:-

1

:

VA, = 250 volts
VA2

=

Vg

= -60

560 vòlts for focus
3,000 volts

VA, =

X- sensitivity
Y- sensitivity
Basing
1
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:

7

volts for cut -off

=
=

0.25 mm /V
0.14 mm /V

pin as follows
2

3

4

5

-in

HIGH .NOTE RESPONSE
My trouble is hissing on speech.

I have tried a new
N37 sound output valve, but this does not cure the trouble.
I may add that a loud hum is caused when the contrast
control is turned clockwise to lighten the picture. I
would be grateful if you could give me some information
on the set -up of this G.E.C. model. -N. V. Hollingworth
(Liverpool).
The hiss on sound may be the result of the normally
extended frequency response found in television receivers,
and, unless some top cut is provided, the effect can be
objectionable to a listener used to normal sound broadcasts. A 0.01 1tF condenser is wired from the output
sound valve anode to earth already in the G.E.C. receiver, but this may be low in value and another should
be tried. 1f the trouble then persists, you should check
on the setting of the interference limiter.
The hum on sound when the contrast is turned is due
to frame frequency breakthrough, and the above hiss
may be the line pulses breaking through in the same
way ; this indicates an incorrect oscillator tuning setting,
Faulty.
and a careful readjustment may cure the fault.
H.T.:inc decoupling to the sound receiver can also be
responsible.

E.H.T. SUPPLY
I have rather an annoying fault with my projection set,
which up to the present I have been unable to rectify.
Could you advise me as to what is likely to be the trouble ?
Following are the symptoms :
The picture keeps going out of focus and at the same
The contrast control
time getting smaller or larger.
has to be turned right down. This goes on sometimes all
night, then all of a sudden it gives a " plop " and everyBennett (Sheffield, 2).
thing is all right.
It would appear from your remarks that the fault lies
in the E.H.T. supply to the tube, as the variations in the
picture size and focus are characteristic of this. The
E.H.T. in this receiver is derived from a R.F. oscillator
system, which in turn draws its own H.T. supply from

-L.

:

6

7

A, A. X, X2
G H K H
with side contacts for Ay, Yt and Y2. Note that heater
and cathode are strapped to pin 2 and so grid modulation
must be employed with a separate heater winding.

?

There is a light band, about Jin. wide, running down the
picture Sin. from the left -hand side, only really noticeable
when something dark is on the screen. It will vanish when
the line-hold is in a certain position, which moves the
picture to the right, but the setting is so critical it will not
stay put. Inside the set are eight coils, seven on top in
cans, and one underneath, open; I'm told it's the oscillator.
Moving this veil! get rid of the line. but leaves bad sound
fact, there is always some sound on vision.
on vision
Also, the horizontal lines making up the picture wilt
not hold steady. At the anti -clock end of steady picture
on framehold the lines are steady, but an increase of
picture brightness (transmitted) will make picture roll.
Also, advancing the contrast control does the same.
Contrast control and framehold control both affect
horizontal lines forming picture. So for a locked picture
I have to turn framehold clockwise, and then the lines are
like a bag of worms :-Jack Pickard (Greasby).
The light band on the picture is due to undamped
resonances on the line output stage, and in normal circumstances can be cleared by adjustment of the line linearity
control used in conjunction with the width control. If
these controls have no effect, then a fault has developed
in one of the components making up the line output
circuit (most probably the damping section), and it is
this part of the circuit that must be checked for the fault.
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the normal power unit. A valve or component may be
failing in this oscillator, but it is also possible for a fault
on the normal .HaT. line to lead to the effect. The
" flop " you mention could be the result of a failing
electrolytic, and you should therefore check on all
smoothing condensers used throughout the set.
It is not easy to check the actual E.H.T. supply to this
receiver, as this is developing about 20 kV, but if you can
adapt an electrostatic meter or an instrument (drawing
only a microampere load) you might check for variations
during the programme.
FLY -BACK FAULT
Having built a TV, I am puzzled by these faults.
The tube in use is a Brimar C12B with 10 kV on the
anode, modulation is push -pull to grid and ithode.
First, I cannot get rid of scanning lines visible at the
top of the screen on all dark pictures ; reducing brilliance
makes the picture too dark, and increasing contrast brings
up the lines again.
Secondly, flicker, or a scintillating effect on the whites.
Thirdly, is there a measured position for the focus coil,
or has this to be found by experiment ? I am using constant
current, i.e., focus coil in series with the sound output
transformer, and find that focus drifts towards the right
of the screen. Picture shift is operated electrically, both
horizontally and vertically.
C. Whittingham (St.
Albans).
Scanning lines which appear at the top of the picture
are either due to extreme non- lipearity, or are the result
of a foldover, the flyback time being incorrect. A
critical setting of the framehold control will sometimes
correct this fault, but generally an examination of the
frame sync separator circuit is necessary, as incorrect
values are chosen for the integrator and a time delay is
occurring in the network. A " pip `' sometimes leads
to this trouble if Miller timebases are being used on frame,
and the use of a cathode resistance in the oscillator stage
(about 1,000 ohms) will sometimes correct the fault.
Usually, the position of a focus magnet is not critical,
but generally the gap should be arranged to lie just in
front of the grid electrode of the tube. Uneven focus
in an energised type of coil may be due to an irregular
gap or an actual fault in the iron used in the ring ; you
should try the magnet in the main H.T. line as an
experiment, as current drift in the output sound stage
may be responsible for the fault.

-P.
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tripling unit from line flyback. This worked fairly well for a short time and then I was troubled with the following
faults :
1. Fluctuation in brilliance and focus.
2. Stretched L.H. side on picture.
3. Erratic fluctuations in contrast and sound volume.
4. Distortion on sound (bass distortion):
5. Worsening of all faults except No. 2 which is now
slightly improved.
6. Hum on sound only (similar to hum from open circuit
gram. pick -up, but not so loud).
I have checked for dry soldered joints, loose connections,
etc., also line output valve has been replaced (42 M.P.T).
I am wondering whether the trouble could arise from
some fault in the sound output valve.
Could you suggest the possible cause or some general
line of action ? -D. Hobson (Leighton Buzzard).
All the faults you mention have something in common ;
and the fault would, therefore, appear to be on the
common H.T. line feeding the receiver. A failing H.T.
rectifier or more likely on account of the hum on sound,
a faulty electrolytic, is indicated, and you should concentrate on this line of approach rather than attempt to
examine individual stages.
.

E.H.T. RECTIFIER FAILING
For some time, until recently, after my set was switched
on the picture would gradually get darker. I used to turn
up the contrast to get the picture bright again. Then

someone would switch a light on in the Hat and it would go
too bright. Eventually I used to switch a light on and
off when the picture began to fade, to bring it back to
normal. Well, one night I could not get anything on the
tube at all. I tried switching on and off the set and lights,
but it made no difference. On one or two occasions before
when I did not get a picture when I switched on, I switched
off then on again, when the picture came on. However,
on this occasion I could get nothing only sound. I looked
over the line circuit checking voltages, resistances, etc.,
from the service sheet which I have. I drew a blank.
Everything appeared in order with the exception of the
E.H.T. which I had not a suitable voltmeter to test, so I
connected 100 Mn in series with a 0 -1 milliammeter from
tube anode to chassis, and after switching on the needle
did not move even slightly, which led me to believe the
E.H.T. wasn't there. The whistle from the line output
transformer was quite audible. -L. Carron (Finchley).
It would appear from your remarks that the E.H.T.
rectifier is failing ; this is a small EY51 valve lit from the
line flyback voltage, and you will find it mounted inside
the output transformer can. If you replace this, the
trouble will probably be cured. You should check on the
line output valve at the same time.

VCR97 FOCUS DRIFT
November issue, vide Mr. G. J. King, deals excellently
with magnetic tube focus and faults. I am very disappointed that electrostatic focus was not included along
with magnetic.
1 built a Premier 6in. two years ago. I have had, most
fortunately, only focus trouble twice, which I have corrected via resistors. Would like advice dealing with this.
CHANGING LINE OUTPUT STAGE
-F. Brereton (Stoke -on- Trent).
I have recently purchased a secondhand TV set.
Drift of focus with VCR97 tubes is generally due to Removing the chassis to
clean the tube and cabinet I
ageing of the tube itself, and up to a point this is correct- was rather puzzled
to find the line output valve was a
able by alteration of the resistances making up the focus Cossor 61SPT. My friend
happened to have the same model
control and the bleeder chain generally. A point is so I checked on his
reached, however, where such correction is no longer was a Mazda 6P28. and found that the line output valve
The set works very well and the line
possible, and the tube then has to be replaced.
output circuit does not seem to have been modified. I
would be very much obliged if you could give me an explanaH.T. FAILING
tion to this. -F. C. Banks (Chingford).
My 15in. tube set IIIIInctioned satisfactorily until nine
The Cossor 6ISPT is a very similar valve to the 6P28
months ago, when the E.H.T. transformer burned out. and its use in your receiver is quite in
order. There will
This was replaced by a Westeht metal rectifier voltage be no ill effects from its use.
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements

"VIEWMASTER " Valves, exact to
RATES : 4f- per line orto part
specification, guaranteed new and
line,
thereof, average five words
boxed, comprising 5 EF50, 1 6P25,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 11- extra.
must be prepaid
II{T61, 1 EBC33, 1 EB91, 2 6K25,
Advertisements
1 6P28, set of 12 £612/6 (post and
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, - Practical Television,"
insurance 2/ -); " Tele- King " 16in.
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Receiver,- complete set of 17 valves
Strand, London, 1V.C.2
exact, to. specification. £9191 -; 6AM6,
EF9l, 6F12, Z77, 716; EB91, 6AL5,
618; 6V6G. 5Z4G, EBC33, MU14, HANNEY OF BATH offers: -All comDH77, 6AT6, Pen 46, 1S5, 1R5, 1T4, ponents for the Magna view, the very
3V4. 3S4, 1S4, 8 /6; PZ30, PL38, 17/8; latest T.V. described in the book
6P25, 13/8; EY51, PL81, PL83, CCH35, " Large Screen T.V. for the Home
6F15; 6C9. .12/_; 6K8GT, CL33, PL33, Constructor," issued by the makers
PL82, 10F9. l OLDI L 1001, 10P13, of Brimar Valves Iget your copy
please).
Brimar,
from
11/ -; N78, X78, 12AT7, PY80, UCH42, direct
UTAl, UBC41, 10 /6; 25Z6GT, UY41, Detailed price list from us, giving
ÚF41, 13281, 11404. ECH42, DL35, 10/ -; resistor kit, T.C.C. condenser kit,
ECL80, EFBO, KT61, 6SN7GT, 6Q70, chassis, Allen Wide Angle comI2Q7GT. 12K7GT, 12K8GT, 9/6; 1178, ponents, Brimar Valves and Tubes.
U50, 5Y3G. 80, 2-5L6GT, 35L6GT, etc. Wide Angle Viewmaster, all
SOL6GT, 35Z4GT, 6V6GT, 9/ -; EF39, the special T.C.C. condensers in
E78, EFSO, 7Y4, 705, 7B7, 7H7, 7S7, stock. Allen wide angle components
7/8; HVR2A, 6K7G, 6/3; all new and (see below). Teleking, complete set
boxed. Postage 4d. per valve extra. of Allen Chassis, 70/ -; T.C.C. ConREADERS RADIO, 24, Colberg Place, denser Kit, £7'4/3; Coils, TK1, 3/ -;
Stamford Hill, London, N.16.
TK2 /3, 4/5/8/9 all 5/- each; TK6,
TK7, 13/-; SC3I2, 22/6; AT3I0,
Indicator Units 7/8;
SPECIAL OFFER!
Wide
OP117, 9/ -; BT314, 15/ type 95 (same as type 62). Contains: 30/;
(see below). Allen Wide
Angle
ein. Cathode Ray Tube type VCR97. Angle items
50/;
10.308,
components,
16' SP61s, 2 EB34s, 2 EA50s. A F0.305. 21/ -; DC.300, 42/ -; FC.302,
100 K/c crystal unit, a Muirhead
each.
16/GL.18,
and
35
GL.16
/
-;
dial and drive. 12 wire -wound pot Standard Viewmaster, all genuine
meters, and a host of resistors, con - components ex- stock. Complete Kit,
densors and controls. Size 18in. x less valves and tube, £31 or in easy
12ín. x 9in., ideal for inexpensive T.V.
or Scope unit. Note the price, 69 /6, stages as per our list). W.B Chassis.
18/6
carriage paid. T.V. wall- mounting Sound/Vision or42/ Powerpack,
-; WB.103A, 52/6;
Di- poles, well -known manufacturer, each; WB.103,
WB.107,
WB.106,
25/6;
15'6;
WB.104,
All
Comstation.
35/-; state your
2216;
ponents for the " Viewmaster " 32(8; WB.I08, 33/3; WB.109, /9in.,
EHT WB.110, 10/- WB.111, 519 W.112
available at current prices.
W.B.
21/6.
rd.
etc.,
-;
W.B.112!12in.,
21/
valve bases for HVR2, VU111,
9d. Chassis Conversion Kit, 35 -; W.B.300
EHT top caps for above,
" Philips " Neon Indicators, pencil pre -amp Chassis, 17/8. Westinghouse
type. 100 -500V AC/DC, 5/ -. Valves: Rectifiers. 36EHT100, 29/5; 36EHT50.
all types at bargain prices. Write 28/1; 36EHT45, 23/8; 14A86, 20/4;
for free list offering free Valves with 14D36, 11/7; W.X.3 and W.X.6, 3/9
each order. SERVIO RADIO, 156/8, each. T.C.C. Condenser Kit, £7/8/8;
Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.I9. Morganite Resistors, 35/6; type Q
1Phone: LIB. 6525.1
Pots, 5/- each; 6 Colvern Pots, Kit.
Metal Folding 22/8; L707 Connector, 8/9; Wearite
PARKER'S Sheet
Machine, heavy vice model, capacity Coils, with L9, L'don, 22, -; Wenvoe
Pike, 28/; H. Moss,
18 gauge M.S. x 2ft. wide; loose and Pontop
Send 6d.
30/ attachments for radio chassis making; B'ham and K-O-S,
lists
weight 221b.; price 42)6; attach- stamp for our comprehensive
Magnaview,
Teleof
giving
details
carriage
3/6.
ments, 1/8 per ft.;
(Std. and Wide
A. B. PARKER, king, Viewmaster
Send for details.
Wheatcroft Works, Wellington Street, Angle), W.W. T.V. S'het, P.W. Auto gram. P.W. Tape Recorder. P.W.
Batley, Yorks.
Electronic Organ, High -speed Fault
Special offer: Viewmaster Finder;
LOOK
A.C. Band -pass 3, etc., etc.
and Practical Televisor made up, in Please add
postage on orders
working order, any channel, for £4 under £2. L. 9d.
HANNEY. 77. Lower
over list price of kit. Send for Bristol Road, F.
Bath.
(Tel.: 3811.)
70,
FARRANT
RADIO,
details.
Crescent Rd., Stonehouse, Glos.
FOR SALE, Radio, TV and Electrical
investigation,
Parties.
any
ALL VIEWMASTER and wide -angle Business:
COLLINSON, 3, Horse Market,
Components; visual alignment of M.
Durham.
Teesdale,
Middleton
in
receivers; many disposal components;
6V6G. 6SN7, EF50, 7/ -; 4uF 1,500v PARTIALLY COMPLETED Premier
Blocks, 6/ -; TMC 450V 16uF, 2/-; Magnetic London Televisor; all com8 + 8uF, 2/8; 4uF, 118; etc., etc.
ponents except tube; near £15.
RADIO TECHNIQUE, 78, Eyre Place, GAMMON, 51b, Earls Av., Folkestone.
Edinburgh, 3.
VALUE.- Co -ax.
FOR
1953 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, 5 -valve WINWOOD
large cable, standard ;in., 70/80 ohms,
World coverage,
superhet.
dial, 9/- doz. yds, 67/6 per 100 yds.;
station-named
attractive
switched fidelity control, A.C. mains; Heater Trans., 6.3v at 1.5 amp 7/6,
special oiler this month, 11gns. View- 3 amp 11/6; Mains Trans.. 350 -0-350,
master, complete set of 12 valves as 6v. 5v, 4v.4v, 80ma, 220; I.F. Trans.,
specified. £6/4/6; incl. tax, post, 465 Kcs, 9/8 pr.; " Yyana " 40 -watt
Coils, Soldering Iron. 16/9; " Doorrod"
registration.
complete set incl. choke, London, Aerial, 22/6; Valves, E91 7/9, EB91
Co -axial 8/9; quality Radiogram Chassis, 315/6; other areas, 1718.
Cable, stnd. 80 ohms, ;in., 8/8 doz. waveband, complete with valves and
yds.; any length cut. Valves, EY51, spkr.. £12, carriage 5 /-. WINWOOD.
10 /6; EF91, 8/6; E1391. 7'; KT61, 12, Carnarvon Road, Leyton, E.10.
9/6; 6V6, 6F6, 6X5, 5Z4. 5U4, U14, (Mail only.)
6Q7, 35L6, 35Z4, 12K7. 12K8, 12Q7,
Viewmaster Television.
25L6, 6AK5, 6AT6, EF80, 9/9 each: BARGAIN,model,
less cabinet: needs
Non -mag. P.M. Midland
6117G, 4 for 19/6.
condition; any offers?
adjusting;
good
10in..
19/8.
Speaker, 61,in., 12/6;
T.R.F. Coils with reac., 7/6 pair. Box No. 143, c, O PRACTICAL TELEVISION.
LP'. Trans.. 465 Kcs. 9/8 pair.
all values, 3I -; SP /sw, VIEWMASTER KITS, new specified
V /Cntrls.,
RADIO UN- parts, any area, less speaker focus
403. New lists; s.a.e
assembled.
£28.
£24/10/ -;
LIMITED, Elm Rd., London, E.17. ling,
BETTS, 53, Mirfield Grove, Hull.
(Phone: KEY. 4813.)
,

z

'

!

This
TV
Aerial.
aerial, will provide
high gain on all TV channels with
a remarkable reduction in interference and short-term fading. One of
these aerials is now in use at the
MULTIPOLAR
amazing new

Northern Ireland factory of a well See
known radio manufacturer.
TELEVISION, Or
NOV ember PRACTICAL
send stamp for further details. Full
constructional data. 5/ - Ultra -LowNoise Pre -Amplifier Kits still available.
Valve bargains: 6AK5, bK8,
-

EF91, FW4.500, 9/6; 6X4, 12AT7.
ECL80, U78, 10/8; 6J6, 6SN7, 11/8;
I85BT, 185BTA, X78, TH22C, 12,6;
12AU7, 60186. 14/6; 1337, R16, 18/6;
6CD6. 25/; 6BA6, 807, 3Q4, 818;
6AL5. 1T4, 7/6; 1L4, EF92, 6/6; 3A4,
6L7, 6N7, 6AG5, 5, 6; 12SG7, 4/ -; 954,

2/3;

EA50,

Postage

119.

9d.

I

on orders

under £2. ELECTRAD RADIO, 69,
High St., Belfast, N.I.
BARGAINS. -Indicators with CRT
and 6 valves, new cond. £3 Icarr.
pd.l: Cased Chassis, with Soc. power
pack and 6 valves, 50/; 2 /CV181
(Eng. 6SN75), /EF50, LEA50, on small
chassis, 25/ I.F. amp., 16.5mcs, with
7,SP61, /EA50. 27/8; Meters, 2in,
If. 5ma, or l00ma, 8 /-; R1355s, 35/ -;
RF24, 21/ -, together. 50/- (carr.
eithe. 6 /-); Muirhead Dials, as RF26,
8/8; IFTs, new, canned, 10/13mcs,
1/6; 7mcs (R1355). 1/8; or diode IFT,
2/. Many more bargains, especially
Valves. List for lid. s.a.e. Terms:
cash with order: immediate delivery;
W. A. BENSON, 308,
post extra.
Rathbone Rd.. Liverpool. 13.
VALVES, 6J6, 12AT7, 10/ -; EF91, 7/6;
6C4, EF92, EAC91, D77, 8 /6. SKILL MAN, Franchise St., Weymouth.
12in.
(London),
VIEWMASTER
Mazda. Console cabinet; working.
1

1

Box

NO.
VISION.

142,

c,

O

PRACTICAL

TELE-

SCANCO and all Components. Flyback Line Trans. S.T.114 7 -10 k.V.

Width and Linearity Controls, Circuit
Line
Output Trans.
available.
Focus Coils S.T.8, S.T.28,
S.T.11.
S.T.18. Deflector Assembly S.T.9.R.,
S.A.E. for lists.
S.T.19, S.T.29.
A. as J. B., 32, Cedars Rd., Bedding ton, Croydon. Surrey.
YOUR ENQUIRY. -P.C. to ROWAT,
" Sunrae," Headley Rd., Bishops -

worth. Bristol; price, etc., return:
Radio and TV components various,
soiled, perfect, half -cost; save money!
C.W.O.: post free over 5/ -.
COMPLETE TV Premier Kit, VCR97,
G.
guaranteed;
£18.
London:
51,
Gainsborough
BALDERSTONE,
Rd., Richmond. Surrey.
50 SECONDHAND Televisions always
for sale: famous makes. TOMLINS,
127, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
FOR. 5497.1
IF YOU REPAIR T/V SETS, send 4d.
(

for our Spares Manual.
T V
REPLACEMENTS,
DIRECT
Dept. P.W., 134 -136, Lewisham Way,
New Cross, S.E.14.
ITIDeway 3696.1
TELEVISION. -PT S'het TV Coilset,
62/8; Cored Formers, 2/3 ea. BEL,
Marlborough Yard, N.19. ARC. 5078.,
MAZDA CRM123 for sale, little used,
still under guarantee. Box No. 144,

stamps

(

C/O

TELEVISION.

PRACTICAL

WINDSOR 30A Oscilloscope, little
used, very good condition; 47A Port-

able Valve Tester; latest Adaptors
and Charts. neither damaged nor
marked. £25 each or an offer.
CAINE RADIO. Petworth. Sussex.

WANTED
NEW

VALVES

small

WANTED,

or

quantities. 61(8, 6V6, 5Z4,
1R5, IS5, FW4 500, 6Q7, 12K8, 80,
VÚ39, EBC33, 3S4. etc., etc. Prompt
cash. WM. CARVIS, 103. North
large

Street, Leeds,

7.

1'O
QVi 1ESuntil Co
January 21st,

,Plessey E.H.T. Concentric Connectors
concentric
;ÇHE comprehensive range of E.H.T.
Co., Ltd.,
1 connectors manufactured by The Plesseyavailable
to
Ilford, Essex, is now described in a brochure,
high
manufacturers. Small in size, and possessing
i

381

This Coupon is available

must accompany all Queries.

Ï'
i

!953 and

I

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, January,

1953.

1

London, W.C.2, and
LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. and New Zealand
month by GEORGE NEWNES,
Published on the 22nd of each
Exmoor Street. London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia
LTD.,
SONS,
&
Including
SPEAIGHT
by
W.
England
in
printed
Post.
Africa
GORDON
t the Cenral Po O1flc for the Canadian
ñ 13a. 6d. (Canada 3s.). Regi ter
a d Abr^d

oeInland

d

aSLet

ets trate

Taia

:
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-THE MODERN

BOOK CO.

VALVES

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and

Radio Engineer,. Sers icing Manual,
by Molloy (ed.). 42., Od.. postage 9d.
Television Engineer.: Servicing
Manual, by Molloy (ed.). 42.i. Od..
postage 9d.

January, 1953

RADIO COURSES

'

TV Fault Finding, compiled by Radio
Constructor." 5s. Od., postage 3d.
The Oscilloscopic Book. bsr IC

GET

384

SP

5 4 6

DDL4
MH4
MH9

.

HOURS' SERVICE

24
4

CERTIFICATE!

A

ALL GUARANTEED

J

4/6

(Metal) 6,42SPT
5'CV63
5,-

EFOI

1016
9 6J7(Z62) 4 6
807

607
6.SH7

6SN7

5'6

106

5Z4
6V6
VU111

DETta

5.

ÑWd /5(sl

6Jù

VR65

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

16/6

5/9/6
4/6

vß

January, 1953

Come to CLASSIC for
"THE
VIEWMASTER"

Not just "The Television Specialists" but
" VIEWMASTER SPECIALISTS "

TECHNICAL

the

We are the boys, we have the goods, and we
supply all Television Areas daily.

- £32

SEND FOR OUR LISTS TODAY ! !
Cash
be bought Stage by Stage, or on available Hire

VIEWMASTER Components for
also

Can

fer the

Purchase Terms.

VIEWMASTER COMPONENTS
WO 200 S V Chassis ...

18 6

WB101 Chassis Sup-

ports

6 0

T,B and P
Chassis
18 6
WB 103 Mains Transformer
£2 2 0
WB 103A Auto Transformer
£2 12 6
WB 104 Smoothing
W13 102

Choice
WB 105 Loudspeaker
WB 300 Pre -Amplifier

15

net

WB

Width Con-

110

trol

WB
WB

'

1

£1

l l Boost Choke...

TCC Condenser Type

2 6

TCC Condenser Type

.

15 9

bookstall of W.H.S. Whilst it is not practicable to
maintain a big stock of such books at every branch-the
Daily Supply Service from Head Office will quickly
deliver the books you want to your local branch. We will
gladly supply lists of the standard works on any subject
and welcome inquiries from students and librarians,

.

6

Focus Mag-

6

For all your technical books and periodicals
you need go no further than the nearest shop or

fiers 36 EUT4100 ... £1 9 5
Westinghouse Rectifiers 14A8(í ...
£1 0 4
Westinghouse Rectifiers 14 D/36 ...
..
11 6

8

1.7 6

Frame
Transformer
21 5
W13107 Line Transformer
£1 12
WB 108
Scanning
Coils ...
...
... £113

3 9

.

fiers 36;EHT50

3 9

£1

2 8

£1

4 8

CP55QO

4 6

CP55V0

7 6

TCC Condenser Metal
Pack CP47N ...

112 Tube Support
Wearite R.F. Choke ...
Bulgin Parts (com£1 1 6
WB Conversion kit ... £1 15 0
plete set)
Wearite Coils, H:M.
Belling Lee Conn.
KSHTS, WIV
.. £1 8 0
Unit and Fuses ...
So "Take it from here " by return or Post.

2

* Our Postal
Service can
periodicals to any

Ó

W. H.

15 3
10 6

P),onr: Addierom5e

send technical

books and
Home or Overseas.

Smith & Son

HEAD OFFICE: STRAND HOUSE, LONDON

r,o..1 1

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

VALVES BY RETURN
«)

4 6 ON7

' 108GT

5'-

11,D5

6/6 6SC7
6/6 6S117
9/- 6SQ7
9' - 6SN7
9/- 6557
9/- 6U7

1LN5
1R0
1S4
1S5

1T4

5'- 6176G
4!- 6X5GT
9'- 7193

1625

215SG
25.16

2007
2C34

6Fß
GPO

66OGT
6.HT5GT

6K6
6

8G

6L6G

KT61

5 6 KT63
9 6 KT6G
10 6 KTWeO
7 6 0Z4

9

6

9,'B.'6

7/6

9D2
12A6
12J5
125G7
128H7

71- 19157

5 - ARP12
9/- CV6
5//6 E114ß

17/6 EF36
8/6 EF50
11/6-

EF91

10 /6

10-

3000

7'6
10 7'6

7'-

746

P.EN46
QP25 .

7/6

1/6
3/-

6' RK34

$ SP41
26SP61

954

OJOi

6J7G

S -

ELM

44-

216
7,6

6' SP4

a

61

7 -

56

31-

3/6

TP23
U21
U404

8 -

10 6

106 VU122A
66 VU133

3'6

3 -

3'-

2''7.6

CO., LTD.

Works

:

36, RO8EBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.t.
Brarches at Liverpool, Manchester,

"

Birmingham.
No Quantity too Small

"

S.E.

LONDON CONSTRUCTORS

We hold

good stocks of
guaranteed

new and

COMPONENTS AND VALVES

56
101

Rewinds, loudspeaker repairs, communication and TV. receiver align-

3/6

GLYNDON RADIO SERVICE,
68, Wellington
St., Woolwich.

12'6 EK32
3'6
All the above are Boxed and Tested and
carry my guarantee.
Money back if diseatisfed.
Please include a small amount for
postage.
MAIL Olt))ER ONLY

E. MINETT (P.T.)
VALVE SPECIALIST

54,

&

CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

3/6

8, VRI5

6 6 VU39

6,

2/6
2/6

2 6 VRG6

6l'RI5O
- VT62

H. ROLLET

9.4-

5 -, VR21
5 6 VR53
VR51
7 6
6, /R65
5 - VR65A
2
2

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

RETREAT STREET,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

ment, etc.

WOO 2749.

RADIO
ENGINEER

Our Home -Study Courses in
Radio, Television and Mathematics are a proved success.
We train men to earn good
money in their spare time,
start businesses of their own,
or get bigger salaries. Post
coupon for free details.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
lost in unsealed envelope, r' d. postage -1
To : T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
36,

N.O. RADIO ELECTRICAL CO.

1350, Stratford Rd., Birmingham, 29
'Phone : Springfield 2369. Estb. 25 years

WC

can beOaw®o1 e
a well-paid

Northfield Road,

Ringwood, Hants.

VIEWMASTER
Exact specified parts at Shopping List
prices by return post. H.M., Wenvoe
and Scottish. Also valves and tubes.

s

YOU

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE,
ANGLE,
CHANNEL, TEE

EL32

b/-

5OY6GT 7/6
5Y3'5Z4
6AC7

-

3 6 111,37
7 6, RR72

10-

3S4

8

7 6

2/6 77

31- 7B6
11/6 7R7

ß5L6

MUG

6SC7

address at

TECHNICAL BOOK SERVICE

THE CLASSIC ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
" THE HI -FI TELEVISION SPECIALISTS"

852/384 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey,

Industry

Radio

£7 7 0
£1 16

3
Morganite Variable
Resistances ...
Colvern Pts (Set 6) ... £1 92 0
Westinghouse Recti-

fiers

chassis

1

.

Morganite Resistors

Westinghouse RectiWX.3
Westinghouse Rectifiers WX.S
..
Westinghouse Rectifiers36'EHT45
Westinghouse Recti-

6

WB. 106

WB 100

TCC Condensers

NAME
ADDRESS

TI/53

I

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

The new ARMSTRONG
Television Chassis Model T.V.l5

The solder for all

incorporating

a

12in. C.R.T., is now available for distribution

TELEVISION

SOME

CONSTRUCTOR

SETS

Designers of television constructor
sets know that the efficiency of
their equipment depends on the
solder used by the constructor
that's why they recommend Ersin
Multicore for trouble -free, waste free soldering. Ersin Multicore, the
only solder containing three cores
of "extra- active, non -corrosive Ersin
Flu1c, is obtainable from all leading
Ask for Cat. Ref.
radio shops.
C.16018, 18 S.W.G. 60'40 High
Tin Television and Rodin Alloy.
The size 1 Carton contains 47 feet
of solder, costs 5/-.

-

PRICE

53 Guineas
TAX PAID
Also available in

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO., LTD.,

In case of difficulty in obtaining supplies, please write to:
MSULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS
AVE., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. o Boxmoor 3636 (3 lines).}

WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
Telephone -NOR th 1213.

Radio G200 Announces
RK34, 7193
VALVES. At 1/9
FASO, DI, VR92, VR78, 954, 2X2

; at 213 :
; at 4/6 :
at 5/6 : 6K7G, 125117,
6SK7gt, 125C7,
6/9 :
:

401,

617G

;

;

at

COMPACT Z.V.

;

and

Teleking

We have also a department for
rewinds giving you a 24 -hour
service and a better job. Please
label all burnt -outs with your name

55,

Union, Street, Maidstone, Kent.
Phone

:

and address when despatching.

Components.

ARTHUR HOILE
2812.

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE OR FINISH
CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATIONS

FOR ALL PURPOSES

DELIVERIES
GOOD
REASONABLE PRICES

6CH6, 68G6, X78, 6C06, KTBI, 2A3,
12KSgt, X76,
684g ; at 10 /6 : 6K8gt,
5U46, CV2.

Viewmaster

IRANSEORMERS
SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
FROM OUR STANDARD RANGE
OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

VY2 6U5G, EC52. U78, 12SL7
12SN7 -B36, 7B7, 7C5, 7C6,
at 816:
7H7, 7R7, 7Y4, 154, 1T4. 3A4, 6X5gt,
65L7, DH77, W77, 35L6gt, 50L6gt, 25L6gt,
35Z4gt ; at 9/6 : IRS, 155. 354, 3Q4,
NIB, D77, PALS, 6V6gt, 6F6G, 6C6, 606.
I2AX7,
12AU7,
12AT7,
6U4gt, 6N7,
12SR7,

beautifully veneered two -toned wa!mrt

Installed free.
Comprehensive Maintenance Service available.
Please send for Radiogram and T.V. list, post free.

Ersin Multicore Solder'

956, 6H6, I2H6

a

CONSOLE CABINET. 63 GUINEAS Tax Paid.

The now famous " New 1355 Conversion " enables you to construct a
ompact. sell- contained
remarkably
Sound, Vision, Time bases,
televisor
Speaker and power patin on one 1355
chassis- without the use of any expensive RP units.
Data, tor all live channels. 3' -.
We can supply 1355 receivers, in original
makers' cases, complete with 11 valves,
1

HOWORTH
(Dept.

P.

P.T.)
51, POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD

Tel.: 37030..

:

NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS
AND WASHERS
.I

45 -.

INDI('.%'rolt l'NIT 182A containing
3 EF50is,
SP61's,

VCR517 16 in. C.R.T.l,
5UIG. dozens of resistors. condensers.
etc., 9 WW pots. these contain mans
4

of the additional components required
for our conversion, or for 'Scope construction. 79:6 in original cases. We
can supply a few slightly store soiled

/./, Cl:

n11t,,. dnn11lr.
a.hr1 s All

,

Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

72 -76,

Phone

:

IIOLborn 4777

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.
9 CAULDWELL STREET,
BEDFORD
(Phone: 5568)

,li

_

Pieces. 1,6. p1r
SET 3061Si7e 4BA

n1:1'n1

lies.

-

.1.

+r.n
l'o,,aele
I

"

,ut-. anI 1,1.
Contents 600 Fuu:. ;
SET307Sir.e65AL A....1:,
11,ng, xit11 II:in tirs. 1

1.11i

u:1rhe1e :n.I lah,
Average Contents, 400

-

I.,

tn,nr wa.hea'eand

B. KO SKIE

ji 7'LA7En

111111

SET 305 (Size 2BA
:d Iniu. I.

..

,and

111. from

,11t=.

11,11,

i,1

11.

1-ni,f, Average

1Id_ poet.

1,011 $111...11

,

Ida11i o

1

11,1

lnle.11ake

1.nlrn.t

1,,1.

7
6, Fh1e lld. put.
Average Contents 750 Pie
By Pext, uir-J.,'Jql,l w. +Gip.1u,uud,ive in the no,IJ.
ne,rxrn.e Pxl rifrn.
hoe..
i
¡,ueAr,l
eoinpnfownlvd
urll
All srl.

BERNARD F. WADE LTD.
ILKLEY, YORKS, ENGLAND
Tel

Ilkley 1767.

iv
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Giving "home constructors"

everything they look for!

'ENGLISH EI,ECTRI,C'
BRITISH MADE

16

INCH LONG LIFE METAL C.R. TUBES
TYPE T.90I

First metal tube in Great Britain and still first in performance
ever since its introduction by ' ENGLISH ELECTRIC' . . .
` Tele -King ' and ` Magnaview ' circuits and `
View- Master '
conversion circuit are built around it! The designer's
choice for " professional " results.
Magnetic focus and deflection (70' angle). Almost flat
face -plate. Wide angle scanning. Picture focussing over
whole of screen area: Fitted ion trap. Length í71r ".
YOUR LOCAL DEALER WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL PAR FICULARS,
OR WRITE
THE

ENGLISH ELECTRIC

COMPANY LIMITED,

TELEVISION DEPT., QUEENS HOUSE,

KINGSWAY, LONDON,

W.C.2.
1

